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Abstract

This dissertation consists of three essays on banking and financial regulations.

Using analytical frameworks and historical perspectives, these essays investi-

gate some of the most pressing issues underlying the regulatory structure of the

United States, including regulatory competition, “too big to fail,” and shadow

banking. The results provided herein help foster the discussion on future finan-

cial reforms.

The first essay analyzes the welfare impact of supervisory shopping in the

banking sector. Supervisory shopping leads to a welfare-increasing “race to the

top” among supervisors, if strong supervision increases banks’ access to deposits

by signaling that banks have a less risky balance sheet. However, if deposits are

subsidized through an underpriced financial safety net, banks shop for a weak

supervisor to maximize gains from risk-shifting. Supervisory shopping then pre-

cipitates a “race to the bottom.” In an extension of the framework, contingent

convertible bonds (CoCos) prevent banks from risk-shifting, and supervisory

shopping becomes socially desirable again.

The second essay, which is a joint effort with Chang Ma, examines the

optimal prudential regulations of large banks in the presence of an underpriced

bailout guarantee. We evaluate policies that aim to mitigate the social costs of

a bailout, including a capital requirement, direct cap on size, and tax on size.

We find that each policy proposal improves social welfare in comparison with

its absence; however, it cannot achieve the first-best level. In particular, bank

size regulation inhibits banks’ scale economies, because it curbs bailout costs by
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limiting bank size. To eliminate the use of public funds and the associated costs,

we consider the issuance of CoCos to absorb banks’ losses in the bad state. We

find that a socially optimal investment scale can be implemented when CoCos

are required.

The third essay, which is a joint effort with Dang Du, reviews the history of

financial regulatory developments in the U.S. via an examination of major reg-

ulatory reforms. While drawing on historical narratives of financial overhauls,

we pay special attention to the issue of regulatory leakages that have led to the

rise—in various forms—of unregulated short-term funding markets, ineffective

regulatory regimes, and shadow banking. Our discussion highlights the fact that

these leakages, which have been regarded as leading causes of the most recent

financial crisis (2007–09), have deep roots in U.S. history.
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Too Big To Fail, Bailout, CoCos, Size Regulation

Financial Reforms, National Banking Act, Federal Re-
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Chapter 1

Supervisory Shopping in the
Banking Sector: When is it
Socially Desirable?

1.1 Introduction

Whenever a banking or financial crisis occurs, the effectiveness of financial reg-

ulation and supervision is called into question. For instance, immediately after

the most recent global financial crisis that erupted in 2007, many experts and

policymakers urgently called for a wholesale change to the regulatory and su-

pervisory apparatus, which subsequently resulted in a major redesign of the

regulatory and supervisory environment in the United States as well as in the

Eurozone and other financial centers. The optimal design, however, still very

much remains an elusive concept.

Supervisory shopping, among others, poses a great challenge to crafting

an optimal design in today’s increasingly integrated world. Financial institu-

tions, which typically have access to multiple supervisors, can and often do

switch supervisors at a relatively low cost. This opens the door to supervisory
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shopping where financial institutions pick and choose their “favorite” supervi-

sors. Researchers and policymakers alike have acknowledged the presence of

supervisory shopping in practice. Many of them—for instance, White (2009)

and Johnson and Kwak (2011)—argue that it leads to unhealthy competition

among supervisors and reduces social welfare. Others have come to its defense

and, for instance, argue that financial institutions’ ability to switch can act as a

healthy constraint on the authorities’ policy-making process (Greenspan, 1998;

Wilcox, 2006). The jury, one might say, is still out on the impact of supervisory

shopping in the banking sector.

In this paper, I propose a three-tier principal-agent framework of banking

supervision to study the welfare impacts of supervisory shopping. The first tier

consists of banks that borrow from depositors and make investment decisions.

The second tier consists of supervisors who examine, identify, and resolve risky

banks. To accomplish her tasks, each supervisor must acquire skills and ex-

pertise as well as exert effort—all variables that are often not verifiable in the

court of law. When there are multiple supervisors, I assume that each bank is

subject to examination by only one supervisor of its choice. Finally, the third

tier consists of a principal, Congress, who offers supervisors incentive contracts

and imposes explicit regulations on banks to maximize social welfare. Regula-

tion in this paper takes the form of a minimum capital requirement, which can

prevents bankers’ excessive risk-taking. I then examine the equilibrium of the

framework, depending on the availability of a guaranteed bailout for banks.

A crucial element of the framework is that an incentive contract for super-

visors is contingent on the numbers of supervised and resolved banks but not

on supervisory effort. This is because supervisory effort cannot be verified in
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court. This captures a reality that market participants can get a sense of how

effective a supervisor is but cannot easily describe the basis for this assessment

in a way that is provable in a court of law. By contrast, the numbers of super-

vised and resolved banks are both observable and verifiable. The supervisory

framework can be designed so as to use the verifiable information as a proxy for

the supervisory effort.

The main result of the framework is that supervisory shopping has a posi-

tive impact on social welfare when Congress can credibly commit to a no-bailout

policy. The intuition is that without a bailout, bankers require a strong super-

visor who can catalyze market confidence in the banking system. That, in turn,

allows bankers to increase leverage and raise return on equity. Capitalizing on

bankers’ preference, Congress then incentivizes supervisors by letting bankers

“vote with their feet” and rewarding supervisors proportionally to the number

of banks they receive. Supervisors, as a consequence, enter a “race to the top”

in effort levels to attract banks. However, bank failures are socially costly. An

ex post welfare-maximizing Congress that finds it optimal to rescue insolvent

banks thus instills a full ex ante expectation of a bailout. That distorts bankers’

preference toward weaker supervision, which allows bankers to maximize gains

from risk-shifting. Supervisory shopping, in this case, precipitates a “race to

the bottom” among the supervisors.

My first extension of the framework is to allow bankers to issue contingent

convertible bonds (CoCos). They are hybrids of equity capital and debt that

can absorb losses in a crisis. When bankers issue CoCos, bankruptcy and the

associated social cost are avoided without government interventions, thus, mak-

ing the no-bailout commitment credible. Accordingly, supervisory shopping
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helps to improve social welfare. The intuition is straightforward: CoCo-issuing

bankers act as if they were issuing deposits (debts) and therefore prefer high-

effort supervisors. If their investments fail, CoCos automatically convert into

equity, eliminating the need for bankruptcy and thus the ex ante anticipation

of a bailout.

My second extension of the framework considers supervisory shopping in an

international context. The extended framework includes two countries—one big

and one small—each with its own set of Congress, supervisors, and depositors.

For analytical convenience, I assume all bankers are shareholders in the big

country where they raise deposits and invest. Bankers, however, can choose to

locate their headquarters in either country, where they will be subject to the

regulation and supervision of that country on a consolidated basis. The small

country receives a share α of profits of banks that register there and helps pay

for a fraction β of the costs of bailing out these banks when applicable. The

analysis then reveals two noteworthy results. First, when both countries commit

to not bail out banks, supervisory efforts may become inefficiently high. That

is because bankers prefer to charter in a country with strong supervision so

that they can save on equity and have a high leverage ratio. The two countries

then compete to attract bankers by raising supervisory efforts, albeit to socially

inefficient levels. In comparison with single-country cases, oversupervision oc-

curs here because of the existence of two competing supervisory regimes. This,

therefore, speaks in favor of international coordination of supervision. Second,

when bailouts are available, the relative magnitudes of α and β can affect the

two countries’ regulatory requirements. In particular, for a large α and small

β, the small country has a strong incentive to attract banks, even if they are
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risky. That forces the two countries into a “race to the bottom” in regulatory

requirements.

My results are relevant in a wide range of circumstances. In the US, for

instance, supervisory competition has long been a part of the country’s financial

landscape, tracing back to 1864 when the system of dual banking was first

created. Any commercial bank in the US has been able to select a supervisor

of choice via its chartering decision. As another example, banks and financial

institutions in the highly integrated Eurozone market, where the formation of

a banking union is forthcoming, will naturally consider the variations among

national authorities and between European supervisors inside and outside of

the Eurozone. Consequently, supervisory competition as described in this paper

requires careful consideration.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 describes supervisory

shopping in practice in the US and in an international context. Section 1.3

discusses the related literature. Section 1.4 sets up the framework. Section 1.5

provides the laissez-faire benchmark. Section 1.6 analyzes the regulation and

supervision of banks. Section 1.7 extends the framework to study the use of

CoCos and supervisory shopping across borders. Finally, Section 1.8 concludes

the paper.

1.2 Supervisory Shopping in Practice

This section highlights the importance of supervisory shopping by examining the

US and the Eurozone banking environments. In the US, supervisory shopping

has long been a part of the financial landscape, arguably since the passage of the
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National Banking Act of 1864 that created a dual system of state and federal

commercial banks. In the Eurozone, a banking union is being formed. While

regulatory standards there are to be aligned, supervisory practices continue to

vary across member countries. Supervisory shopping, therefore, will become an

important issue in the area.

The discussion below will address three forms of supervisory shopping in

the US and in an international context and highlight their connection with the

model presented in Section 1.4. The three forms include: (1) an institution in

a well-defined sector (e.g. commercial banking) chooses among the supervisors

who oversee that sector; (2) a conglomerate that is active in multiple lines of

business (i.e. banking and insurance) and is supervised by different agencies may

select one to be its primary supervisor; and (3) an international institution may

select a national authority that most fits its need by moving its headquarters

across countries. While the section on “The U.S. Experience” will showcase the

first two forms, the section on “The International Experience” will do the last.

1.2.1 The U.S. Experience

In the US, banks and financial institutions have always retained the option to

“shop” for regulators and supervisors of their choice since the end of the Civil

War. Not only is this option frequently exercised, but also it can manifest itself

in different forms.

The first and most straightforward form of supervisory shopping in the US is

switching charters by commercial banks, which can leave detrimental effects on

the budgets of supervisory agencies. Between 1950 and 1977, there were 1,828

switches from state to federal agencies or from one federal agency to another
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(Scott, 1977). Between 1977 and 2003, more than 10% of all banks did this

(Rosen, 2005). When an agency loses or gains a bank, its annual budget may

fluctuate to a great extent. For instance, California Superintendent of Banks

lost 30% of revenues in 1968 when Wells Fargo Bank converted to a national

bank (Scott, 1977). Similar impacts occurred when Chase Manhattan Bank con-

verted from a New York charter to a national one in 1965 and when Wachovia

Bank in North Carolina became a national bank in 1968 (Scott, 1977). Another

example includes the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)—a fed-

eral regulator/supervisor—which lost 2% of its budget when Chase Manhattan

Bank merged with Chemical Bank and decided to have New York’s state charter

in 1995 (Rosen, 2003). Also, the State of New York Banking Department lost

30% of its annual budget when J.P. Morgan Chase Bank and HSBC Bank USA

decided to convert from the New York charters to national charters as recently

as 2004 (Blair and Kushmeider, 2006).

Because the budgets of state and federal agencies often depend on the num-

ber and the sizes of banks they supervise, they frequently adjust their regulatory

and supervisory standards to preserve and increase membership (Scott, 1977;

White, 1982; Calomiris, 2000, and others). Before World War I, for instance,

state and federal banking authorities repeatedly lowered barriers to entry and

reduced capital requirements (White, 1982). Supervision was also believed to be

laxer at state levels than at the federal level (White, 2009). Although numerous

reforms have made banking regulations more uniform across state and federal

levels since the Great Depression, Scott (1977) notes that agencies continue to

compete to promote their banks’ profitability via discretionary actions, such

as “the exercise of approval powers over mergers or branches, and questions
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of statutory interpretation within the bounds allowed by language and legal

conscience.”

The second form of supervisory shopping is financial conglomerates’ strate-

gic selection of one primary federal supervisor. For instance, before the passage

of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010

(Dodd-Frank), a given conglomerate could easily become either a bank/financial

holding company, which was supervised by the Federal Reserve (Fed), or a thrift

holding company, which was supervised by the Office of Thrift Supervision

(OTS). The choice of the primary supervisor can be essential to the profitabil-

ity of a financial institution because the primary supervisor is responsible for

evaluating and determining the company’s overall risk profile. By selecting the

“right” primary supervisor, for instance, a conglomerate may be able to achieve

its desired level of net exposure across all of its holdings.

Conspicuous examples of this shopping behavior involve the OTS and many

of its supervised entities. According to the Government Accountability Office

(2007), the OTS was the primary supervisor for a substantial number of “large”

and “complex” financial conglomerates that had “primary businesses other than

those traditionally engaged in by thrifts.” Those include Countrywide, IndyMac,

and WaMu, which all converted to thrift holding companies before the 2007–09

crisis and then failed due to excessive risk-taking under the OTS’s watch. The

most notorious one was the global insurance giant AIG, whose failure nearly

brought the entire system to the brink of collapse (Johnson and Kwak, 2011;

Sorkin, 2010). With $259 billion in consolidated assets, AIG became a thrift

holding company in 1999 by forming a $22 million-dollar thrift (Office of Thrift
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Supervision, 1999). The crisis later made clear that the OTS had inadequate ex-

pertise to supervise AIG’s vast and complex business activities, which included

a wide range of financial and insurance-related products (Johnson and Kwak,

2011). OTS’s lack of expertise, nonetheless, might have been the very reason

AIG and others became thrift holding companies.

1.2.2 The International Experience

International financial integration has been a clear trend in recent decades,

especially among the European Union (EU) countries (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti,

2003; Dermine, 2006). For this reason, supervisory shopping across borders is

and will continue to be a pertinent concern.

Supervisory shopping across borders occurs when financial institutions regis-

ter their headquarters strategically so as to be supervised by a national authority

of choice. A notorious example is the Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna-

tional (BCCI), which operated the majority of its businesses from London but

was headquartered in Luxembourg. At the time, Luxembourg did not have any

law that subjects BCCI to supervision on a consolidated basis. According to

Corrigan, Mattingly, and Taylor (1992), BCCI’s particular structure allowed it

to elude “normal banking oversight” and engage in fraudulent activities. BCCI

was eventually forced to close and liquidate in 1991, but the liquidation process

lasted for 21 years and costed more than $1.7 billion (Croft, 2012, May 17).

Although in the wake of BCCI, national banking authorities have together

developed a common approach toward consolidated supervision of international

banks, supervisory shopping across borders was not sufficiently addressed. Un-

der the aegis of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (1983, 1997),
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many countries, including all of the members of the EU, have adopted the prin-

ciple of home-country supervision as outlined in the 1983 ”Basel Concordat”

and the 1997 ”Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision.” According to

the principle, the national banking authority with whom an international bank

registers its headquarters is in charge of supervising the bank on a consolidated

basis. While this principle significantly reduces jurisdictional confusion, it con-

centrates the supervisory power into a single national authority. In addition,

as there has yet to be comprehensive international supervisory standards, each

country retains the freedom to continue its own approach to supervision. As

a result, banks continue to have strong incentives to seek supervisors who are

most accommodating to their businesses. They can do so simply by either relo-

cating their headquarters or engaging in cross-border mergers and acquisitions.

Holthausen and Rønde (2004) have also argued the same point in their paper.

Notably, supervisory integration in the recently created banking union in

Europe, albeit a step in the right direction, continues to leave room for super-

visory shopping because of a large degree of delegation to national authorities.

Under to the current regulatory framework, the European Central Bank (ECB)

will uniquely provide supervision on a consolidated basis for all bank and fi-

nancial holding companies that are established within the Eurozone (Union,

2013). However, because the ECB has limited resources, it will only directly

supervise large and systemic institutions on a broad scale. National supervi-

sory authorities will then continue to play a crucial role in banking supervision.

For instance, not only are they responsible for most day-to-day supervisory

activities, but also national authorities will be in charge of executing bank res-

olutions. Furthermore, the current proposal solely addresses the commercial
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banking sector, leaving out the rest of the financial industry. It is unclear how

other financial institutions, including securities firms and insurance providers,

will be supervised under the new banking union.

The structure of a banking union in Europe will share many similarities

with the U.S. structure in the past. For instance, a bank that operates in the

integrated European market continues to have various options for supervision.

It can be chartered by the ECB while locating in one of the Euro member

countries; be chartered by a EU member country outside of the Eurozone and

open branches anywhere in Europe; or own a bank within the Eurozone while

forming banking/financial holding companies outside of the Eurozone. For this

reason, some degree of supervisory shopping will persist in the new banking

union. The model and subsequent analysis in this paper will accordingly help

shed light on the costs and benefits of such competition.

1.3 Related Literature

Three relevant bodies of literature are regulatory economics, banking regulation

and supervision, and finally, financial regulatory and supervisory competition.

In the regulatory economics literature, principal-agent frameworks are fre-

quently used to capture and study the incentives of regulated entities [see Laffont

and Martimort (2009) for a survey]. Beginning with the seminal work by Tirole

(1986), the traditional two-tier regulator-regulated framework was extended to

include a supervisory layer. Laffont and Tirole (1986, 1991) develop the idea fur-

ther and emphasize the welfare loss when the single supervisor is self-interested.

In this paper, I employ a similar approach to supervision by conceptualizing
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the financial market as a three-tier system. Unlike previous research, however,

I endogenize the supervisors’ effort and focus on their incentives when they have

to compete with one another for income.

Using a three-tier principal-agent framework built on the aforementioned

research, Laffont and Martimort (1999) are the first to consider a setting with

multiple supervisors. In their paper, the supervised firm has two separate bits of

private information, each of which is revealed to the supervisory authority with

an exogenous probability. The authors find that welfare is improved with two

independent supervisors in place. That is because each of the two supervisors,

who do not collude with each other, has less information about the regulated

firm and henceforth finds it harder to enter a side contract with the firm. Boyer

and Ponce (2012) use the same modeling approach to study banking supervision

and find similar results.

My research differs from their papers because bankers in my framework have

the ability to “shop” for only one supervisor. This assumption is a key element

that enables my framework to examine the impact of supervisory shopping in

the banking sector. It aligns supervisors’ incentives with that of the supervised

banks, which, in turn, leads supervisory competition toward bankers’ benefits.

As supervisors strive to attract banks by catering to their demand, it is concep-

tually unclear whether such a behavior is socially desirable (Kane, 1984; Der-

mine, 1991; White, 1994). With a framework allowing for supervisory shopping,

my paper helps to analytically determine the impact of this type of supervisory

competition.

To bring the paper in line with the literature on banking regulation and

supervision, I include a regulatory instrument in the form of a minimum capital
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requirement. Following Hellmann, Murdock, and Stiglitz (2000), my frame-

work features costly equity capital due to bankers’ high discount rate. I find

that a sufficiently high capital requirement can limit bankers’ risk-taking be-

haviors. Similar results can be found in a number of other papers, including

Rochet (1992), Blum (1999), Matutes and Vives (2000), John, Saunders, and

Senbet (2000), and Repullo (2004). In addition, I show that supervision is

complementary to regulation in achieving the optimal level of social welfare if

the supervisory effort is verifiable. Campbell, Chan, and Marino (1992) have

the same approach to regulation and supervision, and they accordingly reach

similar conclusions.

Furthermore, minimum capital requirements are a typical instrument for

studying regulatory competition. Examples include Dell’Ariccia and Marquez

(2006) and Sinn (2001). While Dell’Ariccia and Marquez model banks with

international loan portfolios, Sinn models banks that raise deposits both at

home and abroad. In both of these papers, national authorities use capital

requirements to mitigate banks’ risk-taking but fail to account for externalities

of their policies in the foreign country. As a result, capital requirements are

lower in equilibrium relative to what would have been set by an internationally

centralized authority.

Departing from this trend, my paper shares a similarity with the work by

Acharya (2003) when considering a common capital requirement for all banks

within our respective framework. As he asks whether the convergence of capital

requirements is desirable, Acharya examines regulatory competition beyond the

use of this instrument. Instead, he focuses on national authorities’ closure

policy, which is modeled as a probability of resolving an insolvent bank. His
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paper finds that there is a “regression toward the worst forbearance” because

each national authority races to protect only domestic banks. Similar results

can also be found in Repullo (2001) and Holthausen and Rønde (2004).

My paper, however, focuses on supervision and examines the respective su-

pervisory competition. Weinberg (2002) is the closest paper to mine in this

aspect. In his work, Weinberg also considers banks’ ability to select a super-

visor and the resulting supervisory competition. Different from my approach

in which supervisors are self-interested agents, Weinberg describes supervisors

as policymakers whose objective is to maximize the difference between banks’

profits and the supervisory costs. He finds that competition among supervisors

leads to efficient outcomes if each supervisor is also a deposit insurance provider.

Otherwise, competition will lead to a “race to the bottom.”

1.4 The Model

Let us consider a game-theoretic 2-period model of banking regulation and su-

pervision with a continuum of identical depositors with mass 1 and a continuum

of entrepreneurial bankers with mass b, both of whom are risk-neutral. Banking

regulation and supervision, which will be discussed in detail later, are managed

by a welfare-maximizing entity, referred to in this model as “Congress”.

I assume that bankers have access to investment opportunities that are not

available to depositors. The natures of the investments, banking activities and

bankers and depositors’ utilities are described in details below.

Investment Projects: There are two types of investment projects - “safe”

and “risky,” both of which require at Date 1 an indivisible investment of 1. At
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1

Safe

r̄

1 − r̄

ε

ε

Risky

r

1 − r

R

ε

Investment
at Date 1

Projects Probabilities
Returns at
Date 2

Figure 1.1: Projects’ Returns

Date 2, a safe project yields ε with probability r̄ ; and ε otherwise. Meanwhile,

a risky project yields R with probability r ; and ε otherwise. I assume that

return shocks are perfectly correlated across all banks.

Assume that R > ε > 1 > ε > 0 ; and 1 > r̄ > r > 0. Figure 1.1 depicts the

projects’ payoffs with respective probabilities.

Banking Activities: At Date 1, depositors receive an initial endowment w,

which can be made available for bankers to borrow (w > b). Depositors have

rational expectations and preferences linear in consumption:

Ud(c) = c1 + c2,

where c = (c1, c2) represents depositors’ consumptions at Date 1 and 2.

Also at Date 1, each banker receives 1 unit of endowment that can be di-

rected toward investment. Given that bankers can raise additional funding from

depositors, they may invest only a fraction of their endowment as equity capital
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and consume the rest during Date 1. Their utility is given as follow:

U b(c) = c1 +
1

δ
c2,

where δ− 1 ≥ 0 represents bankers’ intertemporal discount rate. Alternatively,

δ can be interpreted as the internal cost of equity for bankers.

Given the investment opportunities and the cost of equity, bankers would

like to borrow from depositors to invest. Let the debt contract be of the form

(k, i) such that each banker is to borrow 1−k from depositors at Date 1, and to

repay (1− k)(1 + i) at Date 2. I assume that bankers make a take-it-or-leave-it

offer, and hence, extract all the rent.

Moreover, the following assumptions are imposed to reflect the general na-

ture of a lending market: (1) bankers have limited liability; (2) the type of

bankers’ project is private information; and (3) in case of a default, all of their

assets are liquidated and distributed to depositors. These assumptions imply,

in particular, that bankers will not strategically default if they can meet their

debt obligations in period 2.

I assume that bankruptcy is costly so that depositors can recover only λ < 1

units for every 1 unit of the seized assets. This assumption can be rationalized,

for instance, by costly state verification as in Townsend (1979).

Let us denote:

∆P = r̄ε− rR,

∆r = r̄ − r.
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I assume that:

r̄ε+ (1− r̄)λε > δ, (1.1)

1 > rR + (1− r)ε, (1.2)

and ∆r > ∆P. (1.3)

Inequality (1.1) implies that the expected return of a safe project, even when

accounting for the bankruptcy cost, is higher than bankers’ internal cost of

equity. Thus, safe projects are socially desirable. On the other hand, inequality

(1.2) implies that risky projects are not socially beneficial. This assumption

helps reduce the number of cases to be considered, but does not affect the

essence of the results as long as the return of a risky project is lower than that

of a safe one.

Finally, conditional on 0 interest rate, the expected profit from risky projects

is higher than from safe ones by (1.3).

Congress: Because projects are indivisible and require exactly 1 unit of

investment, k can be interpreted as a capital ratio. In our model, Congress can

influence banking activities by setting a minimum capital ratio k. The objective

of Congress is to maximize social welfare, which is defined as a sum of bankers’

and depositors’ utilities:

W = Ud + bU b,

plus the utility of the supervisors (if any).

Timing: The timing of the decisions by market participants are as follows:

• Date 1-A: Congress sets the minimum capital requirement k.
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• Date 1-B: A debt contract (k, i) is offered by bankers.

• Date 1-C: Each banker borrows and chooses to invest in either a safe or a

risky project.

• Date 2: Projects realize their return. Solvent bankers pay back (1−k)(1+

i) and consume the remaining profits. Insolvent bankers are liquidated.

1.5 Laissez-Faire Debt Contract

Let us first consider the case without any government intervention. That is,

Congress neither implements any capital requirement, nor does it intervene in

the market in any way.

It is noteworthy that if bankers offer to borrow less than ε, then depositors

will be willing to lend at 0 interest rate. That is because regardless of bankers’

investments, depositors can always recover their deposits. However, I assume

equity is expensive to bankers (i.e. δ is sufficiently large) so that they would

like to be able to borrow beyond ε. For this reason, if bankers’ projects fail, all

of their assets will be seized by depositors.

In this section, I focus on debt contracts that guarantee investment in safe

projects because they are socially desirable by (1.1) and (1.2). Although neither

depositors nor bankers take social welfare into account in a laissez-faire environ-

ment, the result obtained in this section will provide a convenient benchmark

for later analysis that explores how a benevolent Congress can improve welfare.

Bankers proposes a debt contract of the form (k, i) that solves:

max
k,i

U b(k, i) = 1− k +
1

δ
r̄
[
ε− (1− k)(1 + i)

]
, (1.4)
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subject to:

∆P

∆r
≥ (1− k)(1 + i), (1.5)

r̄(1− k)(1 + i) + (1− r̄)λε ≥ 1− k. (1.6)

U b(k, i) ≥ 1 and ε ≥ 1 + i. (1.7)

The profit-maximization problem given by (1.4) indicates that bankers com-

mit to pursue safe projects. The commitment is credible as long as the (simpli-

fied) Incentive Compatibility constraint given by (1.5) is met. Inequality (1.6)

is depositors’ Participation Constraint, which ensures that depositors can at

least expect to break even on their loan. Lastly, the first inequality in (1.7)

is bankers’ Participation Constraint; whereas the second ensures that, given a

bank’s project succeeds, the per-unit cost of borrowing that a bank has to pay

does not exceed the per-unit return the bank gets.

Using Kuhn-Tucker conditions to solve for (1.4), subject to (1.5), (1.6) and

(1.7), we have1:

1− kLF = r̄
∆P

∆r
+ (1− r̄)λε, (1.8)

iLF =
(1− r̄)

[
∆P
∆r
− λε

]
1− kLF . (1.9)

Bankers’ utility is:

U b(kLF , iLF ) = r̄
∆P

∆r
+ (1− r̄)λε+

r̄

δ
(ε− ∆P

∆r
)

A simple algebraic inspection will reveal that U b(kLF , iLF ) > 1 due to in-

equality (1.1). It follows that bankers are better off borrowing and investing in

1It can be verified that 1− kLF > ε. That is, bankers are in fact borrowing beyond ε and
risking liquidation.
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safe projects than merely consuming their endowment in period 1.

Furthermore, bankers will not choose to borrow and invest in risky projects

because the expected payoff from risky projects is less than 1, by (1.2).

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.5.1. In a laissez-faire environment, the debt contract (kLF , iLF )

given by (1.8) and (1.9) is a unique equilibrium. It also guarantees that all banks

invest in safe projects.

Proof. See discussion above.

Social welfare in this case is:

WLF = w + b

[
r̄

∆P

∆r
+ (1− r̄)λε+

r̄

δ
(ε− ∆P

∆r
)

]
(1.10)

1.6 Regulation and Supervision of Banks

1.6.1 Supervision Without An Ex-post Bailout

Let us consider the case that Congress commits not to intervene in the market

ex post. In particular, there will be no bailout when banks fail.

From the previous section, we see that a competitive equilibrium with only

safe projects can be achieved; and that it yields a corresponding level of the ex-

pected social welfare WLF , given by (1.10). In this section, we explore whether

Congress can bring social welfare to a higher level by putting in place a super-

visory structure,.

It is noteworthy that prudential regulation in the form of a minimum capital

requirement is unwarranted in this case. That is because there is no transfer
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from Congress, and hence, no excessive risk taking on bankers’ part. Any min-

imum capital requirement (different than kLF ) imposed by Congress will either

be non-binding or too restrictive, which either has no effect on welfare or in-

deed reduces it. Thus, this section will consider supervision without capital

requirement.

The following sections will then consider alternative arrangements for a su-

pervisory structure. Accordingly, this section will show that supervisory com-

petition as a result of supervisory shopping helps improve social welfare.

1.6.1.1 Incentive-based Supervision

Let us consider a supervisory structure with one supervisor. The supervisor

possesses an auditing technology that can help identify risky banks. The effec-

tiveness of the technology is dependent on the level of effort that the supervisor

chooses to exert. The higher the effort, the better the supervisor can detect

bankers’ choice of projects.

Let e ∈ [0, 1] denote the supervisor’s effort level. For simplicity, let e also

be the probability that the supervisor finds out the choice of projects that any

given bank has taken on. To generate e, the supervisory cost is given by ψ(e) per

bank, where ψ(e) is strictly increasing and convex in e. Furthermore, ψ(0) = 0,

lime→0 ψ
′(e) = 0 and lime→1 ψ

′(e) = +∞.

The supervisor, whose reservation utility is 0, is required to examine all

banks.

Alternatively, we can interpret e as the fraction of banks that the supervisor

(randomly) chooses to examine. In this interpretation, the supervisor finds out

bankers’ choice of project with certainty. While both interpretations lead to the
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same analytical results, the first interpretation will be assumed.

In addition, the supervisor is given an orderly liquidation authority. If a

bank is found pursuing a risky project, the supervisor places the bank under

receivership and takes on the duties of selling the bank’s asset. I assume that the

supervisor can redeem the assets for the original amount of investment. The

recovered capital becomes a part of the public fund, which later pays out to

depositors. (As a punishment for taking risky projects, bankers do not get their

equity back.) The described supervisory mechanism and asset recovery, while

greatly simplified, are similar to orderly liquidation process in real world bank

resolutions, including the Orderly Liquidation Authority of the FDIC in the US

and the Single Resolution Mechanism proposed by the European Commission

for the forthcoming Banking Union in the Eurozone.

I assume that the supervisor’s findings about banks is private. Thus, the

supervisor can declare safe a bank that she finds risky or that she does not

find any information. In this way, the supervisor can choose not to close a

risky bank. However, since a bank can bring charges against the supervisor if

it is wrongfully closed (which is assumed to be costly to the supervisor), the

supervisor shuts down a bank only if she has evidence that the bank is in fact

pursuing a risky project.

Also to simplify the analysis, I assume that the supervisor sets e before

bankers make investment decisions. The assumption can be justified by recog-

nizing that the supervisory effort e reflects slow-moving variables such as the

supervisor’s human capital or capacity. In both cases, e is established early and

difficult to change in comparison to bankers’ choice of projects. Without this

assumption, dynamic inconsistency may arise as the supervisor may re-optimize
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her effort ex post.

From the perspective of Congress, the supervisory effort e is not verifiable,

and hence, cannot be used as a contractual condition. Congress then designs

a transfer payment s conditional on two verifiable pieces of information: (i)

the number of supervised banks b̂, for 0 ≤ b̂ ≤ b, and (ii) the number of bank

closures bc, for 0 ≤ bc ≤ b̂. Since there is only one supervisor at this point, we

have b̂ ≡ b.

I assume that the transfer is financed by a lump-sum tax on depositors.

With the presence of a supervisory structure, the timing of the game is as

follows:

• Date 1-A: Congress offers a supervisory contract s(bc).

• Date 1-B: If the supervisor accepts the contract, she chooses to exert effort

e.

• Date 1-C: A debt contract of the form (k, i) is offered by bankers. Each

banker borrows and chooses to invest either in safe or risky projects.

• Date 1-D: The supervisor examines all banks. Risky banks that are found

are placed into receivership and dissolved.

• Date 2: Projects realize their return. Solvent banks pay back 1 − k and

consume the remaining profit. Insolvent banks are resolved by Congress.

Taxes are levied.
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1.6.1.2 Verifiable Supervisory Effort

In this section, let us assume that the supervisor’ effort is verifiable ex post by

Congress. A vital contrast will then become apparent in the next section, as we

resume the assumption that effort is not verifiable.

In this case, Congress can induce a supervisory effort level e by simply paying

the supervisor s = bψ(e).

Given a supervisory effort level e, bankers offer a debt contract (k, i) that

solves the same profit maximization problem given by (1.4), subject to Deposi-

tors’ Participation Constraint (1.6) and inequality (1.7) in Section 1.5. Bankers’

Incentive Compatibility Constraint in this case is:

r̄[ε− (1− k)(1 + i)] ≥ (1− e)r[R− (1− k)(1 + i)],

⇔ r̄ε− (1− e)rR
r̄ − [1− e]r︸ ︷︷ ︸

IC(e)

≥ (1− k)(1 + i). (1.11)

Note that for e = 0, inequality (1.11) is reduced to the Incentive Compati-

bility condition (1.5) in Section 1.5. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the

left hand side of (1.11), IC(e), is increasing and concave in e.

Using Kuhn-Tucker conditions to solve for (1.4), subject to (1.6), (1.7) and

(1.11), for a given level of e, we have:

1− k(e) = r̄IC(e) + (1− r̄)λε, (1.12)

i(e) =
(1− r̄)

[
IC(e)− λε

]
1− k(e)

(1.13)

Congress chooses e to maximize social welfare, given by:

max
e
W (e) = w − bψ(e) + b

[
r̄IC(e) + (1− r̄)λε+

r̄

δ
(ε− IC(e))

]
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The first order condition is:

W ′(e) = 0

⇒ ψ′(e) = (1− 1

δ
)r̄IC ′(e). (1.14)

Since W ′′(e) is strictly negative, there exists at most one e∗ such that equa-

tion (1.14) is satisfied. Furthermore, an interior solution 1 > e∗ > 0 exists

because lime→1 ψ
′(e) = +∞.

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.6.1. If supervisory effort is verifiable ex post, Congress can

implement a supervisory effort e∗ and achieve a level of social welfare that is

strictly higher than WLF , given by (1.10) in Section 1.5. Furthermore, k(e∗) <

kLF and i(e∗) > iLF .

Proof. First, as discussed above, Congress can implement e∗ by giving the su-

pervisor a contract that pays bψ(e∗) if and only if e = e∗.

Second, it is straightforward to see that Congress can always achieve WLF

by implementing e = 0. That is because W (0) = WLF .

Third, let us note that W ′(0) is strictly positive because ψ′(0) = 0 and

IC ′(0) > 0. It follows that e = 0 cannot be a solution to Congress’ welfare

maximizing problem. Hence, for e∗ that satisfies the first order condition (1.14),

it must be the case that e∗ > 0 and W (e∗) > W (0) = WLF .

Finally, it is straightforward to verify that k′(e) is strictly negative while

i′(e) is strictly positive, which proves the last claim.
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In comparison to the previous section, we see that supervision can act as

a beneficial substitute for capital. The more efficient the supervisor, the less

capital bankers are required to bring. Balancing between the cost of supervision

and cost of equity (via (1.14)), Congress can therefore help bankers raise more

deposits and bring social welfare to a higher level. Despite the fact that bankers

have to borrow at a higher interest rate, they enjoy a higher overall expected

profit by being able to save on equity.

Nonetheless, the result is obtained under the assumption that supervisory

effort is verifiable. In the next section, we will see that it is difficult to motivate

a single self-interested supervisor to exert positive non-verifiable effort. Thus,

more than one supervisor will be required.

1.6.1.3 Unverifiable Supervisory Effort

Now, let us suppose that the supervisor’s effort is not verifiable by Congress.

It follows that the supervisory contract cannot be directly contingent on her

effort.

Recall that the supervisory contract will take the form of a transfer s(b̂, bc),

contingent on the number of supervised banks b̂ by the supervisor and the

number of banks found to be risky, bc. Since there is only a single supervisor,

b̂ = b.

We then have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.6.2. If supervisory effort is not verifiable and the supervisor’s

contract can be made contingent only on the number of closed banks, there is no

contract that can induce positive effort from a single self-interested supervisor

and lead to a safe banking environment.
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Proof. In the previous section, we have seen that a debt contract of the form

(k(e), i(e)) given by (1.12) and (1.13) is necessary and sufficient to induce a safe

banking environment. That is, for a given level of e, bankers and depositors

will enter a debt contract that guarantees investment in safe projects.

Now suppose that Congress has given the self-interested supervisor an incen-

tive contract s(b, bc) at Date 1-A. In expectation of a safe banking environment,

it must be the case that bc – the number of risky banks the supervisor is required

to find – is equal to 0. Hence, the contract offered by Congress in this case is a

fixed transfer payment s(b, 0) ≥ 0.

Recall that the supervisor’s effort is not verifiable. That means the super-

visor can act as if she has exerted sufficiently high effort level and catalyze safe

banking. In other words, the supervisor fulfills the contract by declaring that

she has found no risky banks regardless of her actual effort.

The supervisor therefore chooses e to maximize:

max
e
U s(e) = s(b, 0)− bψ(e).

Consequently, the supervisor always chooses 0 effort.

The result in Proposition 1.6.2 is intuitive. That is, to be efficient and

able to deter risky banks, a supervisor has to exert high effort and bear the

respective supervisory cost. However, an efficient supervisor does not close any

banks, because all banks are safe. It follows that a self-interested supervisor,

while minimizing her cost, will mimic the action of an efficient one and closes no

bank. Hence, whenever Congress gives the supervisor a contract in expectation

of safe banking, the self-interested supervisor will always shirk. Congress is
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unable to motivate the single supervisor to work; and social welfare remains as

if there is no supervision.

1.6.1.4 Multiple Supervisors and A Race to the Top

Section 1.6.1.2 and 1.6.1.3 reveals important features of supervision. On the

one hand, supervision, when effort is verifiable, can help improve social welfare

by allowing the capital requirement to be lower. Bankers can borrow more, and

save on the cost of equity. On the other hand, supervision becomes very difficult

to incentivize when the effort of the supervisor is not verifiable.

In this section, I propose a setting with two identical supervisors to solve

the above dilemma. We will see that the supervisors are motivated to compete

with one another, and hence, to exert high effort level.

With multiple supervisors, let bankers have the ability to select a supervisor

before investing. To simplify the analysis, I assume that if bankers are indifferent

between the two supervisors, each banker randomizes his choice. Hence, each

supervisor will expect to get b/2 banks.

Let e1 and e2 denote the effort levels of supervisor 1 and 2, respectively.

Similar to the analysis in Section 1.6.1.3, bankers who have chosen supervisor

j with effort ej solve the profit maximization problem given by (1.4), subject

to (1.6), (1.7) and (1.11). The debt contract under supervisor j will be:

1− k(ej) = r̄IC(ej) + (1− r̄)λε,

i(ej) =
(1− r̄)

[
IC(ej)− λε

]
1− k(ej)

Bankers’ expected utility is:

U b(k(ej), i(ej)) = r̄IC(ej) + (1− r̄)λε+
r̄

δ
(ε− IC(ej))
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Since IC(ej) is strictly increasing, it is easy to verify that U b(k(ej), i(ej)) is

also increasing in ej. The intuition for this result is that the higher the super-

visory effort, the easier it is for bankers to commit to safe investment. Hence,

bankers will be able to increase their leverage by raising more deposits and using

less of their own capital. That, in turn, raises bankers’ overall expected utility.

As a consequence, bankers’ preference over supervisors is simple: they prefer

a supervisor with high supervisory effort.

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.6.3. In the presence of two supervisors, Congress can induce

both supervisors to exert any effort level eC.

Proof. Let bj denote the number of banks that supervisor j supervises.

Consider a contract that pays:

s(bj, 0) = bjψ(eC),

for j ∈ {1, 2}.

First, neither supervisors will exert effort beyond eC . That is because for

any positive number of banks a supervisor gets, the contract compensates the

supervisor only ψ(eC) per bank. A self-interested supervisor will, therefore,

choose her effort level to be less than or equal eC .

Second, if one supervisor exerts effort strictly below eC , it is optimal for

the other to choose her effort to be marginally higher. Since bankers strictly

prefer a supervisor with a higher effort, the high-effort supervisor will get all

the banks. The low-effort supervisor will be left with no bank, and hence, no

income. Consequently, it is never optimal for the two supervisors to exert effort

strictly below eC .
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Finally, not only the outcome in which both supervisors exert eC is a Nash

equilibrium, it is the unique one. If one supervisor raises her effort, she gets

all the banks but her supervisory cost exceeds the contract payment. If she

lowers her effort, she loses all the banks, and therefore does not receive any

income. Furthermore, the arguments above show that there cannot be any

other equilibrium.

Proposition 1.6.3 has shown that by having multiple supervisors, Congress

can induce healthy competition among them. This is a consequence of super-

visory shopping. As bankers “vote with their feet” to elect the supervisor with

the highest level of effort, Congress rewards supervisors by the number of banks

they receive. This indirectly makes the effort verifiable. Congress can then

motivate any level of supervisory effort it desires. The welfare-maximization

problem that Congress faces now becomes the same as in Section 1.6.1.2, where

supervisory effort is verifiable.

The optimal contract in this case is similar to the funding schemes for many

state and federal banking supervisory agencies in the US, including the oldest

federal banking authority—the OCC. Before the creation of the OCC in 1863,

the banking industry was unstable across the nation since half of all banks

failed within a few years of inception (Komai and Richardson, 2011). For many

decades thereafter, the OCC and state banking authorities competed vigorously

to attract new banks by continually adjusting their regulatory and supervisory

standards (White, 1982). This may explain why the American banking industry

both expanded rapidly and became much more stable during this period (White,

2009).
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Taking a broader perspective, the result provided in this section can also

be applied to competition among stock exchanges. To attract firms, exchanges

often compete to raise their requirements, thereby make listed firms safer and

more valuable to investors. Brunnermeier, Huddart, and Hughes (1999) argue

the same point. Meanwhile, Doidge, Karolyi, and Stulz (2004) shows that

high disclosure standards in the US positively affect foreign firms’ decision to

list in the US. In other words, firms have strong incentives to list in places

where tough standards and requirements can increase firms’ value. Exchanges,

therefore, enter a “race to the top” to attract firms.

1.6.2 Capital Requirement and Bailout Guarantee

1.6.2.1 Regulation Without Supervision

In previous sections, we have analyzed different supervisory environments un-

der the assumption that there is no government intervention. In particular,

Congress can commit not to bail out the banks when their projects fail.

The commitment, however, is not credible ex post. That is because even

in a safe banking environment, a low-return shock can make b(1 − r̄) banks

insolvent. Since depositors can recover only λε when banks declare bankruptcy,

the deadweight loss to social welfare is b(1 − r̄)(1 − λ)ε. Thus, an ex-post

welfare-maximizing Congress will be inclined to save the insolvent institutions

from bankruptcy.

Let a bailout be specified by a transfer to failing banks, financed by a tax on

all depositors. Since an ex-post bailout is always optimal, market participants

will make decision as if the bailout is guaranteed.

Besides, Congress will also act as a conservator for failed banks. Particularly
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at Date 2, Congress places insolvent banks under receivership, takes control of

all of their remaining assets and assumes all of their debt. Then, Congress

imposes a tax on all depositors so that, together with insolvent banks’ assets,

it can repay in full the debt of those insolvent banks.

The process of bank resolution described above is common in practice, par-

ticularly similar to the proposal by the European Commission for the future

banking union in Europe and to the liquidation process the FDIC currently uses

in the United States. Although in both cases, membership fees are imposed on

banks and used to resolve bank failures, bank resolutions are ultimately backed

by taxpayers.

With deposits in effect being guaranteed by Congress, depositors are willing

to lend (unlimitedly) at 0 interest rate. If there is no minimum capital require-

ment, bankers will contribute 0 equity capital. Hence, they enjoy the profit

when projects succeed, but lose nothing if their projects fail. By (1.3), every

atomistic banker will choose to pursue a risky project. The eventual cost of the

bailout will exceed the total profit earned by all solvent banks because of (1.2).

As a result, social welfare will fall below the total of the initial endowments.

To ensure bankers pursue only safe projects (since safe projects is socially

desirable by (1.1)), Congress will need to implement a capital requirement that

satisfies:

r̄(ε− (1− k)) ≥ r(R− (1− k))

⇒ k ≥ 1− ∆P

∆r
. (1.15)

For a given k, bankers choose k ≥ k to maximize their profit. It is straight-

forward to show that bankers will always pick k = k.
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The expected tax needed for a bailout is:

τ = b(1− r̄)[(1− k)− ε].

Congress chooses k to solve:

max
k
W (k) = w − τ + b

[
1− k +

r̄

δ
(ε− (1− k))

]
,

subject to (1.15).

Thus, the capital requirement:

k0 = 1− ∆P

∆r
(1.16)

maximizes social welfare.

Social welfare in this case is:

W k = w + b

[
(1− 1

δ
)
[
r̄

∆P

∆r
+ (1− r̄)ε

]
+

1

δ

[
r̄ε+ (1− r̄)ε

]]
(1.17)

Note that:

W k −WLF = b(1− r̄)(1− λ)ε,

which is the exact amount of the deadweight loss when there is no bailout.

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.6.4. When deposit is guaranteed, the capital requirement k0,

given by (1.16), is necessary and sufficient to induce safe banking and maximize

social welfare. Social welfare W k, given by (1.17), is higher than welfare WLF

in a laissez-faire environment, given by (1.10).

Proof. See discussion above
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With deposit guarantees, social welfare is improved. Bankers increase their

expected profit because, in comparison to the previous case, they can borrow

more (k0 < kLF ) and do so at 0 interest rate.

For the remainder of the analysis, a bailout is assumed to be guaranteed.

I will now consider the impact of supervision and supervisory shopping in the

new environment.

1.6.2.2 A Single Supervisor

First, let us consider the case where supervisory effort is verifiable as in Section

1.6.1.2. The difference in this section in comparison to Section 1.6.1.2 is that,

as a result of the guaranteed bailout, Congress will maximize welfare by simul-

taneously choosing the minimum capital requirement, the tax on solvent banks

and the supervisory effort. Furthermore, the interest rate remains at 0.

Recall that:

IC(e) =
r̄ε− [1− e]rR
r̄ − [1− e]r

Then, Congress solves the following maximization problem:

max
k,e

W bailout(k, e) = w − τ + b

(
1− k +

r̄

δ
[ε− (1− k)]

)
, (1.18)

subject to:

IC(e) ≥ 1− k, (1.19)

τ = b[ψ(e) + (1− r̄)(1− k − ε)]. (1.20)

Inequality (1.19) is bankers’ Incentive Compatibility Constraint, ensuring

that bankers will pursue safe projects. The tax that is needed to cover the

supervisory and bailout costs is given in (1.20).
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Kuhn-Tucker Conditions yield:

ψ′(e) = r̄(1− 1

δ
)IC ′(e) (1.21)

IC(e) = 1− k. (1.22)

Similar to Section 1.6.1.2, equation (1.21) has a unique solution at e = e∗ >

0. It follows that the capital requirement in this case is k∗ = 1− IC(e∗).

Note that the optimal supervisory effort in this case is the same as in the

absence of bailouts. In other words, the availability of government guaranteed

bailouts does not directly alter bankers’ appetite for risk. To enforce safe bank-

ing, the supervisor is merely required to exert the same effort level as before.

Furthermore, the bailouts help bankers save on equity (k∗ < k0, see Proposition

1.6.5). That is to say when supervisory effort is verifiable, bailouts do not lead

to the usual moral hazard problem, but indeed helps improve social welfare by

eliminating the need for bankruptcy and the associated cost.

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.6.5. Given that a bailout is guaranteed and that supervisory

effort is verifiable, Congress can implement a combination of capital require-

ment and supervisory effort (k∗, e∗) that achieves a strictly higher level of social

welfare than W k, given by (1.17) in Section 1.6.2.1. Furthermore, k∗ < k0.

Proof. First, recall that IC(e) is strictly increasing in e. Since IC(0) = ∆P
∆r

and

e∗ > 0, it follows that IC(e∗) > ∆P
∆r

. Hence, k∗ < k0.

Second, note that W bailout(k0, 0) = W k. Since W bailout(k, e) is uniquely max-

imized at (k∗, e∗), where e∗ > 0 and k∗ < k0, it follows that W bailout(k∗, e∗) >

W k.
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Thus, similar to Section 1.6.1.2, supervision, when supervisory effort is ver-

ifiable, can help bring social welfare to a higher level. Capital requirement is

lower; and bankers enjoy higher utilities. However, Proposition 1.6.2 in Section

1.6.1.3 continues to apply. That is, if supervisory effort is not verifiable, the

supervisor will always maximize her expected utility by setting effort to 0. It

follows that a supervisory structure with a single self-interested supervisor does

not improve social welfare.

1.6.2.3 Two Supervisors and A Race to the Bottom

Recall that Section 1.6.1.3 and 1.6.1.4 have shown that a supervisory system

requires more than one self-interested supervisor to be effective. That is primar-

ily due to the fact the supervisory effort is not verifiable. A single supervisor,

then, has a strong incentive to minimize her effort. With multiple supervi-

sors, Congress can motivate the supervisors to compete and thereby achieve a

high level of social welfare. One important reason behind this result is that,

in a bailout-free environment, bankers strongly prefer supervisors to exert high

effort so that they can reduce their equity contribution.

Unfortunately, we will see in this section that the preference of bankers

changes when a bailout is guaranteed. Bankers are able to borrow at 0 interest

rate while a minimum capital requirement is always binding. Bankers will,

therefore, seek out a low effort supervisor so that they may take on risky projects

and increase their expected profit.

To see this, let us consider the expected profit on safe and risky project,
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given a capital requirement k and supervisory effort e:

Πs = r̄[ε− (1− k)],

Πr(e) = (1− e)r[R− (1− k)] = [1− e]Πr.

First, let us focus on k < k0, for k0 given by (1.16) in Section 1.6.2.1. That

is because otherwise, Πs ≥ Πr(e), ∀e ≥ 0, and supervision becomes irrelevant.

Second, for k < k0, let ē(k) be such that:

Πs = (1− ē(k))Πr. (1.23)

It follows that for e > ē(k), bankers will prefer safe projects. Since the

expected profit from safe projects, Πs, does not depend on e, bankers are indif-

ferent between supervisors if they both exert effort higher than ē(k).

Meanwhile, for e < ē(k), bankers will prefer risky projects. Furthermore,

the lower the effort, the higher the expected profit from risky projects, Πr(e),

becomes. Given a choice between two supervisors whose effort levels are distinct

(but both remains below ē(k)), bankers will prefer the supervisor with lower

effort.

Now, given a contract s(b̂) and a capital requirement k, let us consider

supervisors’ decision.

For the contract to be more realistic, I assume that the contract payment

must satisfy the following condition:

s(b̂, 0) ≥ ψ(ē(k))b̂, ∀b̂ ∈ [0, b], (1.24)

where ē(k) is given by (1.23).
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The intuition for the assumption is as follow. Given a capital requirement

k, ē(k) is the minimum level of effort that induces bankers to take safe projects.

Thus, the supervisory contract must at least cover the cost of supervision for

any bank allocation across supervisors based on ē(k). This is to prevent the

case in which a supervisor exerts the effort level necessary for safe banking but

is selected by more banks than her contract would cover. Although this case

would not exist within the equilibrium, the out-of-equilibrium assumption (1.24)

is needed for the following proposition.

Proposition 1.6.6. A Race to the Bottom: Given Assumption (1.24), there is

no supervisory contract that leads to positive supervisory effort in an environ-

ment with a guaranteed bailout.

Proof. Let ej and bj respectively denote the effort level and the number of banks

supervisor j has, for j ∈ {1, 2}, given that a contract s(b̂, bc) has been offered

and accepted. In expectation of safe banking, supervisors should not be required

to close any risky banks. Hence, bc = 0.

The expected utility of supervisor j, for j ∈ {1, 2} is:

Uj(ej) = s(bj, 0)− bjψ(ej).

Recall that for a capital requirement k, bankers are indifferent between the

two supervisors for e ≥ ē(k) and prefer low effort supervisors otherwise. It

follows that given the other supervisor’ effort, a supervisor can always reduce

her own effort and expect to receive at least as many banks as before. By

Assumption (1.24), the supervisory payment must be non-decreasing in the

number of supervised banks.
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Hence, each supervisor maximizes her expected utilities by choosing 0 effort.

In Appendix A.1, I discuss the case where Assumption (1.24) does not hold.

There is an optimal contract that can reveal supervisors’ effort, and as a result,

help achieve the first-best welfare level. Similar to the idea proposed by Shleifer

(1985), Congress can offer a contract that rewards one supervisor based on the

number of banks that the other supervisor has (“yardstick competition”). Given

bankers’ incentive in the presence of a guaranteed bailout, supervisors under this

type of contract will compete in raising their effort, not to be more attractive to

banks, but to “shift” banks away from them. However, it is unlikely that such a

contract can be implemented. That is because while supervisors may strive to

appear as more or less attractive to banks, banks have the final say on who their

supervisor is. Thus, at the appropriate level of effort required for safe banking,

the supervisory contract should always give to the supervisors enough resources

to supervise banks for any allocation of banks across supervisors. (This is also

the exact reason for Assumption (1.24).)

Given Assumption (1.24), Proposition 1.6.6 holds true and echoes the same

result as Proposition 1.6.2 in Section 1.6.1.3. That is, when supervisors are

self-interested and their effort is not verifiable, it is difficult to motivate them

to work. It is particularly not possible to induce positive effort in this section

because bankers’ preferences for supervisors have change. In Section 1.6.1.4

without a guaranteed bailout, Congress relies on bankers’ inclination toward

high effort supervisors to induce the supervisors to work. In this section, how-

ever, a guaranteed bailout make it easier for bankers to raise deposits, which in
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turn make risky projects more attractive. As a consequence, bankers now seek

low effort supervisors.

In such an environment, it is optimal for Congress to rely entirely on strict

regulation, namely a high level of capital requirement, to achieve safe banking

and maximize social welfare. Specifically, Congress implements the minimum

capital requirement k0, given by (1.16) in Section 1.6.2.1.

1.7 Extensions

1.7.1 CoCos and The Best of Both Worlds

Section 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 have provided two contrasting view of supervisory shop-

ping in the banking sector. While the former shows that shopping leads to effec-

tive supervision, the result depends on a no-bailout commitment by Congress.

This commitment is not credible, however, because the deadweight loss of

bankruptcy lowers social welfare. Correspondingly, the latter section shows

that supervisory shopping makes it difficult to incentivize supervision in the

presence of bailouts.

In this section, I examine the case in which bankers can issue CoCos and

argue that the use of CoCos can help achieve the best of both worlds: efficient su-

pervision and the avoidance of the deadweight loss associated with bankruptcy.

I focus the attention on CoCos because they are debt-equity hybrid capital se-

curities that can absorb losses when issuing banks are in distress. However,

non-CoCos debt, including subordinated debt, can typically absorb losses only

after issuing banks have fallen into liquidation or bankruptcy. Albul, Jaffee,

and Tchistyi (2013), Pennacchi (2010) and Glasserman and Nouri (2012) offer
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formal treatments of CoCos, whereas Pazarbasioglu, Zhou, Le Leslé, and Moore

(2011) and Avdjiev, Kartasheva, and Bogdanova (2013) discuss the economic

rationale and recent changes in the CoCos market.

Following the criterion outlined by Avdjiev, Kartasheva, and Bogdanova

(2013), I assume CoCos have the following structure:

1. Each banker issues a bond in exchange for BCoCos from depositors at Date

1

2. The bond promises to pay BCoCos(1 + iCoCos) to depositors at Date 2

3. At Date 2, if bankers fail to repay the depositors, the bond is converted

into 100% equity.

While the first two conditions are typical of any bond, the last one that

specifies a mechanical trigger and a loss absorption mechanism represents the

unique feature of CoCos. Note that the trigger and the loss absorption mech-

anism can vary greatly in reality; for simplicity, I choose this particular form.

The qualitative results presented in this section are not affected by this choice.

Bankers’ liabilities now consist of equity capital, CoCos and deposits. Let

k continue to denote equity capital; K denote the total of equity and CoCos

(K = k +BCoCos). It follows that the amount of deposits is 1−K.

Regulatory capital now is characterized by K, which is the minimum to-

tal capital requirement, comprising of both equity capital and CoCos (Tier 2

capital).

Before proceeding, let us recall that in Section 1.6.1, the highest level of

social welfare that is attainable is W (e∗). While the optimal supervisory effort
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is e∗, bankers contribute k(e∗) of their own equity capital. The result, however,

depends on a no-bailout commitment that is not credible due to a deadweight

loss of bank liquidation.

Similarly, in Section 1.6.2, the highest level of social welfare, W bailout(k∗, e∗),

is attainable under the assumptions that a bailout is guaranteed and supervisory

effort is verifiable. However, I then show that when effort is not verifiable,

(k∗, e∗) is not feasible.

We then have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.7.1. If Congress imposes a minimum total capital requirement

K∗ = 1− ε, then:

• The no-bailout commitment is credible;

• The optimal supervisory effort e∗ is attainable by having two supervisors;

• Bankers borrow with k = k(K∗, e∗) equity capital such that k(K∗, e∗) < k∗

• Finally, social welfare is higher than W (e∗) and W bailout(k∗, e∗).

Proof. See Appendix A.2

The intuition of Proposition 1.7.1 is as follow. When Congress implements

K∗, bankers can raise only ε in deposits. The rest is in equity capital and CoCos.

If there is a crisis and their projects fail, CoCos convert into equity. Bankers

can still cover their deposit liabilities and therefore avoid declaring bankruptcy.

It follows that the no-bailout commitment is credible. Furthermore, without an

expected bailout, bankers seek strong supervisors to raise their leverage. Similar

to Section 1.6.1.4, supervisory shopping then leads to a race to the top among
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supervisors. Congress, therefore, finds it optimal to have two supervisors and

to implement supervisory effort e∗.

Because there is no deadweight loss from liquidation in this case, social

welfare is higher than W (e∗) in Section 1.6.1. Meanwhile, because effective

supervision can be implemented and there is no social cost of a bailout, social

welfare is higher than W bailout(k∗, e∗) in Section 1.6.2. Via the use of CoCos, we

therefore have the best of both worlds!

1.7.2 Shopping in An International Context

To study shopping in an international context, I extend the model to two coun-

tries. As each country has its own regulatory regime, bankers are free to choose

their chartering country. This extension reflects the situation in Europe as ar-

gued in Section 1.2. To simplify the analysis, I assume that only one of the two

countries has a banking sector, and that the other country receives a share of

bankers’ profit when these banks register there. These assumptions lead to the

same qualitative results as when bankers live in both countries and are free to

move.

Formally, let us consider two countries, G and L. Let each country have its

own set of depositors and Congress as described in Section 1.4. For simplicity,

I assume that depositors do not move. The assumption can be rationalized by

letting depositors have a high cost of relocation.

Moreover, I assume that only country G has a set of bankers as described in

Section 1.4. Bankers are to raise deposits and invest inclusively in country G;

however, they have the option of registering the business in either country G

or country L. By registering with one of the two countries, bankers are subject
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to regulation and supervision of that country alone. If a banker registers her

business in country L, an α portion of her utility is counted toward country L’s

welfare, for 0 < α < 1. The remaining portion is then counted toward country

G’s welfare. If a banker is indifferent between the two countries, I assume that

she will stay in her native country - country G.

Akin to previous analysis, I consider the two-country setting in both bailout-

free and bailout-guaranteed environments. In the bailout-guaranteed environ-

ment, I assume that both countries share the cost of bailing out bankers who

register in country L. This assumption reflects a political economy approach

of this paper: while the 1994 EU Directive on Deposit-Guarantee Schemes dic-

tates that the home country of an international bank (in this case, country L)

has the responsibility to provide the insurance for the bank’s deposit, cross-

country fiscal transfers are usually untimely or altogether avoided, causing the

host country (in this case, country G) having to foot the bill in oder to avoid

contagion and systemic failures (Schoenmaker and Oosterloo, 2007; Goodhart

and Schoenmaker, 2009). The burden-sharing rule in the case of bank resolution

is as follow: for every bank that fails under country L’s jurisdiction, country L

is responsible for a fraction β of the cost of bailing out that bank, for 0 < β < 1.

From the analysis in previous sections, the only relevant cases here include

a bailout-free environment with supervision and a bailout-guaranteed environ-

ment without supervision. That is because in a bailout-free environment, the

market is capable of reaching the safe banking equilibrium without capital re-

quirement. The principal, at the same time, can implement any supervisory

effort (Proposition 1.6.3). In a bailout-guaranteed environment, however, capi-

tal requirement is necessary. Unfortunately, supervision cannot be implemented
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due to bankers’ preference towards weak supervision and self-interested super-

visors’ non-veritable effort (Proposition 1.6.6).

We will now consider the two cases in turn.

1.7.2.1 Supervisory Competition Across Countries

In a bailout-free environment, we see in Section 1.5 that the market is capable

of reaching the safe banking equilibrium without capital requirement. At the

same time, Congress can employ multiple supervisors and motivate any level of

supervisory effort as if effort was verifiable (Proposition 1.6.3). Thus, without

loss of generality we proceed in this case with the assumption that effort if

verifiable. By the Revelation Principle, Congress in each country can directly

choose the level of supervisory effort that the domestic supervisors would exert.

Recall Section 1.6.1.2, we know that for a given supervisory effort e, bankers

offer depositors (k(e), i(e)) in the bailout-free environment such that:

1− k(e) = r̄IC(e) + (1− r̄)λε,

i(e) =
(1− r̄)

[
IC(e)− λε

]
1− k(e)

,

for IC(e) given in (1.11).

Bankers’ utility is then:

U b(k(e), i(e)) = r̄IC(e) + (1− r̄)λε+
r̄

δ
(ε− IC(e)).

Now, consider ê such that:

r̄IC(ê) + (1− r̄)λε = 1. (1.25)

Note that k(ê) = 0. Intuitively, ê is the level of supervisory effort that
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enable bankers to borrow without contributing any capital. Because r̄IC(1) +

(1− r̄)λε = r̄ε+ (1− r̄)λε > 1 by (1.1), it follows that 1 > ê.

Let us consider bankers’ preference over chartering country. First, it is

straightforward to verify that bankers’ utility is increasing with the supervisory

effort, as long the effort does not exceed ê. That is because the better the super-

vision, the lower the capital bankers are expected to contribute to the projects.

Accordingly, bankers prefer the country with better supervision. Second, if both

country have supervisory effort exceeding ê, bankers do not have to contribute

any capital, and hence, will be indifferent between the two countries. In that

case, all bankers remain in country G.

Let the subscripts G and L denote the respective countries.

Given eG, social welfare of country L is given by:

WL(eL) =

{
w − bψ(eL) + αbU b(k(eL), i(eL)) if eL > eG and ê > eG,

w otherwise.
(1.26)

Let ē be such that:

αU b(k(ē), i(ē)) = ψ(ē). (1.27)

Intuitively, ē is the threshold beyond which supervisory cost in country L ex-

ceeds the share of bankers’ utility that the country receives. From the perspec-

tive of country L, it is never beneficial to have supervisory effort exceeding ē.

Also, 1 > ē because lime→1 ψ
′(e) = +∞.

Thus, country L can maximize its welfare as follows:

• If eG ≥ min{ê, ē}, no banker needs to register with country L. WL(eL) ≡

w for all eL.
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• If eG < min{ê, ē}, country L attracts all banks and maximize welfare by

setting eL marginally higher than eG, satisfying eG < eL ≤ min{ê, ē}.

Country L’s policy as described above indicates that the country will always

try to provide better supervision than country G as long as the supervisory

effort in country G is below the threshold min{ê, ē}.

To see how country G respond, recall that the optimal supervisory effort for

country G in the absence of country L is e∗ (see Section 1.6.1.2).

If e∗ ≥ min{ê, ē}, country G can simply set eG = e∗. That guarantees all

bankers will remain in country G and maximizes the country’s social welfare.

If e∗ < min{ê, ē}, then for all eL < min{ê, ē}, country G is better off when

having eG = eL and retaining all the banks than having eG < eL and letting

all bankers register in L. Since country L strictly prefers eL > eG as discussed

above, the two countries race to establish better supervision to attract banks.

Country G “wins” by setting eG = min{ê, ē} > e∗; its welfare is lower than in

the absence of country L due to over supervision, nonetheless.

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.7.2. In a two-country setting without bailout guarantees, there

is a regression toward over supervision if e∗ < min{ê, ē}, for e∗, ê and ē given

in (1.14), (1.25) and (1.27), respectively. Social welfare of the country with a

banking sector is reduced as a result.

Proof. See discussion above
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1.7.2.2 Bailouts and Regulatory Shopping

Let us now consider the case with guaranteed bailouts in both countries, but

there is no supervision. I do not consider supervision in this case because

effective supervision cannot be motivated, as argued in Section 1.6.2.3.

Recall that in a bailout-guaranteed environment, depositors are willing to

lend unlimitedly at 0 interest rate. Bankers’ utility, therefore, strictly decreases

with the capital requirement they have to comply with. It follows that neither

country in this case has any incentive to set their requirement higher than k0,

for k0 given in (1.16) in Section 1.6.2.1. Furthermore, for capital requirements

below k0, bankers will pursue risky projects.

Given country G’s capital requirement kG ≤ k0, country L’s welfare is given

as follow:

WL(kL) =

{
w + αbU b

r (kL)− βb(1− r)τ(kL) if kL < kG,

w otherwise,
(1.28)

for U b
r (kL) is a banker’s utility facing capital requirement kL and pursuing risky

projects, given by:

U b
r (kL) = 1− kL +

r

δ
[R− (1− kL)],

and τ(kL) is the cost of bailing out one failed bank, given by:

τ(kL) = 1− kL − ε.

The welfare function of country L in (1.28) reflects two important points.

First, country L can attract (all) bankers only if it sets the capital requirement

strictly below that of country G. It gets no banks otherwise. Second, bankers
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who register with country L are risky. In other words, if a banker is to take on

a safe project, he may as well remain in country G.

Let us denote:

F (kL;α, β) = αbU b
r (kL)− βb(1− r)τ(kL)

=

[
β(1− r)− α(1− r

δ
)

]
kL + α[1 +

r

δ
(R− 1)]− β(1− r)(1− ε)

Intuitively, F (kL;α, β) is the utility country L can extract from housing the

headquarters of foreign banks. When maximizing its welfare, country L will

accordingly set kL to maximize F (kL;α, β). Thus, a necessary condition for kL

is F (kL;α, β) ≥ 0.

Assuming α(1− r
δ
) 6= β(1− r), let:

k̂ = −α[1 + r
δ
(R− 1)]− β(1− r)(1− ε)
α(1− r

δ
)− β(1− r) , (1.29)

then F (k̂;α, β) = 0.

Furthermore, k̂ = k0 when

α = β
(1− r)(∆P

∆r
− ε)

∆P
∆r

+ r
δ
(R− ∆P

∆r
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

.

It is straightforward to show that:

0 < Ω <
1− r
1− r

δ

< 1.

We then have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.7.3. International regulatory requirements are determined as

follows:
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• For β 1−r
1− r

δ
≤ α ≤ 1, kG = kL = 0. All bankers remain in country G and

pursue risky projects.

• For βΩ < α < β 1−r
1− r

δ
, kG = 0 and k0 > kL ≥ max{k̂, 0}. All bankers

register in country G and pursue risky projects.

• For 0 ≤ α ≤ βΩ, country G sets kG = k0 while country L sets kL ≥ k0.

All bankers remain in country G and pursue safe projects.

Proof. See Appendix A.3

The intuition of Proposition 1.7.3 is as follows. The international capital

requirements depend on two factors: the degree (α) to which the small coun-

try (country L) benefits from housing headquarters of foreign banks and the

share of the burden (β) it has to bear in case of banking failures. The larger

the α, the more aggressively the small country wants to attract foreign banks.

Respectively, the smaller the β, the more enthusiastic the small country is in

welcoming risky foreign banks. Hence, for sufficiently large α and small β, the

small country sets a low capital requirement that leads to risky banking. The

large country (country G) is then induced to do the same.

1.8 Conclusion

The paper sets out to study the impacts of supervisory shopping in the banking

sector. To do so, the paper employs a three-tier principal-agent framework

of banking supervision and analyze the framework in alternative settings. The

paper shows that supervisory shopping can inspire a “race to the top” among the

supervisors, and hence, lead to a safe banking environment with a high level of
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social welfare. However, the result is contingent on the principal’s commitment

to not bail out distressed banks. When that commitment is not credible, the

paper argues that it is difficult to motivate efficient supervision. Supervisors

enter a “race to the bottom” to attract banks as banks look for weak supervisors

that enable them to take more risks. As a consequence, the principal has to

rely entirely on capital regulation to bring about a safe banking environment.

Furthermore, the paper extends the analysis to consider the issuance of

contingent convertible bonds (CoCos) in place of deposits and also supervi-

sory shopping in an international context. The paper finds that CoCos are

socially preferable to deposits as they can absorb losses in case of project fail-

ures. Meanwhile, supervisory shopping in an international context may lead

to over-supervision or under-regulation of the banking sector. As discussed in

previous sections, these results are intuitive and comparable to many instances

observed in reality.

The current framework in this paper takes a parsimonious approach and

makes a number of simplifying assumptions, including the structure of invest-

ment projects, of supervisory contracts and of CoCos. While these assumptions

do not affect the qualitative results presented in this paper, the variations of

these structure can provide more insights into the nature of supervisory shop-

ping. For instance, the riskiness of investment projects can be correlated and

dependent on the number of banks picking a particular project. That would

create room for “strategic complementarity” as discussed by Farhi and Tirole

(2012). The effect of such changes on supervisory competition and on welfare

is left for future study.
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Chapter 2

Too Big To Fail: Toward an
Optimal Regulation

This chapter is joint work with Chang Ma at the Johns Hopkins

University.

2.1 Introduction

During the recent financial crisis (2007-09), government interventions in fail-

ing financial institutions, such as American International Group (AIG), fueled

a resurgence of interest in the notion of “Too Big To Fail” (TBTF). The notion

refers to the idea that some financial institutions are so large and complex that

their failures are costlier to society than the required expenses to save them.

The idea began to attract public attention in the 1970s when the Federal De-

posit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) repeatedly bailed out institutions that it

deemed “essential” to the community.2 In 1991, TBTF received an official sta-

tus in the financial industry when Congress passed the FDIC Improvement Act,

authorizing the FDIC to grant special treatments to a number of large banks.

2For a discussion on FDIC’s open bank assistance, see Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration (1998)
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Although Congress attempted to abolish the notion of TBTF with the passage

of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, the Act created a new category—Systemically

Important Financial Institutions (SIFIs)—which not only included all previ-

ously TBTF institutions but also many new ones. With TBTF continuing to

exist, how should it be regulated?

In this paper, we provide a simple framework of banking and examine a

range of possible TBTF policies, including a minimum Tier-1 or Tier-2 capital

requirement, tax on size, and cap on size (either via a direct cap or a maxi-

mum leverage ratio requirement). In the model, we consider a size-dependent

cost of bank resolution, which provides the standard justification for providing

assistance to open banks, as well as a cost of raising public funds to provide

such assistance. We find that each policy helps to improve social welfare in

comparison with its absence; however, to reach the first-best level of social wel-

fare, it is necessary to impose some form of size restriction on the banker. This

is because, under all other policies, our representative banker who has access

to cheap deposits also has a strong incentive to expand her investment scale

beyond the socially optimal level.

The issues surrounding TBTF have several layers. First, quite literally,

banks can be too big to fail. This is because bank failure is typically costly to

creditors and depositors, as well as disruptive to the local and even national

economies (Bernanke, 1983; Chabot, 2011; Bernanke, 2013). The larger the

bank, the more costly and disruptive its failure will be (White and Yorulmazer,

2014; McAndrews, Morgan, Santos, and Yorulmazer, 2014). When a large bank

finds itself on the brink of collapse, the government is inclined to intervene in the

form of recapitalization by using public funds (i.e., a bailout). Second, knowing
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that the government will intervene, banks have a strong incentive to become

TBTF. Naturally, a bank that has received either the implicit or explicit sta-

tus of TBTF will face less scrutiny from the market and will be able to raise

more and cheaper debts (Jacewitz and Pogach, 2011; Strahan, 2013; Santos,

2014). Furthermore, TBTF banks will be more willing to gamble with their

investments (Davila, 2012; Afonso, Santos, and Traina, 2014; Gropp, Gründl,

and Guettler, 2014). Third, on anticipating such intervention and the banks’

behavior, authorities have tried to regulate those banks that are (or may be-

come) TBTF. For instance, under the authority of the FDIC Improvement Act,

banks that received the TBTF status (implicitly or explicitly) were subject to

a broader scope of regulation and supervision. However, TBTF banks continue

to get larger in good times and require ever more public assistance in bad times

(Strahan, 2013).

Regulating TBTF is not a simple task. According to Stern and Feldman

(2004), it is difficult to identify and measure the TBTF problem because finan-

cial markets have grown not only in size but also in complexity. Furthermore,

the benefit that TBTF institutions receive is mostly at the margin, which can

vary greatly across firms of different sizes with different portfolio compositions

and performance histories (Ennis and Malek, 2005). Even considering the neg-

ative impacts of TBTF as given, optimal regulation remains debatable. For

instance, Johnson and Kwak (2011) argued for a straightforward cap on size

and called for division of the largest financial institutions in the United States.

Others, however, strongly resisted the idea for fear of inhibiting innovation

and economies of scales (Krugman, 2010, April 1, for instance, see). Indeed, a

number of studies have found evidence of economies of scale in banking (Hughes
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and Mester, 1998; Feng and Serletis, 2010; Wheelock and Wilson, 2012; Kovner,

Vickery, and Zhou, 2014).

Furthermore, another fundamental concern regarding TBTF is the use of

public funds to assist open banks. Strahan (2013) provides an excellent survey

of the issue, arguing that TBTF is partly due to—and always reinforced by—the

government’s commitment to assist large financial institutions in distress. The

justification for an ex-post intervention can be traced back to Bagehot (1873),

who explained the need and presented the principles for lending of last resort,

and to Diamond and Dybvig (1983), whose model provides the rationale for

policy actions that prevent widespread contagion of liquidity shocks. A formal

argument for bailouts can also be found in the representation hypothesis by

Dewatripont and Tirole (1994), who argue that depositors are too small, and

thus need protection. Based on these reasons, governments have repeatedly

provided bailouts to failing institutions throughout history, and they seemingly

use more of the taxpayers’ money each time. To address this issue, a growing

body of literature has advocated for “bail-in” regulation, thereby shifting the

burden of saving failing banks from taxpayers to holders of high-yielding bonds.

In particular, Sommer (2014) and Flannery (2014) support the use of convertible

debts at the largest financial institutions as a counter-measure to the moral

hazard of TBTF.

Building on previous findings, we provide a two-period model of banking

that focuses on the notion of TBTF. In our model, during the first period, a

representative banker who bears a one-time fixed cost of investment borrows

to invest in a risky project. If the banker cannot repay her debt in the second

period, she declares bankruptcy and liquidates her assets at an increasing and
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convex cost. As the liquidation cost is a deadweight loss to society, Congress,

which is a welfare-maximizing entity, is tempted to bail out the banker via

taxation of depositors. While the model considers a fixed marginal cost of

taxation, Congress strives to strike a balance between the social benefits and

costs of a bailout. Anticipating the bailout, however, the banker excessively

increases the size of her investment and worsens the taxpayers’ burden. To

manage the bailout cost, Congress can impose a minimum capital requirement,

size cap, or size tax. Then, we show that the effectiveness of a minimum capital

requirement is limited by the banker’s available equity. Meanwhile, a cap on

size, while helping to reduce the cost to taxpayers, may inhibit the banker’s

economies of scale. From a welfare perspective, a tax on size is equivalent to

a cap on size. To address the government’s bailout incentive, we consider the

use of contingent convertible bonds (CoCos) as an additional layer of regulatory

capital. Not only do CoCos eliminate the use of taxpayer money, but they also

help to reach the first-best welfare level.

It is noteworthy that, in this paper, we aim to highlight the discussion

about TBTF in terms of bank size, and thus choose to simplify our main model

with respect to systemic risk and its associated regulations. As Afonso, San-

tos, and Traina (2014), Cetorelli, McAndrews, and Traina (2014), and Laeven,

Ratnovski, and Tong (2014) argue, banks tend to become larger, riskier, and

more complex simultaneously. Their complexity can generate systemic risk; in

other words, the failure of one institution can lead to a wave of asset fire sales

and credit flow disruptions in the financial system, such as the case of Lehman

Brothers. For this reason, researchers and policymakers have spent a great deal

of effort understanding, measuring, and mitigating systemic risk, especially over
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the last few years.3 However, bank size regulation remains a crucial aspect of

TBTF. With the failure of Lehman Brothers, for instance, the resolution, which

happened well after the financial crisis had passed, recovered less than 30 cents

on the dollar for creditors, at a cost of more than $9 billion in administrative and

other expenses (Fleming and Sarkar, 2014). Meanwhile, Brewer III and Jagtiani

(2013) examined the data on bank mergers in the United States between 1991

and 2004, finding that banks were willing to pay additional premiums in acqui-

sitions that expanded their size into the TBTF regime. As size continues to play

an important role in bankers’ business decisions and policymakers’ responses,

the pros and cons of bank size regulation require more attention.

For the sake of completeness, we consider an extension of the main model

in Section 2.7. The extension includes multiple bankers and their choices in

terms of the investment scale and the correlation of their returns. Similar to

the findings in the aforementioned papers, we also find that bankers have a

strong incentive to concentrate their risk and increase their correlations, while

the per-bank cost of bailouts increases at the expense of taxpayers. However,

our policy proposal, which combines size regulations and CoCos, is robust to the

extension, because the policy combination forces banks to raise enough CoCos

tol eliminate both liquidation and bailout outcomes.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the relevant literature.

Section 2.3 describes the model and examines the market outcome in a laissez-

faire environment. Section 2.4 provides a rationale for the government’s ex-post

intervention as well as highlighting the moral hazard of a bailout. Section 2.5

considers size regulation. Section 2.6 proposes an optimal policy combination

3For an exposition, see Acharya, Cooley, Richardson, and Walter (2010).
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that can help to achieve the first-best level of social welfare. Section 2.7 extends

the model to consider systemic risk. Section 2.8 concludes.

2.2 Literature Review

There are two bodies of literature that are closely related to this paper. The

first one, which examines the interactions between bank size and the decisions of

bankers and central bankers, provides rationales for TBTF and offers a range of

optimal bailout strategies to offset it. The second one examines alternative ex-

ante prudential policies to prevent banks from becoming TBTF. However, this

latter strand of literature, while placing attention on systemic risk regulations,

has not made conclusive statements regarding bank size regulation. The two

bodies of literature are discussed below.

The literature regarding the rationales behind TBTF and bailout policies

is expansive. Freixas (1999) provides a game-theoretic model of bank failure

under the crucial assumption that the cost of bank liquidation increases with

bank size. If the regulator cannot commit to an ex-ante policy, the model results

in the regulator’s pure strategy of bailing out sufficiently large banks. In this

case, banks anticipate the policy and structure their liabilities to maximize the

value of a bailout. If the regulator can commit to an ex-ante policy, however, it

is optimal for the regulator to follow a mixed strategy. In this case, banks are

qualified for—but not guaranteed—a bailout when their uninsured funding is

sufficiently small. Similarly, Goodhart and Huang (1999) analyze TBTF from

the perspective of the lender of last resort (LOLR). In their model, the LOLR

faces a request for liquidity injection from an illiquid bank, which may or may
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not be insolvent. If the LOLR complies and the bank is actually insolvent, there

is a direct loss of capital. If the illiquid bank’s request is declined, however, the

resulting failure triggers a loss of confidence by the bank’s depositors that is

socially costly. Given that the cost of bank failure rises (with respect to bank

size) faster than the cost of bank rescue, the authors find that a sufficiently

large bank will always receive liquidity injections.

The link between bank size and ex-post bailouts has also been a subject of

contention in this literature. Acharya and Yorulmazer (2007) provide a model

that demonstrates a herding behavior by small banks. In their analysis, when

the number of failures is small, the regulator will let other banks acquire the

failed banks. However, when the number is large, the social cost is sufficiently

high that an ex-post bailout is optimal. Anticipating the regulator’s ex-post

decision, small banks tend to correlate their risk of failure to increase their

bailout subsidy. The authors then argue that, in this case, a TBTF bank will

differentiate itself from the small banks because its bailout subsidy does not

increase with the herd. Meanwhile, a recent paper by Davila (2012) contends

that the presence of large banks exacerbates the risk-taking behavior of small

banks and can lead to higher bailout costs. Using a model with a continuum of

small banks and a definitive number of large banks, the author shows that by

internalizing their size, large banks take on more risk to increase their chances of

receiving bailouts. Even though small banks cannot directly influence the equi-

librium bailout probability via their individual leverage decisions, they handle

more risk in the presence of large banks, and hence, in aggregate, increase the

probability of bailouts. Size, as Davila concludes, does matter.

With respect to this literature, our paper focuses on ex-ante regulations
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rather than bailout policies, while employing similar assumptions on the costs

of bank failure and rescue. In particular, we focus on bank size regulation,

and demonstrate that TBTF can be resolved with a combination of policies,

including a cap on size and the use of CoCos.

While a general discussion of banking regulation can be found in Dewa-

tripont and Tirole (1994) and Freixas and Rochet (1997), a number of recent pa-

pers have considered specific ex-ante prudential regulations of TBTF. Employ-

ing similar modeling techniques as Acharya and Yorulmazer (2007), Acharya

(2009) finds that banks tend to invest in the same industry, increase the corre-

lation of their returns and failures, and thereby extract greater bailout subsidies.

The paper then proposes a capital requirement that considers the banks’ joint

risk, and shows that such a policy can alleviate systemic risk. Similarly, Farhi

and Tirole (2012) examine a model in which banks tend to hold little liquidity

and take on too much correlated risk. Therefore, in their model, it is optimal

for the regulator to impose an ex-ante liquidity requirement to eliminate ex-

post bailout equilibriums. Furthermore, Calomiris and Herring (2013), Chen,

Glasserman, Nouri, and Pelger (2013), and Sommer (2014) propose the use of

convertible debts to ensure bank solvency. Directly tackling the banks’ incen-

tive to take risk, Acharya, Pedersen, Philippon, and Richardson (2010b) build

on their earlier framework in Acharya, Pedersen, Philippon, and Richardson

(2010a) and argue that the optimal policy to regulate systemic risk is a “Pigou-

vian tax.” This tax, which is based on the banks’ expected losses in a systemic

crisis, varies with the banks’ size, leverage, risk, and correlation with the rest

of the financial sector.
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Our paper differs from this body of literature in considering the interac-

tion between bank size and regulations. While focusing on mitigating systemic

risk, the aforementioned papers do not address the possible underinvestment

problem. In our paper, we focus on this issue and show that although banks

tend to become TBTF in the absence of regulations, some ex-ante policies may

inefficiently restrict the banks’ economies of scale.

2.3 The Model

Let us consider a two-period economy, t = 1, 2, with a continuum of depositors

of mass 1 and a representative entrepreneurial banker, all of whom are risk-

neutral.

Depositors (collectively) receive an arbitrarily large endowment, w, at t = 1

and have rational expectations and preferences in a linear consumption function:

Ud = E1[cd1 + cd2],

where cdt is their time-t consumption.

The banker receives an endowment, e0, at t = 1, and has rational expecta-

tions and preferences in a linear consumption function:

U b = E1

[
cb1 + cb2

]
,

where cbt is her time-t consumption.

We assume that the banker has access to an investment technology that is

not available to depositors. To initiate the technology, a fixed cost f < e0 is

needed. At t = 1, the banker chooses an investment scale I ≥ 0. The investment
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yields ρ(I)I with probability α, and ρI with probability 1−α. We assume that

ρ < 1 and ρ(I) is a real-valued function of I.

Furthermore, we assume that ρ(I)I is strictly increasing and concave. Intu-

itively, while the payoff in the good state increases with the investment scale,

the project has a strictly diminishing marginal return.

To invest, the banker can use E units of her own equity, and raise additional

D = I + f − E units of deposits at t = 1. Let R = 1 + r denote the return on

deposits that the banker promises to depositors. We assume that the banker

has limited liability. If she cannot meet her debt obligation at t = 2, she can

declare bankruptcy.

In case of a default, the bank’s assets are liquidated at λ(I) per unit of asset.

We assume that the bigger the investment project, the more costly the liquida-

tion process; however, the total amount of recovered assets in liquidation, λ(I)I,

will increase with the project size. Formally, we have: λ′(I) < 0, [λ(I)I]′ > 0,

and [λ(I)I]′′ < 0, for I ≥ 0. Furthermore, λ(0) = 1 and limI→w[λ(I)I]′ = 0.

Let I0 = e0−f
1−ρ . Then, I0 is the maximum amount of investment the banker

can have when issuing only risk-free deposits.

Assumption 1. Marginal Return of the Project

α[ρ(I0)I0]′ + (1− α)ρ > 1

Assumption 1 states that the project has a high marginal return at I0.

Assumption 2. Social Value of the Project

There exists Ip > I0, such that:

αρ(Ip)Ip + (1− α)ρλ(Ip)Ip > Ip + f.
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Assumption 2 ensures that the project has a positive social value for a suf-

ficiently large investment, even when accounting for the cost of liquidation.

Note that the social value of the investment project at I = I0 cannot be

inferred from Assumptions 1 and 2. In fact, we impose Assumption 3 below to

make sure that the project is not socially desirable at I = I0. This assumption

simplifies the analysis (without changing the main results) by eliminating the

case in which the banker issues only risk-free deposits.

Assumption 3.

I0 + f ≥ αρ(I0)I0 + (1− α)ρI0.

Finally, we assume that the return in the good state is bounded above by

some large value M . The upper bound can be interpreted as a capacity con-

straint, induced by either technology or equipment.

Assumption 4. Limited Capacity

∃M > 0 such that ρ(I)I < M, ∀I ≥ 0.

In the laissez-faire environment, the banker proposes E, I, and r to maximize

her utility. To invest, she has three options: (1) use only her own money, (2)

issue risk-free deposits, or (3) issue risky deposits to investors. As noted above,

Assumption 3 implies Options 1 and 2 are not profitable.

We now proceed with the analysis of Option 3.

Risky Deposits:

As investing (up to) I = I0 is not profitable by Assumption 3, the banker

must risk liquidation and consider an investment scale, where I > I0. Hence,
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assuming I > I0, the banker chooses E, I, and r that solve:

max
E,I,r

U b(E, I, r) = e0 − E + α

(
ρ(I)I − (1 + r)(I + f − E)

)
s.t. e0 ≥ E (2.1)

ρ(I)I ≥ (1 + r)(I + f − E) (2.2)

α(1 + r)(I + f − E) + (1− α)ρλ(I)I ≥ I + f − E.(2.3)

Condition (2.2) limits the amount the banker can credibly promise to pay

back. Condition (2.3) is the depositors’ Participation Constraint, ensuring that

depositors can at least break even.

Note that because we are considering I > I0, Condition (2.3) implies that

r > 0.

The Lagrangian and the relevant Kuhn–Tucker conditions are as follows:

L = e0 − E +
(
α + γ2

)(
ρ(I)I − (1 + r)(I + f − E)

)
+ γ1(e0 − E)

+γ3

(
α(1 + r)(I + f − E) + (1− α)ρλ(I)I − I − f + E

)
∂L
∂E

= −1 + α(1 + r)− γ1 + γ2(1 + r) + γ3(1− α(1 + r)) ≤ 0

∂L
∂I

= (γ2 + α)
(
[ρ(I)I]′ − (1 + r)

)
+ γ3

(
(1− α)ρ[λ(I)I]′ − 1 + α(1 + r)

)
= 0

∂L
∂r

=
(
− α− γ2 + γ3α

)
(I + f − E) = 0

Claim 1. Depositors’ participation constraint is always binding: γ3 6= 0.

Proof. Suppose that γ3 = 0, then ∂L
∂r
< 0. Contradiction.
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Given Claim 1 and I > I0 > e0 − f , the Kuhn–Tucker conditions above

become:

− (1 + γ1) + γ3 ≤ 0, (2.4)

α[ρ(I)I]′ + (1− α)ρ[λ(I)I]′ = 1, (2.5)

−(α + γ2) + αγ3 = 0. (2.6)

Let B(I) = αρ(I)I + (1−α)ρλ(I)I − f , then B(I)− I is the total expected

profit from an investment I. As ρ(I)I and λ(I)I are strictly concave, B(I)− I

is strictly concave. Additionally, [ρ(I)I]′ is decreasing in I. Together with

Assumption 2, B(I)− I is therefore positive and increasing at I = I0.

Lemma 2.3.1. There exist I1 and I2 such that I1 < Ip < I2 and B(I1)− I1 =

B(I2)− I2 = 0.

Proof. By Assumptions 2 and 3, B(I0) − I0 ≤ 0 < B(Ip) − Ip. As B(I) − I is

continuous, there must exist I1 < Ip, such that B(I1)− I1 = 0.

By Assumption 4, we have 0 = α(M−M) > α(ρ(M)M−M) > B(M)−M .

Hence, B(I) − I is negative at I = M . Furthermore, αM > αρ(Ip)Ip > Ip by

Assumptions 2 and 4. It follows that M > Ip.

Thus, by continuity, there must exist I2 ∈ (Ip,M) such that B(I2) − I2 =

0.

We now have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.2. In the laissez-faire environment, the banker chooses to is-

sue risky debt to satisfy the investment scale I = ILF , such that I1 < ILF < I2.

Furthermore, the banker’s profit is strictly positive at I = ILF .
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Proof. First, an optimal investment scale I that solves the banker’s maximiza-

tion problem must satisfy Condition (2.5).

Second, note that B(Ip) − Ip > 0 and B(I1) − I1 = B(I2) − I2 = 0. As

B(I)− I is strictly concave, ILF ∈ (I1, I2) must uniquely exist, such that:

[B(ILF )− ILF ]′ = 0,

⇒ α[ρ(ILF )ILF ]′ + (1− α)ρ[λ(ILF )ILF ]′ = 1

As ILF indeed maximizes B(I)− I, it also follows that B(ILF )− ILF > 0.

Now, consider the banker’s maximization problem and the Kuhn–Tucker

conditions above. Recall that γ3 > 0 by Claim 1.

If γ2 6= 0, then by Conditions (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

αρ(ILF )ILF + (1− α)ρλ(ILF )ILF = ILF + f − E,

which is a contradiction because B(ILF )− ILF > 0 and E ≥ 0.

Thus, γ2 = 0. It then follows that, for any E ∈ [0, e0], there exists rE

such that (E, ILF , rE) solves the banker’s maximization problem. Furthermore,

it is straightforward to verify that the banker’s profit for any E ∈ [0, e0] is

B(ILF )− ILF > 0.

The banker’s utility is:

U b(E, ILF , rE) = e0 +B(ILF )− ILF ,

and the expected social welfare in this case is as follows:

WLF = w + e0 +B(ILF )− ILF .
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Note that in this case, we do not observe a clear role for the use of equity.

This is intentional. As we focus on the banker’s eventual incentive to expand her

investment scale, the model considers neither the banker’s risk shifting behavior

nor her cost of equity. In the next sections, the role of equity as a regulatory

tool will become apparent.

2.4 Moral Hazard of Government Bailouts

In the previous section, we considered the laissez-faire environment in which the

banker borrows from depositors to invest. As the banker makes a profit from

using depositors’ money, depositors expect and are completely compensated for

the risk of default, including the cost of liquidation.

In this section, we consider the presence of a welfare-maximizing government

entity, referred to as Congress, which has the power to tax depositors and the

banker, impose banking regulations and make transfers.

If Congress chooses to tax depositors, we assume that there is a fixed

marginal cost in raising public funds, 0 < η < 1.

In the event of a bank failure, Congress may choose to recapitalize (i.e., bail

out) the bank. The justification for this action is to prevent the bank from

declaring bankruptcy; hence, saving the public from the cost of liquidation. It

follows that Congress would choose to bail out the bank if the total cost of

liquidation exceeds the total cost of raising the necessary public funds to do so.

Formally, the condition for a bailout is:

η(D(1 + r)− ρI) ≤ (1− λ(I))ρI,

where D is the total deposits and r is the interest rate on deposits.
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We define a bailout as a transfer at t = 2 to the bank in the case of project

failure. The transfer is financed by an ex-post tax on all depositors. If the bank

receives a bailout, Congress acts as the bank’s conservator and takes control

of the bank’s assets. This assumption prevents the bank from strategically

declaring bankruptcy.

Furthermore, we impose the following assumption.

Assumption 5.
(1− λ(ILF ))ρ

1− ρ+ f/ILF
> η.

Assumption 5 implies that the marginal cost of raising public funds is suffi-

ciently small in comparison with the marginal rate of the project return in the

bad state.

Let G(E, I) = (1−λ(I))ρI−η(I+f −E−ρI). Then, conditional on a zero

interest rate on deposits, Congress bails out the bank if and only if G(E, I) ≥ 0.

Note that, ∂
∂I
G(E, 0) = −η(1− ρ) < 0; and ∂2

∂I2
G(E, I) = −ρ[λ(I)I]′′ > 0.

Given Assumption 5 and the negativity of λ′(I), we have:

∂

∂I
G(E, I) = ρ− ρ[λ(I)I]′ − η + ηρ

> ρ− ρλ(I)− η + ηρ

> 0,

for I > ILF .

Intuitively, G(E, I) is the function governing the condition for an ex-post

bailout when the interest rate on deposits is zero. It is strictly convex in I, and

its first derivative with respect to I is negative for small I and becomes positive
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for sufficiently large I. It follows that there must exist IMin
G ∈ (0, ILF ), such

that ∂
∂I
G(E, IMin

G ) = 0.

In this section, we analyze market outcomes in the absence of regulation,

and under a minimum equity capital requirement. We find that the banker

consistently expands her investment scale to raise her expected profit at the

expense of taxpayers.

2.4.1 Too Big To Fail in the Absence of Regulation

Suppose at t = 1 the government does not impose any regulation on the bank.

First, the banker is able to raise deposits as if the bailout is guaranteed.

This is because if depositors and the banker do not expect an ex-post bailout,

the optimal investment will be ILF , as discussed in Section 2.3. By Assumption

5, the no-bailout expectation is time inconsistent.

Second, as depositors and the banker fully expect a bailout in the event of

bank failure, the banker does not have to pay any interest on deposits. Depos-

itors know that the bank will be bailed out and are willing to accept a zero

interest rate. The banker’s equity contribution and investment scale must then

satisfy the bailout condition, G(E, I) ≥ 0.

To borrow, the banker proposes (E, I) that solves:

max
E,I

U b(E, I) = e0 − E + α
(
ρ(I)I − (I + f − E)

)
(2.7)

s.t. e0 ≥ E (2.8)

ρ(I)I ≥ I + f − E (2.9)

G(E, I) ≥ 0 (2.10)
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The relevant Kuhn–Tucker conditions are as follows:

L = e0 − E +
(
α + γ2

)(
ρ(I)I − I − f + E

)
+ γ1(e0 − E)

+γ3G(E, I)

∂L
∂E

= −1 + α + γ2 − γ1 + γ3η ≤ 0 (2.11)

∂L
∂I

= (α + γ2)
(

[ρ(I)I]′ − 1
)

+ γ3
∂

∂I
G(E, I) = 0 (2.12)

We specifically focus on the case in which the profit constraint (2.9) holds

strict inequality, so that the banker makes a positive profit. It follows that

γ2 = 0.

Let Iρ be such that [ρ(Iρ)Iρ]′ = 1. We have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4.1. Bigger and Badder

In the absence of any regulation, the TBTF banker maximizes her utility at

(E, I) = (0, Iρ). The investment scale in this case is larger than in Section

2.3; that is, Iρ > ILF . The banker’s utility is also higher; that is, U b(0, Iρ) >

U b(E, ILF , rE).

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that (E, I) = (0, Iρ) satisfies the Kuhn–

Tucker conditions (2.11) and (2.12), where γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 0.

Recall that ILF satisfies:

α[ρ(ILF )ILF ]′ + (1− α)ρ[λ(ILF )ILF ]′ = 1

⇒ [ρ(ILF )ILF ]′ = 1 +
(1− α)

α

(
1− ρ[λ(ILF )ILF ]′

)
> [ρ(Iρ)Iρ]′.
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As [ρ(I)I]′ is strictly decreasing, ILF < Iρ.

As Iρ > ILF , it also follows that G(0, Iρ) > G(0, ILF ) > 0, by Assumption

5. Thus, the bailout condition (2.10) is satisfied.

Furthermore, Iρ maximizes ρ(I)I − I. Hence,

U b(0, Iρ) = e0 + α
(
ρ(Iρ)Iρ − Iρ − f

)
> e0 + α

(
ρ(ILF )ILF − ILF − f

)
− (1− α)

(
1− ρλ(ILF )

)
ILF

> U b(E, ILF , rE).

Proposition 2.4.1 reveals two insights. First, by taking advantage of the

bailout, the banker expands her investment scale beyond what the laissez-faire

market would have allowed. Second, unlike the previous case, the banker inten-

tionally chooses to commit no equity of her own. In Section 2.3, the banker is

indifferent between equity and deposits. She fairly shares the profit from the

investment with depositors, as she fully compensates depositors for the down-

side risk that they bear. In this case, however, the banker raises deposits at a

zero interest rate, enjoys all the upside profits and leaves the downside losses to

taxpayers.

The expected social welfare in this case is:

W (0, Iρ) = w + U b(0, Iρ)− (1− α)(1 + η)(Iρ + f − ρIρ).

It is important to note that the social welfare in this case can be either higher

or lower than in Section 2.3. While the presence of government intervention is

socially beneficial (the bailout condition), the banker raises her investment,
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potentially inflicting a large bill on taxpayers. Nonetheless, it is clear from

Proposition 2.4.1 that the banker benefits from the bailout.

2.4.2 Capital Requirement

Now, suppose that Congress imposes a minimum capital requirement, E, at

t = 1, such that e0 ≥ E.

Similar to Section 2.4.1, the banker solves the maximization problem (2.7),

subject to (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10), with an additional constraint, E ≥ E.

Solving similar Kuhn–Tucker conditions, the banker’s solution in this case

is (E, I) = (E, Iρ).

Thus, Congress solves the following problem.

max
E≤e0

W (E, Iρ) = w + e0 − E + α
(
ρ(Iρ)Iρ − (Iρ + f − E)

)
− (1− α)(1 + η)(Iρ + f − E − ρIρ).

The first-order condition is:

−1 + α + (1− α)(1 + λ) = λ(1− α) > 0,

which implies that E = e0.

The expected social welfare in this case becomes:

W (e0, I
ρ) = w + U b(e0, I

ρ)− (1− α)(1 + η)(Iρ + f − e0 − ρIρ)

We have the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4.2. By implementing a minimum equity capital requirement, E =

e0, Congress raises the expected social welfare in comparison with that in the

case with no regulation: W (e0, I
ρ) > W (0, Iρ).
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Proof. Rewriting W (e0, I
ρ), we have:

W (e0, I
ρ) = w + e0 + α

(
ρ(Iρ)Iρ − Iρ − f

)
− (1− α)(1 + η)(Iρ + f − ρIρ)

+λ(1− α)e0

= W (0, Iρ) + λ(1− α)e0.

The intuition of Lemma 2.4.2 is simple. By requiring the banker to con-

tribute her own equity capital, Congress is able to reduce the amount that is

needed in the event of a bailout. Although a minimum equity capital require-

ment does not alter the banker’s investment strategy, it forces the banker to

pay, if only partially, for the bailout of her bank.

Once again, because the banker’s equity capital is limited, it is unclear

whether social welfare in this case is higher or lower than in the case of a

free market. In the next section, we consider bank size regulation and show

that social welfare can be improved. Nonetheless, bank size regulation is not

without its own weaknesses.

2.5 Bank Size Regulation: Better, But Not the

Best

2.5.1 A Cap On Size

Let us consider the case in which Congress implements a minimum equity capital

requirement, E and a direct cap on size, I. This combination is strong in the

sense that the banker has little choice left. It is straightforward to verify that
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she will contribute the minimum equity required and invest at the maximum

scale allowed.

Congress, while internalizing the possibility and cost of a bank bailout, solves

the following problem.

max
E,I

W (E, I) = w + e0 − E + α
(
ρ(I)I − (I + f − E)

)
−(1 + η)(1− α)(I + f − E − ρI) (2.13)

s.t. e0 ≥ E (2.14)

G(E, I) ≥ 0 (2.15)

ρ(I)I > I + f − E (2.16)

Condition (2.16) is the banker’s Incentive Compatibility Constraint, ensur-

ing that the profit from an investment project is positive. We consider the strict

inequality of this condition because social welfare increases beyond the deposi-

tors’ and banker’s endowment only when the banker makes a profit. Note that

in expectation of a bailout, depositors are willing to lend at a zero interest rate.

The relevant Kuhn–Tucker conditions for the above mentioned maximization

problem can be written as follows.

(1− α)η − µ1 + µ2η ≤ 0, (2.17)

α[ρ(I)I]′ − α− (1− α)(1 + η)(1− ρ) = −µ2
∂

∂I
G(E, I). (2.18)

Let Ī be such that:

[ρ(Ī)Ī]′ = 1 +
(1− α)

α
(1 + η)(1− ρ).
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Then, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.5.1. Iρ > Ī > ILF .

Proof. First, we have:

[ρ(Ī)Ī]′ = 1 +
(1− α)

α
(1 + η)(1− ρ)

> 1 = [ρ(Iρ)Iρ]
′.

Since [ρ(I)I]′ is decreasing, Iρ > Ī.

Second, Assumption 5 and the strict negativity of λ′(I) imply the following:

(1 + η)(1− ρ) < 1− λ(ILF )ρ < 1− [λ(ILF )ILF ]′ρ.

Hence, [ρ(Ī)Ī]′ < [ρ(ILF )ILF ]′. Since [ρ(I)I]′ is decreasing, Ī > ILF .

We have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.5.2. The optimal allocation (E, I) that solves the maximiza-

tion problem (2.13), subject to (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16), is (E, I) = (e0, Ī).

Furthermore, W (e0, Ī) > WLF and W (e0, Ī) > W (e0, I
ρ).

Proof. Consider the maximization problem (2.13), subject to (2.14) and (2.16).

This problem maximizes the same objective function, but with less constraints.

The Kuhn–Tucker conditions become:

(1− α)η − µ1 ≤ 0,

α[ρ(I)I]′ − α− (1− α)(1 + η)(1− ρ) = 0.

The first inequality condition implies that µ1 > 0. Hence, E = e0. The

second condition implies that I = Ī.
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Thus, if (E, I) = (e0, Ī) satisfies the bailout condition (2.15), (e0, Ī) must

also be the solution to the original maximization problem with full constraints.

Case 1: If G(e0, I
Min
G ) > 0, then G(e0, Ī) > 0.

Case 2: If G(e0, I
Min
G ) ≤ 0, then there exist I1 and I2 such that I1 ≤ IMin

G ≤

I2 and G(e0, I) = 0 at I ∈ {I1, I2}. This is because G(E, I) is a strictly convex

function, which is positive at I = 0, decreasing for small I, and increasing for

sufficiently large I.

Because G(E, I) is linear and increasing in E, and because of Assumption

5, we obtain the following:

G(e0, I
LF ) > G(0, ILF ) > 0 = G(e0, I2).

Since I2 and ILF are greater than IMin
G and G(e0, I) is increasing for I ≥

IMin
G , it must be the case that ILF > I2.

By Lemma 2.5.1, Ī > ILF . Hence G(e0, Ī) > G(e0, I2) = 0.

Finally, to show WLF < W (e0, Ī), we rewrite WLF as follows:

WLF = w + e0 + αρ(ILF )ILF + (1− α)ρλ(ILF )ILF − ILF − f

= w + e0 + α
(
ρ(ILF )ILF − ILF − f

)
−(1− α)

(
ILF + f − ρλ(ILF )ILF

)
.

Using Assumption 5, we then have:

WLF < w + e0 + α
(
ρ(ILF )ILF − ILF − f

)
−(1− α)(1 + η)

[
(1− ρ)ILF + f

]
= W (0, ILF ).
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As (E, I) = (0, ILF ) meets all the constraints of (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16),

(0, ILF ) is a possible solution to the maximization problem (2.13), subject to

those constraints. However, as demonstrated above, the solution to the problem

is (E, I) = (e0, Ī).

Therefore, W (e0, Ī) > W (0, ILF ) > WLF .

Similarly, (E, I) = (0, Iρ) is also a possible solution to the same maxi-

mization problem, subject to the same constraints. It follows that W (e0, Ī) >

W (e0, I
ρ).

Proposition 2.5.2 shows the optimal levels of equity and investment. The

banker’s expected utility is as follows:

U b(e0, Ī) = α
(
ρ(Ī)Ī − Ī − f + e0

)
.

Under the policy combination of a minimum equity capital requirement and

a cap on size, Congress achieves two objectives: (1) forcing the banker to pay

for the bailout to her greatest ability, and (2) implementing an investment size

that internalizes the cost of the bailout. As shown in Proposition 2.5.2, social

welfare is clearly greater than in all of the previous cases.

Before proceeding, we note that Congress can implement a maximum lever-

age ratio, k := Ī
e0−f and achieve the same result. Within the context of our

model, an equity-and-size policy combination and a leverage-ratio requirement

are therefore identical.
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2.5.2 A Tax On Size

Directly tackling the banker’s incentive, we consider a distortionary tax, τ ,

on her investment size, I. There are two alternative taxation methods that

Congress can implement:

• First, Congress can set a marginal tax rate, τ , in the first period. The tax

revenue, τI, is collected in the second period if the banker’s project suc-

ceeds. The revenue is rebated to depositors. If the project fails, Congress

bails out the bank, as in the previous cases.

• Second, assuming Congress has access to a zero-return storage technology,

it can set and collect τI in the first period. If the project succeeds, the

tax revenue is rebated in a lump-sum fashion to the banker. If the project

fails, Congress uses the tax revenues toward bailing out the bank.

Note that in the second scenario, the banker simply borrows an additional

amount, τI, from depositors, for any given investment scale, I, that she plans

to invest. Formally, the banker borrows D = I + f + τI − e0. In the event

of bank failure, Congress uses the collected tax revenue, τI, and the banker’s

asset, ρI, as well as an additional amount, I + f − e0 − ρI, to settle the bank’s

debt. Thus, for a given investment size, the tax revenue from the banker does

not help to lower the total cost of a bailout.

In both scenarios, the tax on size merely focuses on the banker’s incentive to

expand her investment. From a social welfare perspective, Congress is indifferent

between the two methods.

We now proceed with the first case.
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Based on the previous sections, we simplify the analysis in this section by

assuming that a minimum capital, E = e0, is already in place.

Suppose Congress announces at t = 1 a marginal tax, τ , on the banker’s

investment, I, to be collected at t = 2. The banker borrows D = I + f − e0 in

the first period and solves:

max
I
U τ (I) = α

(
ρ(I)I − (I + f − e0)− τI

)
s.t. ρ(I)I ≥ (1 + τ)I + f − e0

G(e0, I) ≥ 0

The relevant Kuhn–Tucker conditions are as follows:

L =
(
α + γ1

)(
ρ(I)I − (1 + τ)I + e0

)
+ γ2G(e0, I)

∂L
∂I

= (α + γ1)
(

[ρ(I)I]′ − 1− τ
)

+ γ2
∂

∂I
G(e0, I) = 0

Similar to the previous sections, it is straightforward to check that I = Iτ

is the optimal solution where:

[ρ(Iτ )Iτ ]′ = 1 + τ.

Thus, Congress can directly choose Iτ to maximize the social welfare:

max
Iτ

W (Iτ ) = w + α
(
ρ(Iτ )Iτ − (Iτ + f − e0)− τIτ

)
+ατIτ − (1− α)(1 + η)

(
(1− ρ)Iτ − e0 + f

)
.

The second part of the above expression is the expected net tax revenue.

With probability α, the project succeeds and the banker pays Congress τIτ in
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tax, which is rebated to depositors. With probability 1 − α, the project fails

and Congress has to raise taxes to bail out the bank.

The simplified first-order condition is as follows:

[ρ(Iτ )Iτ ]′ = 1 +
1− α
α

(1 + η)(1− ρ).

Hence, Iτ ≡ Ī.

We then have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.5.3. Under the tax-on-size policy, Congress maximizes social

welfare by implementing a tax, τ , that gives Iτ = Ī. As a result, W (Iτ ) =

W (e0, Ī).

Proof. From the discussion above, it is clear that Iτ = Ī maximizes social

welfare. Furthermore,

W (Iτ ) = w + α
(
ρ(Ī)Ī − Ī + e0 − f

)
− (1− α)(1 + η)

(
(1− ρ)Ī − e0 + f

)
= W (e0, Ī).

Proposition 2.5.3 shows that a simple tax on size is equivalent to a cap on

size in terms of welfare. The tax, therefore, serves as an alternative policy to a

cap on size.

2.6 CoCos: Toward Better Regulation of Large

Banks

In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we analyzed the banker’s incentive to take advantage of

a government bailout, and concluded that size regulation, in the form of either
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a direct cap on size or a maximum leverage-ratio requirement, was necessary.

However, size regulation is not sufficient to induce the first-best level of social

welfare. This is because taxpayers’ money, which is used to foot the bill in the

event of bank failure, comes at a cost.

In this section, we consider contingent convertible bonds (CoCos) as an addi-

tional layer of capital that can avoid entirely the use of taxpayer money. While

the use of CoCos has been strongly advocated in the literature (Albul, Jaffee,

and Tchistyi, 2013; Pazarbasioglu, Zhou, Le Leslé, and Moore, 2011; Glasser-

man and Nouri, 2012; Avdjiev, Kartasheva, and Bogdanova, 2013), CoCos can

be a particularly important policy tool when it comes to regulating the largest

financial institutions (Calomiris and Herring, 2013; Chen, Glasserman, Nouri,

and Pelger, 2013; Sommer, 2014).

Similar to the previous section, we assume that a minimum Tier-1 equity

capital of e0 is already in place. Congress, therefore, implements a maximum

leverage ratio, k = I/(E−f), where I is the investment size and E is the Tier-2

capital on the bank’s balance sheet.

The Tier-2 capital, E, is defined as a sum of the Tier-1 equity capital and Co-

Cos. Following the description of Avdjiev, Kartasheva, and Bogdanova (2013),

we consider CoCos with a simple structure, as follows:

1. The banker issues CoCos in exchange for B from depositors at t = 1,

2. The bond promises to pay B(1 + rB) to bondholders at t = 2,

3. At t = 2, if the bank is insolvent, Congress triggers a bond-to-equity

conversion.
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Note that in the absence of size-contingent regulation (such as a maximum

leverage ratio), the banker still has a strong incentive to over-invest. To see

this response, let us suppose that Congress implements only a Tier-2 capital

requirement, B + e0, that is independent of the investment scale. The banker

raises B at the cost rB, such that α(1 + rB)B ≥ B, to satisfy the requirement.

As the banker still has the option of raising deposits at no cost, she is free to

choose I to maximize her t = 2 profit, α
(
ρ(I)I− (1 + rB)B− (I+f −B− e0)

)
.

The first-order condition yields I = Iρ, which is not the socially optimal level

of investment.

Thus, it is necessary to incorporate size regulation to achieve the first-best

allocation. As shown in Section 2.5, size cap, tax on size and a leverage require-

ment are equivalent in terms of welfare. In this case, we choose to consider a

leverage ratio that aligns closely with the literature on CoCos.

Now, let I∗ be such that:

[ρ(I∗)I∗]′ = 1 +
1− α
α

(1− ρ). (2.19)

We then have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.6.1. The maximum leverage ratio, k∗ = 1
1−ρ , is necessary and

sufficient for a no-bailout commitment. Accordingly,

• the banker chooses to invest I = I∗ > Ī;

• the banker issues CoCos, such that e0 +B = I∗(1− ρ) + f ;

• the banker also issues risk-free deposits, D = ρI∗, at a zero interest rate;

• finally, social welfare is higher than W (e0, Ī) in Section 2.5.
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Proof. See Appendix B.1

In the setting of our model, there are two types of friction that potentially

reduce social welfare. One is the cost of liquidation, whereas the other is the

cost of raising public funds—both are increasing with the investment size. When

Congress provides an ex-post bailout, it eliminates the former; however, it im-

poses the latter on taxpayers. As we have shown throughout the paper, various

policies help Congress reduce the burden on taxpayers and improve welfare.

Nonetheless, Proposition 2.6.1 shows that Congress can eliminate both types

of frictions and achieve a higher level of welfare, especially at no cost to taxpay-

ers. By allowing the banker to use CoCos as an additional layer of capital and

by limiting leverage, Congress addresses directly the incentive of the banker.

The banker, while maximizing her profit, issues only risk-free deposits, which

eliminate the bankruptcy outcome and its associated cost.

2.7 Extension: Investment Concentration

In this section, we extend our benchmark model to consider the presence of

two bankers, who are identical to the one described in Section 2.3. The two

bankers, denoted A and B, will choose the scale of their investment as well as

the correlation of their returns.

Following the setting in Acharya and Yorulmazer (2007), we assume that

there are two separate investment categories from which the bankers can choose.

If the bankers choose different categories, their returns are independent. In this

case, the bankers’ investment technology is exactly the same as that described

in Section 2.3. The marginal costs of liquidation and bailout are also the same,
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regardless if one or both banks fail.

If the bankers choose the same investment category, their returns are per-

fectly correlated. In other words, the bankers’ projects both succeed with prob-

ability α or both fail with probability 1− α. In this case, given an investment

scale, Ii, banker i’s project yields ρ(Ii)Ii + ∆ in the good state and ρIi in the

bad state, for i ∈ {A,B}. We assume that ∆ > 0.

The joint distribution of bank returns and payoffs is given in Table 2.1.

S = Success; F = Failure Bank B

i ∈ {A,B} Different Categories Same Category

S F S F

Prob. S α2 α(1− α) α 0

Bank F α(1− α) (1− α)2 0 1− α
A Return S ρ(Ii)Ii ρ(IA)IA, ρIB ρ(Ii)Ii + ∆ —

F ρIA, ρ(IB)IB ρIi — ρIi

Table 2.1: Banks’ payoffs and joint distribution of returns

Additionally, we assume that when banks invest in the same category and

fail, there is a systemic crisis that affects the costs of liquidation and bailout.

Specifically, the liquidation of bank i recovers only hλ(Ii) for 0 < h < 1. Mean-

while, the marginal cost of raising public funds is η + θ.

For simplicity, we assume that the extra cost, θ, is sufficiently small that

bailing out the banks is ex-post optimal in the relevant cases. Formally, we

have the following:

Assumption 6.
λ(Iρ)(1− h)ρ

1− ρ+ f/Iρ
≥ θ.
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The setting in this section can be interpreted as follows. Suppose the banks

have the choice to develop commercial buildings that are located either far from

one another, or in the same neighborhood. If banks locate their buildings away

from each other, there is no correlation. If banks invest in the same neighbor-

hood, their returns are highly correlated. Furthermore, when both buildings are

successfully built, the neighborhood becomes more attractive, which increases

the value of the local real estate (∆). However, if both projects fail, the liquida-

tion process dampens the neighborhood’s attractiveness, which further reduces

the liquidation value (0 < h < 1). Should the government choose to bail out

the banks, then it incurs an additional overhead cost, (θ), to maintain both

buildings.

Note that conditional on banks choosing different investment categories, all

of our previous results continue to hold.

Let us now consider the laissez-faire case. As shown in Section 2.3, if the

bankers choose different investment categories, they will invest ILF and enjoy

B(ILF )− ILF in profits.

If the bankers choose the same investment category, each bank i solves the

following maximization problem:

max
E,I,r

U b
i (E, I, r) = e0 − E + α

(
ρ(I)I + ∆− (1 + r)(I + f − E)

)
s.t. e0 ≥ E (2.20)

ρ(I)I + ∆ ≥ (1 + r)(I + f − E) (2.21)

I + f − E ≤ α(1 + r)(I + f − E) + (1− α)ρhλ(I)I (2.22)
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It is straightforward to show that both bankers will choose IA = IB = ILFh

and enjoy profit Bh(I
LF
h )− ILFh , satisfying the following condition:

Bh(I) = α(ρ(I)I + ∆) + (1− α)ρhλ(I)I − f, (2.23)

[Bh(I
LF
h )− ILFh ]′ = 0. (2.24)

It is clear that Bh(I)−I is a strictly concave function, maximized at I = ILFh .

Because h < 1, we have [B(I)− I]′ > [Bh(I)− I]′, ∀I. Thus, ILFh < ILF .

Meanwhile, the bankers’ choice to be either independent of, or correlated

with, one another depends on their expected profits. Specifically, if

B(ILF )− ILF ≥ Bh(I
LF
h )− ILFh , (2.25)

then the bankers prefer to invest in different investment categories. Otherwise,

the bankers will choose the same category.

Note that inequality (2.25) holds for sufficiently small ∆ and h. For instance,

a sufficient condition for the inequality is:

α∆ < (1− α)ρλ(Ih)Ih(1− h),

which implies Bh(I
LF
h )− ILFh < B(ILFh )− ILFh < B(ILF )− ILF .

Let us now consider the availability of bailouts without any ex-ante regula-

tion.

From Section 2.4.1, we know that, conditional on choosing the same invest-

ment category, bankers will contribute no capital, invest at scale Iρ, and enjoy

the benefit of a bailout.

If bankers invest in different categories, they solve a utility maximization

problem that is similar to the one presented in Section 2.4.1. In particular, the
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Kuhn–Tucker conditions to the bankers’ maximization problem are exactly the

same as before, because the added value ∆ in this case does not depend on the

investment scale. It is then easy to verify that the bankers will also contribute

no capital and choose the investment scale, Iρ, given that the bailout condition,

(1− hλ(Iρ))ρIρ ≥ (η + θ)(Iρ + f − ρIρ),

is satisfied.

Rewriting the bailout condition in this case, we have:

(1− λ(Iρ))ρIρ + (1− h)λ(Iρ)ρIρ ≥ (η + θ)(Iρ + f − ρIρ)

G(0, Iρ) + (1− h)λ(Iρ)ρIρ − θ(Iρ + f − ρIρ) ≥ 0.

As shown in Section 2.4.1, G(0, Iρ) > 0. The latter part of the above

inequality is also positive by Assumption 6. Hence, the bailout condition is

satisfied.

It follows that, conditional on choosing the same investment category, the

bankers will contribute no capital and expand their investment to Iρ. The

bankers’ utility in this case is:

U b
i (0, I

ρ) = e0 + α
(
ρ(Iρ)Iρ + ∆− Iρ − f

)
,

which is greater than U b(0, Iρ) in Section 2.4.1, for any positive ∆.

Thus, given the availability of bailouts, bankers will concentrate their in-

vestment in the same category.

We have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7.1. Concentration of Investment
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In the laissez-faire environment, bankers choose to invest in the same cate-

gory if and only if inequality (2.25) is not satisfied.

However, given the availability of bailouts, bankers concentrate their invest-

ments in the same category for any positive ∆.

Proof. See discussion above.

Recall that Proposition 2.4.1 reveals the moral hazard of a bailout. In that

case, a representative banker takes advantage of the safety net to expand her

investment. In this section, the same moral hazard continues to apply.

Moreover, Proposition 2.7.1 shows that bankers have an added incentive to

coordinate their investments. Without bailouts, bankers may want to distance

themselves from one another so that they can avoid a systemic crisis and its

associated liquidation costs. With a social safety net, bankers intentionally

concentrate their investments to enjoy higher upside profits, leaving taxpayers

to pay more per bank on the downside.

The analysis in this section further emphasizes the need for ex-ante regula-

tion. In our particular setting, the key welfare-reducing factors are the costs of

liquidation and bailout. Without the government’s ex-post intervention, bank

liquidation both inhibits the bankers’ economies of scale and imposes a dead-

weight loss on social welfare. While ex-post bailouts prevent bankruptcy and

enable bankers to invest more, they come with their own cost as well.

To eliminate both of these costs, in Section 2.6 we show that it is optimal

to employ a policy combination of size regulation and CoCos. The result holds

in this section, as the same requirement forces banks to raise enough CoCos to
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avoid liquidation and bailouts. In other words, our policy proposal in Proposi-

tion 2.6.1 is robust to our extension of two banks and correlated risk. In this

case, bankers will concentrate their investments to enjoy the added benefit, ∆,

but at no cost to taxpayers. Social welfare also reaches the first-best level.

2.8 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a simple model to analyze the TBTF problem and

related policy responses. In our view, TBTF emerges naturally from the time in-

consistency of bailout commitment. By taking an excessive investment, bankers

increase the chance and benefit of a bailout in a downturn, which creates the

TBTF issue. To discourage banks from becoming too big, the government can

employ a range of policies and policy combinations, including a capital require-

ment, cap on size, tax on size, and an additional regulatory capital (i.e., CoCos).

Our paper has shown the advantages and disadvantages of each individual

policy. For example, a capital requirement is ineffective in preventing TBTF

because our representative banker has limited equity capital. Size regulation,

which directly restricts excessive investment, limits the banker’s efficiency in

the economy. Therefore, policy responses to TBTF should not be only about

size but also about the banks’ economies of scale. As we have shown, while

size regulation is necessary, allowing CoCos to serve as an additional regulatory

capital can both restrict TBTF and restore efficiency. Such a policy combination

induces effective risk-sharing between bankers and investors and helps to achieve

a higher level of social welfare.
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Chapter 3

A Historical Walk Through
Financial Reforms: Lessons for
the Future

This chapter is joint work with Dang Du at the Federal Reserve Bank

of St. Louis. The views expressed herein are solely those of the

authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Federal Reserve

Bank of St. Louis.

3.1 Introduction

Historically, financial reform in the United States has been a piecemeal, frag-

mented process that reflects evolution in legislation, a patchwork of rules and

regulations accompanied by social, political, and economic transformations.

Rules and regulations are inherently reactive, because they reflect Congres-

sional intent, and Congress is by nature a reactive institution. Based on major

reforms that have left (or are expected to have) lasting impacts on the financial

landscape, we have observed that incremental reform and intentional fragmen-

tation have significantly increased complexity in the system. In particular, each
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time a new and extensive set of rules and regulations is grafted on to the exist-

ing apparatus, it creates room for regulatory and supervisory leakages to evolve

alongside financial innovations.

After the most recent crisis (2007–09), for instance, Congress approved the

Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd–Frank

Act) of 2010, which is one of the most ambitious financial overhaul packages

since the Great Depression. It reflects the intricacy of the regulatory system, the

score of compromises between committees and party leaders, and the delicate

balance between regulatory tightening and supporting tepid economic recovery.

By some measures, the aggregate word count in the Dodd–Frank Act, which

refers to financial restrictions, dwarfs any legislation in modern history. In

addition, it placed a huge burden on a web of both old and new regulatory

agencies and bureaus to issue a slew of new regulations, reports, and studies,

many of which remain incomplete to this day.

In a larger context, although this comprehensive reform brought an end to

more than three decades of financial deregulation, the Dodd–Frank Act is not

the first legislation that has attempted to correct failures in regulatory oversight,

transparency, and credit excesses in the financial system. Some specific issues

that the Act addresses involve the lack of stability and resilience of short-term

funding markets, ineffectiveness of the federal regulatory regime, and existence

of unregulated bank-like financial intermediaries. These issues are not new.

They merely manifest in different ways, gradually transforming, adapting, and

transcending in order to take advantage of the contemporary regulatory envi-

ronment. For instance, some of the main factors that caused the Panic of 1907
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included the frequent and widespread runs on deposits, lax and uneven regula-

tory standards at state and federal levels, and rapid growth of unregulated trust

companies. Accordingly, they all played a major role in policy discussions and

debates that eventually led to the passage of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913.

To shed light on the reciprocal and recurring relationship between regulatory

overhauls and crises, this paper provides a review of five crucial financial reform

initiatives, while placing special focus on regulatory leakages. The five reforms

include the following: (1) the National Banking Acts of 1864; (2) the Federal

Reserve Act of 1913; (3) the Banking Act of 1935; (4) the deregulation of the

1980s; and finally, (5) the Dodd–Frank Act of 2010. This paper focuses on

these reforms because not only did Congress pass each of them specifically in

response to a major financial crisis, but each reform also has significantly shaped

the financial industry in the United States and will continue to do so for decades

to come. While the proximate causes of each crisis are debatable, the connection

between each reform and the subsequent crisis is due to a common factor that

has existed in the United States since the Civil War. By examining these reforms

and placing them within a larger evolutionary context of the financial regulatory

development,this paper traces the developments of regulatory leakages that have

led to the rise—in various forms—of unregulated short-term funding markets,

ineffective regulatory regimes, and shadow banking.

First, as regulations change over time, banks continually search for new and

cheaper sources of liquidity. Before the Civil War, banks issued their own cur-

rency in order to finance their loans and investments. With some 1,600 banks,

nearly 10,000 types of currency notes were floating in the system in 1863 with

wild fluctuations in both quality and quantity, thereby causing considerable
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frustration to the general populace, financiers, and politicians alike. After the

creation of a uniform currency in 1864, banks turned to demand deposits and

interbank balances for short-term funding, the fragility of which played a major

role in many financial crises over the next 65 years. After the Great Depres-

sion and two subsequent decades of conforming to the Banking Act of 1935

regarding the new and stringent regulation of deposit issuance, the financial

system began to see an incredible growth in wholesale funding through money

market mutual funds (MMMFs) and other financial intermediaries. This trend

has continued until the present day. According to the Financial Crisis Inquiry

Commission (2011), banks’ overreliance on wholesale funding became one of the

main reasons underlying the most recent financial crisis (2007–09). From this

perspective, regulations targeting short-term funding are likely to remain a key

factor requiring further attention from lawmakers.

Second, regulatory failures have been a result of regulatory leakages that

trace back to the origin of U.S. banking. In 1864, when Congress authorized

the Office of Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) with the regulation of the

newly established national banking system, it left existing state banks under the

supervision of state authorities. Between 1865 and 1913, the OCC and state

regulators repeatedly lowered regulatory standards, including capital require-

ments, barriers to entry, and reserve requirements, in an effort to attract and

retain bank membership. Between 1913 and 1930, in the presence of the Fed-

eral Reserve System (Fed), whose members consisted of both state and national

banks, state and federal regulators once again competed to extend branching

rights and reduce portfolio restrictions for banks in their jurisdiction, thereby al-

lowing banks to become larger and riskier. The regulatory changes of the 1930s
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established a new host of rules that significantly reduced financial firms’ ability

to take risks; however, at the same time, they allocated considerable discretion

in the hands of regulators. While the new regulatory regime prevented the fi-

nancial system from adapting to the changing macroeconomic environment in

the early 1970s, regulators exercised a great deal of forbearance that contributed

to the subsequent Savings and Loan Crisis of the 1980s. Thereafter, a trend of

deregulation ensued that eventually led to the 2007–09 crisis.

Finally, during each period that led up to a major financial maelstrom, the

system would witness the rise of new types of unregulated (or lightly regulated)

financial intermediaries that the existing regulatory regime could not address

and that lawmakers and policymakers could not bring under supervision in

time. In the most recent crisis, these included hedge funds, structured invest-

ment vehicles (SIVs), special purpose entities (SPEs), money market funds,

and other non-bank financial institutions, which collectively make up the cur-

rent “shadow banking” system. Although the term “shadow banking” did not

become popular until Paul Allen McCulley, an American economist, coined it

in 2007, the concept can be retroactively applied to various financial entities

in the past. Examples include “wildcat” banks before 1864 that issued highly-

leveraged currency notes in remote areas, bank-like trust companies in the early

1900s that had less restricted investment scopes than banks, and investment af-

filiates that commercial banks created to finance stock speculations before the

Great Depression.

While the financial system has changed considerably over time and a num-

ber of major reforms have continued to reshape the regulatory apparatus since

the Civil War, the policy debates regarding the status and future of financial
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regulation are current and pressing. Although the Dodd–Frank Act of 2010, in

many ways, has provided a broad and compelling foundation for policymakers

to address existing regulatory leakages, a number of previous legislations have

arguably attempted to accomplish similar goals. The 2007–09 crisis and the very

passage of the Dodd–Frank Act imply that previous reforms must have failed in

certain aspects. Thus, examining the development of the financial regulations

through a historical lens is imperative to trace and understand any deep-rooted

regulatory failure that may still exist in the system today.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the historical

context of the National Banking Act of 1864 and the resulting weaknesses of

the National Banking Era. Section 3 highlights the leading causes of the Panic

of 1907 with respect to regulatory leakages and discusses how the Federal Re-

serve Act addressed (or failed to address) them. Section 4 discusses the new

challenges that arose during the early years of the Fed, and the subsequent re-

forms that the Banking Act of 1935 imposed on the system. Section 5 discusses

the deregulation trend beginning in the 1970s. Finally, Section 6 discusses the

Dodd–Frank Act of 2010.

3.2 The National Banking Era, 1863–1913

3.2.1 A Historical Context

For nearly nine decades after the Declaration of Independence was ratified, the

United States was without a national banking system and a uniform currency.

In place was a collection of state-charted banks that issued their own money

under the supervision of individual states. As regulatory standards differed
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from state to state, the quality of these banks and their currency notes varied

greatly throughout the nation. This caused much inconvenience to the federal

government and the general populace as well as hindered the growth of interstate

commerce. By the beginning of the Civil War, a large number of southern

representatives who typically fought to preserve states’ rights withdrew from

Congress, whereas the federal government scrambled to find an effective way

to finance the war. Congress took the opportunity and passed the National

Currency Act of 1863, which was the first major financial legislation in the

United States.

One important motivation for the law lies with New York’s 1838 Free Bank-

ing Act, the passage of which reflected the mentality of the lawmakers at the

time. Prior to this Act, bankers were required to be incorporated by the state

legislature. In 1818, New York passed a law that prohibited, with few explicit

exceptions, individuals and corporations from banking activities, including tak-

ing deposits and issuing currency notes. The reasoning at the time, as Hammond

(1936) documented and explained later, was that banks were naturally monop-

olistic because they handled the state’ finances and controlled the circulating

notes. Thus, it was necessary to limit the incorporation of new banks to the

fullest extent. The fallacy soon became apparent as the 1818 Act not only failed

to inhibit monopolies in the banking sector but also led to an “extended system

of corruption” (Hammond, 1848). A measure that established a new type of

legal entity—free banking associations—and abolished virtually all restrictions

in the banking sector was then passed with two-thirds majority on April 18,

1838.
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New York’s 1838 law marked the beginning of a new age that modern histo-

rians now refer to as the “Free Banking Era.” For New York in particular, the

law allowed the state’s banking system to unleash its true potential. According

to Bodenhorn (2008), although New York was perceived as the commercial cen-

ter of the nation long before 1838, its financial sector was “inefficiently small”

compared with that of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. After the passage of

the free banking law, however, the number of banks in New York almost doubled

within three years, quickly surpassed the numbers in the other two neighboring

states, and became significantly larger over the next two decades (Bodenhorn,

2008). In addition, New York required banks that issued currency notes to de-

posit state bonds with the state authority and redeem notes at par with specie,

which protected the holders from losses that may arise in bank failures. Cou-

pled with strict regulatory enforcements and sound supervisory practices, New

York’s banking sector during the subsequent period was markedly stable and

robust (Rockoff, 1974; Rolnick and Weber, 1983; Hammond, 1957).

However, while historians generally concur on the success of the free bank-

ing law in New York, the overall legacy of the Free Banking Era has been the

subject of numerous contentions. During this era, 17 other states passed some

form of free banking laws that largely mirrored the one in New York. The

popularity of the free banking laws contributed significantly to the substantial

growth of the banking sector during this period (Sylla, 1970; Klebaner, 1990).

Meanwhile, others have expressed their resentment of these laws, because they

enabled “wildcat banks” to roam freely, thereby causing instability to the system

and significant losses to the people (Knox, 1903; Rockoff, 1974; Luckett, 1980).

Rolnick and Weber (1982, 1983) provide a mitigating viewpoint, arguing that
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although bank failures occurred with a high frequency during this era, banks

performed no worse than firms in other sectors and that losses to depositors and

noteholders were not entirely due to fraud but were partly due to the falling

prices of state bonds. Furthermore, Ng (1988) provides a state-by-state exam-

ination of bank entries among the states with free banking laws and concludes

that, except in New York, “free banking laws did not generally lower barriers to

entry, increase competition in the banking industry, or increase social surplus”

(p. 886).

The Free Banking Era, in any case, left one clear footprint on the pre-Civil

War financial landscape in the United States: a significant number of banks,

each with a number of currency notes in different denominations. By 1861,

there were 1,601 banks with more than 10,000 types of currency notes across

the nation (Davis, 1910; White, 1983). This was a source of great frustration

to the general populace, financiers, and politicians alike. In his 1910 report to

the National Monetary Commission titled The Origin of the National Bank-

ing System, Davis documented a series of newspaper articles, speeches by state

governors, and reports by senators and congressmen to emphasize the problem-

atic nature of existing banknotes. These include the sheer number of different

brands, wild fluctuations in both quality and quantity, and accompanying coun-

terfeits. In his 1907 book, Jay Cooke: Financier of the Civil War, Oberholtzer

documented the opinion of Jay Cooke—one of the most prominent financiers of

the time—who also expressed similar concerns regarding the banknotes.

Amidst the chaotic scene arising from the 10,000 different types of banknotes,

the need for a uniform currency became more apparent and the demand stronger

over time. In 1849, Millard Fillmore, the Comptroller of the State of New York,
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suggested that a uniform currency issued on the basis of U.S. bonds would be a

“great convenience” to both the government and the people (Davis, 1910, p. 10).

In his 1856 inaugural address as the Governor of Ohio, Salmon Portland Chase

noted that “a sound and sufficient currency [was] indispensable to the welfare

of every civilized community.” In 1861, Mr. Chase, now as the Secretary of the

Treasury, wrote his annual financial report to Congress, urging the adoption

of a uniform currency. He argued that the people “in their ordinary business

would find the advantages of uniformity in currency; of uniformity in security;

of effectual safeguard, if effectual safeguard is possible, against depreciation;

and of protection from losses on discounts and exchanges” (p. 19).

The National Currency Act, henceforth, came under serious consideration

by Congress in early 1863. Notably, in July 1862, Congressman Samuel Hooper

introduced a bill that already contained similar language and provisions as the

final Act. However, the bill was eventually defeated in August. For the ulti-

mate purpose of a single uniform currency, his bill sought to eliminate all state

banknotes via a two-percent tax. Although it is unclear whether this partic-

ular provision remained in the bill when Congressman Hooper reintroduced it

in the House in January 1863, the version that Senator John Sherman (after

whom the final Act was later named) introduced in the Senate in early Febru-

ary 1863 did not mention state banknotes at all. According to Davis (1910, p.

84), the reason was that the Senate was empathetic to state bank stockholders

who supported the Union government during the onset of the Civil War. By

Senator Sherman’s persuasion and Secretary Chase’s “ultimatum,” the Senate

passed the bill in less than 10 days of its introduction (Davis, 1910, p. 88).

The House followed suit, passing the bill on February 20th, which President
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Abraham Lincoln signed into law on February 25, 1863.

The hastened passage of the bills through Congress was not, however, due

to the need for a uniform currency. To persuade Congress, Secretary Chase,

Senator Sherman, Congressman Hooper, and others relied on the urgency of

war finances. By passing the proposed bills and creating currency notes backed

by U.S. bonds, they argued, the government would be able to raise additional

debts to meet the rising costs of the on-going Civil War (Davis, 1910; White,

1983; Hammond, 1957; Champ, 2007). According to a report by the U.S.

Congress (1880), the government’ ordinary revenue was merely $52 million in

1862, whereas the expenditure amounted to just below $570 million—of which

$400 million was war costs (U.S. Congress, 1880). In his 1862 annual finance

report to Congress, Secretary Chase pleaded that if a currency backed by U.S.

bonds was created, the demand of U.S. bonds would increase by at least $250

million in no time. Later, when the bill was in the Senate, he went further and

claimed that without its passage, he would be unable to raise additional debts

(Davis, 1910, p. 83). Similarly, Senator Sherman, when being asked about the

benefits of the bill, stated that “The first benefit is, there is a market furnished

for the bonds of the United States” (Davis, 1910, p. 109).

Given the situation at the time, neither the House nor the Senate had any

choice but to pass the bills. In 1862 alone, Congress had already passed the

Morrill Tariff Act, the Legal Tender Act, and the Internal Revenue Act, all

in an effort to raise the government’s revenue through customs, taxes, and

even money printing (“greenbacks”). By the end of 1862, Congress must have

realized that the war would cost more than the government’s existing finances

could handle. In fact, while the government’s revenues stagnated around $400
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million a year, its expenditures rose rapidly to $2 billions dollars a year by 1865,

with the annual war costs rising to more than $1 billion (U.S. Congress, 1880).

Had Congress not passed the National Currency Act in early 1863, the outcome

of the Civil War—and the history of the United States—may have been very

different.

3.2.2 National Banking and Its Weaknesses

The Sherman Act of 1863, as described above, passed through Congress and be-

came law in a matter of days. It was no surprise then that, with such a hastened

passage, the Act was “imperfect and incomplete” (Office of the Comptroller of

the Currency, 2011, p. 5). A little more than a year later, on June 3, 1864,

Congress repealed and replaced the Act with another act of the same name.

The latter act—the National Banking Act of 1864—consisted of largely the

same language and contents as the original one, save for a few changes. For the

next 50 years, as the national banking system took form and evolved, regulatory

leakages also became apparent.

The first form of regulatory leakage occurred through bankers’ increasing

dependence on interbank balances that made the financial system vulnerable

to systemic liquidity crises. While the National Banking Act of 1864 succeeded

in its primary objective of creating a uniform currency, it also made the cur-

rency highly inelastic by placing a cap on its issuance and tying its supply to

the availability of U.S. bonds. In addition, the Act created a pyramiding re-

serve structure that consisted of three types of banks (country, reserve-city, and

central-reserve-city) with pyramidal reserve requirements. As the inelasticity of

the currency caused all level of banks to shift their short-term funding sources
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from currency to demand deposit issuance, the reserve structure encouraged

the concentration of reserves in large cities, thereby creating a net of interbank

balances that large city banks depended on for short-term financing and small

country banks depended on in times of crisis. Consequently, a small liquidity

shock to one region, then, could quickly erupt into a nationwide systemic crisis.

The inelasticity of the currency was inherent in its design and could not be

fixed easily. As a result of the 1864 Act, not only did national banks have to

deposit U.S. bonds at the Treasury to guarantee all of their notes, but they also

could issue only 90 percent of the par or market value (whichever was smaller)

of the deposited bonds. Hence, the supply of U.S. bonds, which depended solely

on the financing needs of the government, effectively served as a constraint on

the supply of currency notes. Despite the abundance of U.S. bonds during

the Civil War, the emergence of government budget surpluses beginning in the

1880s seriously threatened the money supply. As early as 1882, Comptroller

John Jay Knox noted in his annual report that if the government continued to

pay off its debt as it had the three years prior, “all of the interest-bearing bonds

[would] soon be surrendered and canceled” (p. 19). In addition, after a series

of financial and economic crises throughout the latter half of the 19th century

and at the beginning of the 20th, the National Monetary Commission, which

was created by the Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1907 to study the nation’s banking

system, concluded the following in 1912:

“Of our various forms of currency the bank-note issue is the only

one which we might expect to respond to the changing needs of

business by automatic expansion and contraction, but this issue is
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deprived of all such qualities by the fact that its volume is largely

dependent upon the amount and price of United States bonds.” (p.

7)

Furthermore, the reserve structure was pyramidal and highly immobile. The

1864 Act, in addition to imposing a minimum reserve requirement on all national

banks, identified three types of banks, which included country banks, reserve-

city banks, and central-reserve-city banks. While the requirement for the first

type was 15 percent, it was 25 percent for the other two. Moreover, a country

bank could keep 50 percent of its reserve at a reserve-city or a central-reserve-

city bank, while a reserve-city bank could keep 50 percent of its reserve at a

central-reserve-city bank. Although the requirement was not small at each level,

the total amount of reserve could be deceptively small in comparison with the

total deposits because of the pyramidal characteristic. In addition to the three-

tiered reserve system, three types of vault cash could be used to meet liquidity

demand. The first resided with country banks, which were scattered around the

country. The second resided with banks in 47 reserve cities, whereas the third

with banks in three central reserve cities: New York, Chicago, and St. Louis.

Although the total amount of cash reserves was significant,4 Johnson (1977)

noted that the “economic value of this reserve was largely mitigated because it

was so spread out” (p. 14).

Under these new designs, interbank deposits became necessary as well as

profitable in the short run for bankers. When local economic conditions fluctu-

ated, banks’ finances oscillated from having idle funds to facing high liquidity

demand. Previously, because banks could issue or withdraw currency notes

4Some $1.5 billion in 1914, by authors’ calculation based on Watkins (1929)
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with little restriction, currency issuance served as the main source of short-

term funding for the financial industry and the economy at large. This could

no longer be achieved after 1864. Thus, bankers maintained correspondent ac-

counts with other banks so that they could earn interest on their surplus funds

and borrow when in need (Watkins, 1929). Interbank balances, which were

largely nonexistent in 1864, grew rapidly over the next 60 years. According to

Watkins (1929), national banks held (in total) $1.243 billion of deposits that

belonged to other banks in 1902—a figure that rose to $2.168 billion just 12

years later. Of the total interbank balances, country banks’ deposits accounted

for roughly 46 percent, while reserve-city banks for another 40 percent. More-

over, bankers’ balances concentrated heavily in only three cities: New York,

Chicago, and St. Louis. In 1914, for instance, the three cities together held

approximately 40 percent of all bankers’ deposits, whereas New York alone held

more than one-quarter.

However, the system of interbank balances was highly fragile and prone to

widespread runs. If a liquidity crisis occurred in a given area, local banks had

to meet local liquidity demand by drawing their balances from correspondent

banks, which, in turn, had to call on their balances at other correspondent banks

and so forth. The chain of events almost always ended at the central reserve city

banks, particularly those in New York. As New York central-reserve-city banks

were forced to liquidate their assets and recall their loans, the initial shock to a

small rural area, which could be easily localized in modern times, may have had

a ripple effect throughout the banking industry, stock market, and real economy

as a whole. In the absence of deposit insurance and a lender of last resort, the

National Banking Act of 1864 that fixed the wild fluctuations in the value of the
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currency opened up the financial system to interbank lending, which became

the source for previously unobserved systemic liquidity crises. During the short

period between 1864 and 1913, a total of five major financial crises occurred,

all of which featured widespread bank runs, causing severe disruptions to the

financial system and the national economy (Sprague, 1910).

The second form of regulatory leakage manifested through the parallel exis-

tence of state and federal regulators and the competition between them. While

the 1864 Act established the national banking system, it made no mention of

state banks, except for a provision allowing state banks to convert. As a re-

sult, national banks were under the supervision of the newly-created OCC, while

states authorities chartered and regulated state banks. With the 1864 Act’s fail-

ure to address state banks, the history of financial development in the United

States was marked with the inception of the duality of banking that has lasted

until the present day. According to Davis (1910, p. 100-102), the framers of

the National Banking Act expected state banks to convert to national charters.

Reality fell short of their expectations as the number of state banks, which was

at 1,492 in 1862, stood at 1,089 in 1864 (White, 1983). State banks continued to

issue their own notes, while most new national banks were small in comparison

with their state counterparts (Davis, 1910). National banking supporters saw

a brief triumph when the number of state banks fell drastically to 297 within a

year of the 1865 Amendment (which placed a 10 percent tax on state currency

notes) and remained substantially below the number of national banks for the

next 25 years. Nonetheless, by the end of the period in 1913, the country had

more than 14,000 state banks—twice the number of national banks at the time

(White, 1983).
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The resurgence of state banking was due almost entirely to the competition

in laxity between state and federal regulators. Accepting the fact that their

banks could no longer issue notes profitably, state legislators sought alternative

channels to prop up state banks’ viability and competitiveness. Beginning as

early as 1870, states shifted their focus to lifting regulatory burdens for their

banks, including allowing intra-state branching, lowering capital and reserve

requirements, reducing portfolio restrictions, and in some cases, neglecting the

supervision and examination of banks. In his 1983 book, The Regulation and Re-

form of the American Banking System, 1900–1929, White detailed the changes

in different states while noting that the OCC—the sole federal regulator at the

time—responded to the resurgence of state banking via the same channels, cre-

ating a “race to the bottom” in regulatory standards throughout the National

Banking Era. By 1913, state banks in most states faced lower capital and re-

serve requirements than national banks; could invest in riskier and longer-term

assets; could geographically diversify; and were generally subject to laxer reg-

ulatory standards and less supervision and examination. In addition, national

banks in 1913 enjoyed across-the-board lower regulatory burdens than those in

1865.

Finally, the third regulatory leakage of the National Banking Era occurred

through the rise of unregulated shadow banking. Because the National Banking

Act of 1864 neither prevented nor regulated the existence of other types of

depository institutions, a gateway for shadow banks to propagate in the system

was open. Consequently, bank-like trust companies emerged. Trust companies,

which were originally designed to serve the wealthiest members of society, were

similar to typical commercial banks in many ways. Particularly, they could
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receive deposits in trust and engage in a wide range of investment activities

traditionally handled by banks. Gradually, they began to compete directly

with commercial banks for deposits and expand their business into lending on

collateral securities and buying commercial papers, just like major city banks

did at the time. Because they were state chartered, trust companies enjoyed the

same regulatory advantages as state banks. In particular, they were generally

not subject to reserve requirements; could invest in a wider range of assets,

including real estate and stocks; and could have virtually unrestricted portfolio

allocations.

Because of the uneven regulatory standards applying to banks and trust

companies, shadow institutions grew rapidly in both number and sizes. Be-

tween 1886 and 1900, trust companies increased sixfold in number and in assets

(White, 1983, p. 39). In the seven years leading up to 1907, the number of

trust companies grew from 290 to 794, while their assets grew from $1.3 to $3

billions. In New York alone, trust companies held $1.3 billion in assets in 1907,

in comparison with $1.8 billion held by national banks (Moen and Tallman,

1992). Thus, unlike previous crises in which runs on deposits began with and

more severely affected national banks, the Panic of 1907 originated from trust

companies in one corner of New York and quickly spread throughout the entire

banking system and the country.

Because of these major regulatory leakages in the banking system—the rise of

interbank balances, regulatory competition, and shadow banking—the National

Banking Era experienced more frequent systemic liquidity panics and recession

than any other period in history. Within 50 years (1864–1914), there were

five major financial and economic crises that both originated from and were
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amplified by these factors (Sprague, 1910). In response, the nation entered a

new string of debates regarding financial regulatory reforms, the result of which

was the eventual passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.

3.3 The Fed: History, Politics, and Leakages

3.3.1 A Prelude to the Federal Reserve Act

The first decade of the 20th century was a remarkable period that brought an

end to the National Banking Era. In 1900, Congress passed the Gold Standard

Act, which put to rest national debates on the value of the U.S. currency and

the use of specie payments. Prior to the Act, the aforementioned weaknesses of

the national banking system were not apparent, because each crisis was often

associated with the uncertainty of the gold standard that led to speculation and

unexpected flows of gold in and out of the country. Although these weaknesses

culminated in the Panic of 1907, the circumstances of this panic, as well as

subsequent events in the following five years, focused national debates regarding

financial reforms on one particular issue: combating the system’s vulnerability

to systemic liquidity shocks via the establishment of a central reserve institution.

The Panic of 1907, like previous crises, was a classic liquidity crisis that

the rigid national banking system at the time could not weather effectively.

Beginning with a failed attempt by the “copper king,” F.A. Heinze, to corner

the stock of United Copper, investors began to run on the largest trust company

at the time, the Knickerbocker Trust. While the company was solvent by all

available evidence, the run started on the basis of a rumor that Knickerbocker’s

president had a close connection with Heinze (Tallman, 2012). As the run forced
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the company to suspend payments, many other trust companies, and eventually

commercial banks in New York City, experienced widespread withdrawals of

deposits. Despite efforts to provide the market with the necessary liquidity by

the New York Clearing House, the U.S. government, and J.P. Morgan (the most

influential financier at the time), panics continued to spread throughout the city.

By October 26, 1907, after 10 days of panics and runs, commercial banks in New

York began systematic restriction of cash payments, which commercial banks

in the rest of country soon emulated. [For detailed discussions of the Panic, see

Sprague (1910); Moen and Tallman (1990); Bruner and Carr (2008); Strouse

(1999); Wicker (2000)].

Notably, the actions of the New York Clearing House during the Panic of

1907, which were aimed at subduing and preventing the widespread nature of

the crisis, gained a great deal of public attention. Beginning in the 1850s, the

United States began to see a new form of central banking that arose to fill the

need of coordination among national banks. In 1865, 52 banks in New York

City, each of which previously had to deal with one another via costly methods

of maintaining high balances and a system of messengers, formed the NYCH—

the first clearinghouse in the nation. The NYCH not only helped clear interbank

claims but also imposed regulation and supervision with higher standards than

the federal requirements (White, 1983, p. 74–75). By the turn of the century,

the NYCH was functioning as a de facto central bank for New York City. As

such, during the Panic of 1907, NYCH served as a lender of last resort when

extending credit to many member banks, issuing clearinghouse certificates to

increase liquidity in the market, and imposing restrictions on cash payments

throughout the city to prevent liquidity drains.
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However, the NYCH was not without its limitations. First, it was, by nature,

a collection of member banks; therefore, it had little interest in protecting the

stability of the financial market at large. While it provided emergency liquidity

to member banks and mitigated the spread of panic during previous crises, dur-

ing the Panic of 1907, the NYCH repeatedly refused to assist the Knickerbocker

Trust Company, a non-member (Tallman, 2012). The NYCH’s action, albeit

justified as safeguarding the reserves for its members, failed to quell the seed

of the panic, which subsequently led to a liquidity shortage for its own mem-

bers. Second, the NYCH, which was the largest clearinghouse in the country,

found itself short of the necessary reserves to tackle the panic once it was set

in motion. After 10 days of employing all available means, including raising

additional capital from private financiers and receiving assistance from the gov-

ernment, the NYCH resorted to restrictions of cash payments among all of its

members, which was highly disruptive to the local economy (Sprague, 1910, p.

273). Finally, the NYCH’s actions were confined to the banking sector in New

York City and did not address the concerns of banks in other locations. The

NYCH’s suspension of payments, while protecting banks in New York, spread

the panic to other banks around the country, which not only suspended pay-

ments in their own banks but also began to draw down their interbank balances.

This, amplified by the pyramiding reserve structure, significantly reduced the

cash reserve in the entire nation. Regarding the nation’s reserves, White (1983)

recorded the following:

“Between August 22 and December 3, 1907, country banks in-

creased their cash by 23.4 percent and reduced their correspondent
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balances by 13.5 percent while cutting loans by 3.5 percent. This

strained the reserve-city banks, which lost 14.6 percent of their cash

and responded by drawing their interbank deposits down by 17.3

percent and reducing loans by 4.7 percent. In the center of this

maelstrom, New York City banks lost 19.1 percent of their cash, as

their correspondents drew down on their balances...” (p. 70)

Realizing the need for financial reform, Congress quickly passed the Aldrich–

Vreeland Act, the single most important and lasting impact of which was the

creation of the National Monetary Commission. Through the Act, Congress

charged the Commission, which was composed of nine members from each con-

gressional house, with the task of studying the national banking system, iden-

tifying its weaknesses, and recommending changes and reforms for the system.

By 1912, the Commission produced a total of 30 reports on an expansive range

of topics, including national and state banking laws, financial laws, and the in-

ternational banking and currency systems of other industrialized nations. These

reports emphasized heavily on the need for a centralized institution that could

(1) facilitate the elasticity of the currency via lending as the last resort; (2) con-

centrate and mobilize reserves; and (3) provide uniform standards in regulations

and supervision across all commercial banks (National Monetary Commission,

1912). In other words, the Commission argued for the necessity of a central

bank.

Based on the Commission’s recommendation, Congress considered the ear-

liest plan, the Aldrich plan, in 1911; however, the plan did not go very far. The

Aldrich plan called for a single central bank, a “National Reserve Association,”
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with branches throughout the country and the power to issue currency and re-

discount commercial papers of member banks. It would be under the control

of a board of directors, most of whom would be bankers. Unfortunately, the

plan received little support from the public and came under heavy attacks from

Democrats, who had just won Congress. By 1912, the Pujo hearings before the

House Banking and Currency Committee convinced the American public that

the country’s finances were under the control of a small group of people on Wall

Street, the “money trust” (Bruner and Carr, 2008; Bordo and Wheelock, 2013).

In addition, Democrat Woodrow Wilson, who had just won the 1912 presiden-

tial campaign, vowed (ironically) to reform the financial system without the

creation of a central bank. By the end of 1912, the Aldrich plan was effectively

dead.

Upon assuming the presidency, President Wilson relied on Representative

Carter Glass and an expert adviser, H. Parker Willis, to draw up a new plan in

1912 that focused on resolving the problems with immobile reserves and inelas-

tic currency. The Glass–Willis plan proposed a system of 20 or more privately

controlled reserve banks that would issue currency against commercial assets

and gold as well as perform central banking functions. To increase government

oversight, President Wilson added a central board that would control and co-

ordinate the work of the regional reserve banks. According to Johnson (1977),

while this plan formed the basis for the Federal Reserve Act, it continued to face

opposition from both sides. On one hand, bankers and conservatives believed

that the plan gave the government too much power. On the other hand, the

“agrarians” from the West and South thought that the plan left too much power

in the hands of private bankers and gave the government too little oversight.
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At this point, the focus of policy discussions turned into debates regard-

ing the control of the new system. In the spring of 1913, President Wilson

sought advice from Louis D. Brandeis, whose adjustments would then give the

Glass–Willis plan a fighting chance in Congress. First, to please the agrarians,

the government would retain exclusive control of the central board. Second,

to please the bankers, the central board would have less authority over the

discount rate, leaving regional banks with more power and independence. In

addition, to facilitate the relationship between the board and regional banks,

bank representatives would form a federal advisory council to consult the board

on relevant policy issues. With these changes, Representative Glass and Senator

Owen introduced the Federal Reserve bill in Congress in June 1913.

Opposition persisted for the next six months as both houses continued to

debate and modify the bill. While the House passed a version of the bill in mid-

August, one of the most significant last-minute challenges to the bill came in

October. Answering an invitation from the Senate, former Assistant Secretary

of the Treasury Frank Vanderlip, who was then the President of the National

City Bank of New York, unexpectedly introduced a new proposal in the Sen-

ate that called for a single Federal Reserve Bank with 12 branches, entirely

under the government’s control. As President Wilson stepped in to voice his

strong opposition, some elements of the Vanderlip plan were incorporated into

a modified Federal Reserve bill, which the Senate passed on December 19.

On December 23, President Wilson signed into law the Federal Reserve Act

of 1913, thereby establishing the Federal Reserve System (Fed) in the United

States. He noted that the bill would “be of lasting benefit to the business of

the country” (Johnson, 1977, p. 34). By February 1914, 99 percent of national
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banks joined the system to retain their charters, despite earlier warnings that

they would not (Willis, 1923). By April 2, 1914, the Reserve Bank Organi-

zation Committee, after much debate to wind down the power of New York,

announced the district lines and 12 reserve cities. On August 10, 1914, after

months of struggling to organize the Federal Reserve Banks (FRBs) and Board,

the Board was officially sworn in, with Charles S. Hamlin as the first Governor.

By November 16, 1914, all the regional FRBs began conducting business.

3.3.2 The Fed’s Early Years, 1913–1933

The passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was a major turning point in

the development of financial regulations in the United States. For the first time,

the country had a large banking system with the presence of a central bank,

much like all of the other developed nations of the time. However, the earlier

design of the Fed was not without its flaws. As discussed in the previous section,

the debates on reform focused heavily on the establishment of a central reserve

system and turned eventually on who would hold control of it. Consequently,

the financial system was still exposed to systemic shocks, shadow banking was

never addressed explicitly, and regulatory competition between state and federal

regulators worsened. For the next two decades, particularly through the roaring

twenties and the 1929–33 banking panics, these weaknesses of the Fed surfaced

once again.

In its early years, the Fed enjoyed great success in providing liquidity to

the market and managing the money stock. When Congress passed the 1913

Act, it authorized the Fed to deal in short-term commercial and agricultural

papers, which was in accordance with the “real-bill doctrine” of the time (Bordo
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and Wheelock, 2013; Mehrling, 2002; Broz, 1997). The new system sought to

encourage the use of these papers, increase their liquidity, and provide stability

to the short-term funding market, much like the required use of U.S. bonds to

back currency notes. However, the availability of commercial papers was already

in rapid decline, as they accounted for 69 percent of loans in 1880 but only 35

percent in 1914 (White, 1983). When the United States joined World War I in

1917, the Fed employed an exception embedded in the 1913 Act to help finance

the war. This exception allowed the Fed to deal in U.S. bonds, which the Fed

began to buy in large quantities and to discount for banks at favorable rates.

As a result, the Fed’s holdings of U.S. bond rose from 4.3 percent in April 1917

to 55.1 percent a year later. By May 1919, 95 percent of discounts at the Fed

were backed by U.S. bonds (White, 1983). Meanwhile, the monetary base grew

at a rate of 11.2 percent in 1915, 15.2 percent in 1916, 20.6 percent in 1917, and

16.2 percent in 1918 (Friedman and Schwartz, 1963, Table 33). These actions

significantly enhanced the U.S. government’s ability to finance and win World

War I.

While the Fed’s action in time of war faced little opposition, it resulted in

post-war inflation and brought the real-bill doctrine to the forefront of sub-

sequent policy debates. Throughout the 1920s, for instance, Fed officials in-

terpreted banks continuous borrowing in recession as being for the purpose of

speculation in the stock market, and thus issued annual reports that discouraged

banks’ use of the discount window (Meltzer, 2003, p.163). The reasoning was

that when real economic growth was slow, the Fed’s credit, which was meant

to facilitate loans to industrial and agricultural sectors, should be reduced. Not

only the Board and several Bank governors but also Congress members and
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much of the financial press joined the effort in supporting this view (Meltzer,

2003, p. 246).

Furthermore, as Congress grafted the FRBs onto the existing national bank-

ing system as “super clearinghouses”, the problematic nature of pyramidal re-

serve was never resolved. After the passage of the 1913 Act, the hierarchy

of interbank deposits remained unchanged. Because the Fed could only lend

to member banks with high-quality commercial and agricultural papers, rural

and small city banks had to borrow from major city banks using papers that

would not qualify at the Fed. Non-member banks, the number of which stood

at 20,000 in 1920, did not have access to the discount window; thus, they had

to rely on the system of interbank balances. Furthermore, while the FRBs

acted as clearinghouses and enjoyed some success, private clearinghouses re-

tained their dominant position in the market. In 1915, private clearinghouses

cleared approximately $163 million, while the Fed cleared $5 million. By 1929,

the Fed cleared $367 million; however, private clearinghouses cleared $713 mil-

lion (White, 1983, p. 108–144). The reason was that the Fed imposed a strict

guideline, which many banks, members and non-members alike, avoided by go-

ing through private clearinghouses.

At the onset of the Great Depression, although the market looked to the Fed

to provide liquidity, the Fed’s decentralized structure hindered its ability to act

as a lender of last resort. The financial system at that time was still exposed

to systemic liquidity shocks, because bankers continued to depend heavily on

interbank balances as they did during the National Banking Era. Only the

Fed, as the nation’s super clearinghouse with virtually unlimited financial fire-

power, could have halted the spread of banking panics. However, as Friedman
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and Schwartz (1963) argue, the Fed’s fragmented leadership was a major failure

during the Great Depression. While each regional FRB could set its own policy,

including setting the discount rate for their respective region and conducting

open market operations, the Board could only approve or disapprove FRBs’ poli-

cies but could not compel them to take action. Consequently, some FRBs were

more aggressive in responding to financial disturbances than others (Chandler,

1971, p. 233). For instance, the FRBs of Atlanta and New York, by intervening

swiftly in their respective local markets in 1929 and 1930, were able to manage

banking panics in their region better than those in other locations, including

Chicago and St. Louis (Richardson and Troost, 2006; Bordo and Wheelock,

2013). During the first few years of the Great Depression, the tension between

the Board and the New York Fed also ran high. Following the stock market

crash in 1929, the FRB of New York responded quickly with expansionary open

market operations. Yet, the Board disapproved, following which it rejected re-

peatedly the FRB of New York’s subsequent requests to lower the discount rate

(Bordo and Wheelock, 2013). As Friedman and Schwartz (1963) argue in their

classic book, A Monetary History of the United States, the Fed’s tightening of

monetary policies in the middle of the 1929–33 banking panic was effectively

the main cause of the subsequent Great Depression.

With regard to shadow banking, the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 neutralized

the role of trust companies; however, it could not prevent the rise of other types

of unregulated entities. Realizing the damaging impact that trust companies

exerted during the Panic of 1907, the framers of the 1913 Act included a pro-

vision that encouraged trust companies to join the system: Fed-member trust

companies would be subject to stricter regulatory and supervisory standards
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than before; however they would gain access to the Fed’s discount window. In

addition, the Act also authorized commercial banks to conduct a trust busi-

ness. These two changes in the system brought one part of the trust sector out

of the shadows but left the rest growing into a new form. Particularly, the 1920s

saw investment trusts—which pooled funds from individuals to invest in stocks,

much like modern-day mutual funds—grow nearly 20 times in number (Carosso,

1970). Furthermore, as the 1920s featured a booming market, commercial banks

in the traditional form could not compete with investment banks in the pro-

vision of funds to businesses. Particularly, investment banks could float new

issues of bonds and stocks, which was outside the legal scope of commercial

banks. To increase their competitiveness, commercial banks formed securities

affiliates, which gave them access to all investment banking and brokerage ac-

tivities. According to Peach (1941), the number of investment affiliates grew

more than 11 times between 1922–1931, allowing commercial banks to gain 45

percent of the bond-originations market by 1929. Notably, both investment

trusts and investment affiliates were on the outside of the existing regulatory

apparatus, making them the new shadow banks. These entities played a major

role in fueling speculation in the stock market, which lasted throughout the

1920s and led eventually to the Crash of 1929 (White, 1990, 2009). Needless

to say, although the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 patched up one unregulated

leakage, another one appeared.

Finally, despite the phrase “to establish a more effective supervision of bank-

ing” being part of the title of the Federal Reserve Act, the 1913 Act not only

failed to implement any fundamental reform of banking regulation but also cre-

ated additional interagency conflicts of interest. Competition in laxity between
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state and federal regulators worsened, as the duality of banking continued to

exist. Although state banks were encouraged to join the system, which offered

access to the Fed’s discount window, the Act (and subsequent amendments)

did not place any restraint on banks that refused membership. This left room

for banks to shop between state and federal regulators, which in turn induced

regulators to modify their standards and cater to banks’ interests. For instance,

in 1915, 15 states lowered their reserve requirements in an effort to retain their

hold on state banks. As the Fed responded by lowering its own reserve require-

ment, many more states reduced their requirements further and began to allow

reserves to be kept in interest-bearing deposits at other institutions—a feature

that the Fed did not allow. By 1929, this competition resulted in reserve re-

quirements in many states being below the level that banks would have held

in the absence of regulation (White, 1983, p.149). While the number of state

banks that signed up for membership increased to 1,177 in 1929, the number of

state banks that did not remained significantly higher, hovering between 15,000

and 20,000 throughout the Fed’s early years (White, 1983, p. 132).

Furthermore, the Federal Reserve Act, which charged the Board and the

FRBs with the supervision of member banks, created strong friction between

the Fed and the OCC. For instance, a state-chartered bank that applied for

membership in the Fed could circumvent the Board’s approval (or disapproval)

by seeking a national charter from the OCC. This was exactly what happened, as

Governor William Proctor Gould Harding (1925) noted in his 1925 memoir, The

Formative Period of the Federal Reserve System. In addition, while the Board

had the authority to demand reports and examine member banks, the OCC was

initially responsible for conducting examinations. Then, the Fed faced strong
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complaints from state member banks, to which the OCC applied the same, more

stringent regulatory standards being applied to national banks. It also did not

help the Fed that, in the fight to retain its perquisite regarding the supervision

of banks, the OCC refused to share its reports of bank examination with the

Fed (White, 2013, p. 35). As tension rose between the Fed and the OCC, a

1917 amendment to the Federal Reserve Act stripped the OCC of its power

to examine state member banks and gave it to the Board. Subsequently, to

appease and retain state member banks, the Board slowly abated supervisory

standards, including requiring less detailed information, abandoning surprise

call reports, and reducing the number of call reports (White, 2013).

The weaknesses in the design of the Fed, as noted above, became appar-

ent gradually throughout the Fed’s early years (1913–1933) and culminated in

the Great Depression. The rise of a new breed of shadow banks contributed

greatly to rampant speculation throughout the 1920s, while competition in lax-

ity eroded regulatory and supervisory standards at both the state and federal

levels. Furthermore, although the Fed was supposed to act as the lender of

last resort in time of need, its decentralized and fragmented structure signifi-

cantly hindered it from carrying out its policies, to the point of amplifying the

1929–1933 crisis. After the banking panic ended in March 1933 due to Presi-

dent Roosevelt’s actions, it was clear that the nation required another banking

reform to restructure and strengthen the financial system.
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3.4 Financial Reforms in the 1930s

After the 1929–33 banking panic ended, lawmakers began to contemplate a new

design for the entire financial system that could prevent—or at least withstand—

future crises. This effort resulted in a series of new laws that make up the most

comprehensive reform ever seen. These laws include the National Housing Act

of 1934, which established the national savings and loan industry; the Federal

Credit Union Act of 1934, which established a federal system of not-for-profit,

cooperative credit unions; the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which estab-

lished the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to regulate secondary

trading of securities; the Commodities Exchange Act of 1936, which regulated

all commodities and futures trading activities; and the Banking Act of 1935,

which was the farthest-reaching reform to commercial banking and to the finan-

cial sector as a whole. Altogether, these Acts defined the regulatory environment

for decades to come.

The most important legislation that addressed regulatory leakages discussed

in the last section was the Banking Act of 1935. Like all previous reforms,

the Act was the result of lengthy political debate and compromise. An earlier

version of the Act, which Congress passed in June 1933, was a combination

of the bills proposed by then-Senator Carter Glass and Representative Henry

Steagall while the panic was in full swing. As a result, both Senator Glass

and Representative Steagall focused primarily on changes that were directly

apparent.

For instance, the Glass bill, which the Senate passed in January, aimed at
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eliminating under-regulated state banks, unifying all banks under the supervi-

sion of the Fed, and completely separating investment and commercial banking.

Meanwhile, Representative Steagall wanted to provide federal deposit insur-

ance to all banks, including both state and national. After a political compro-

mise, Congress passed the Banking Act of 1933 with two major changes to the

system—the creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and

the separation of investment and commercial banking. By the time Congress

reconsidered the Banking Act in 1935, restructuring the Fed became the fore-

front issue. In an effort to centralize the Fed and make it more effective, an

early proposal greatly increased the president’s authority and allowed the Fed

to purchase U.S. bonds of any maturity. According to Bradford (1935), the

proposal met with a “flood of protest and criticism,” with detractors detest-

ing both the possibility of an inflationary environment and the departure from

the real bill doctrine of the original Federal Reserve Act. Consequently, the

Senate Committee on Banking and Currency held extensive hearings and made

a number of amendments to the proposal (Bradford, 1935). Finally, after its

passage through Congress on August 19, the Banking Act of 1935 became law

on August 23 with President Roosevelt’s signature.

The most successful aspect of the Banking Act of 1935 was the new reg-

ulatory design of commercial banking, which protected the financial system

from systemic liquidity crises for the next seven decades. First, the Act reor-

ganized the Fed’s leadership structure, reduced the FRBs’ independence, and

concentrated power into the Board. These changes, which gave the Board more

control over discount rates at all FRBs and more power to set uniform mon-

etary policies, enhanced the Board’s lender of last resort authority. Second,
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the Act implemented a permanent program of federal deposit insurance, which

was based on the temporary program of the 1933 Act. The FDIC, which re-

ceived capital contributions from the government and the FRBs, was to provide

deposit insurance for all Fed-member banks and qualifying state non-member

banks. The model for deposit insurance was not new, as various states in the

West and the South had already experimented with an FDIC-like system since

the Panic of 1907 (White, 1983). However, the state systems, which depended

largely on depositor confidence, began to fail during the 1923–24 economic re-

cession and disappeared completely at the peak of the 1929–33 banking panics

(White, 1983, p. 220–222). The advantage of the FDIC, therefore, lay mainly

with the credit of the federal government—and American taxpayers. Since the

establishment of the FDIC, “no depositor has lost a single cent of insured funds

as a result of a failure.”5 Third, the 1935 Act, by amending Section 19 of the

Federal Reserve Act, forbade interest payments on demand deposits and granted

the Fed the power to set interest rates on saving and time deposits. The rate

ceiling regulation was written into Section Q of the Code of Federal Regula-

tion and became known as the infamous “Regulation Q.” This change removed

banks’ ability to compete for deposits and thus limit their tendency to invest

in risky assets. Although the Banking Act of 1935 did not address bankers’

reliance of interbank balances, which was a major issue (as discussed in the pre-

vious section), the changes in the Act were sufficient to mitigate the system’s

exposure to systemic liquidity shocks.

In order to address the threat of shadow banking, Congress redesigned the

financial system as a whole. First, following the Banking Act of 1933, the 1935

5FDIC Website. https://www.fdic.gov/about/learn/symbol/. Retrieved 04/01/2015.
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Act imposed a strict separation between investment and commercial banking,

thereby forbidding depository institutions from trading on their own account

or underwriting stocks and bonds. Consequently, commercial banks could no

longer own and operate investment affiliates. Second, the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 imposed a wide range of requirements on all publicly listed compa-

nies. The requirements included the registration of any securities listed on stock

exchanges, disclosure, proxy solicitations, and margin and audit requirements.

The purpose of the Act was to increase transparency in the secondary secu-

rity market by forcing companies to provide sufficient information to investors.

Third, the Commodity Exchange Act of 1936, which replaced the Grain Fu-

tures Act of 1922, extended federal authority over the regulation of commodity

futures prices, prohibited market and price manipulation, and prevented fraud

that may arise in brokerage firms. Similar to the Securities Exchange Act, this

Act aimed at increasing transparency in the commodity market and bringing

previously unregulated entities out of the shadows.

While the reforms in the 1930s were successful in many aspects, they failed

to address regulatory competition, which was a crucial regulatory leakage in the

system highlighted in the previous section. The duality of banking continued to

exist, while the FDIC became the newest addition to the list of federal regulators

of commercial banking. Furthermore, it was relatively easy for banks to change

their charters and regulators. For instance, Scott (1977) reports 1,828 switches

between 1950 and 1977, while Rosen (2005) reports 2,298 switches between

1977 and 2003. When a bank decides to leave a regulator, the regulator’s

budget could be reduced by as much as 30% (Scott, 1977; Rosen, 2003; Blair

and Kushmeider, 2006). As a result, competition between state and federal
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regulators intensified, particularly via the exercise of their discretionary power

(Scott, 1977). In addition, in an effort to promote homeownership in the United

States, Congress passed the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932 and the

National Housing Act of 1934, which grafted the Federal Home Loan Bank

System and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) onto

the financial industry. This created a regulatory structure in the thrift sector

that paralleled to the commercial banking sector. Consequently, regulatory

competition between state and federal regulators in the thrift industry began,

and this subsequently contributed to the Savings and Loan Crisis in the 1980s

(Kane, 1989).

During the four decades after the Great Depression, because of the afore-

mentioned reforms, the U.S. financial system was remarkably stable. On the

liability side, banks did not have to compete for deposits because of both de-

posit insurance and interest rate ceilings. On the assets side, banks could no

longer speculate on the stock market or lend on margin to stockbrokers and thus

returned to the classic banking model, providing only short-term liquid loans to

the commercial and agricultural sectors. Together with other changes, the fi-

nancial sector as a whole, which was subject to an unprecedented level of federal

regulatory oversight, had little incentive to take risks or to innovate, to such an

extent that the period between 1940 and 1965 has been dubbed “boring bank-

ing.” However, the new regulatory apparatus was not without its weaknesses.

Besides the failure to curb regulatory competition, the reforms of the 1930s

created a stringent regulatory environment that prevented financial institutions

from adapting to changes in macroeconomic conditions. The “boring banking”

period, therefore, was simply the calm before a new financial storm.
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3.5 Deregulation Amidst Regulatory Failures

The stable banking period that persisted for several decades following the Great

Depression saw historically low bank failure rates. Nearing the tail end of the

period leading up to the 1970s, a number of factors created challenges for the

savings and loan (S&L) industry and banking sector. Financial innovations

from the money market fund industry and various competitive pressures on

S&L institutions led to disintermediation. In addition, the severe housing price

declines in various regional markets, combined with limitations on inter-branch

businesses and sector diversification, worsened the financial conditions of S&L

institutions with asset portfolios concentrated in these regions.

Furthermore, there were tensions between deregulation in response to mar-

ket innovation and safety and soundness supervision. The parallel regulatory

structure and supervisory approach had weaknesses that fueled regulatory com-

petition under the dual banking framework. Differences in regulatory policies

among regulators and between federal and state regulatory entities engendered

regulatory competition and complexity.

Amidst an unstable macroeconomic environment with rising interest rates,

the financial industry relied a great deal on short-term savings deposits in order

to fund long-term assets. These included higher interest rates associated with

out-of-control inflation and tightened monetary policies. Higher interest rates

also caused an asset-liability mismatch, resulting in widespread negative net

worth and an insolvency crisis in the S&L and banking industries.

To tackle the immediate crisis, decision-makers instituted a package of mea-

sures that increased the social safety net for troubled firms, allowed regulatory
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forbearance, relaxed investment activities, loosened barriers to entry, and bailed

out large firms—prompting the notion of too-big-to-fail and reinforcing moral

hazard, all of which contributed to higher bailout costs. This set of regulatory

policies worsened financial conditions, and consequently exacerbated failures

and costs to insurance funds.

Five Key Banking and Financial Laws

The five key laws that best represent the deregulation of the financial indus-

try during this period are as follows.

First, the prevailing preference for deregulation led to the Depository In-

stitutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980 (DIDMCA), which

removed interest rate control (Regulation Q). This substantial change is under-

stood as a response to competitive conditions in the financial industry. However,

the impetus for this legislation was planned years before its 1980 enactment. In

1972, a study by the Hunt Commission recommended phasing out interest rate

caps on time and savings accounts as well as expanded lending and investment

authority for financial firms. In 1976, Congress also issued a subcommittee

report with recommendations along the same lines (Committee on Banking,

Currency and Housing, 1976). When Congress passed the DIDMCA, it sought

to offset competitive pressures from MMMFs by removing deposit interest rate

caps. However, it had the unintended consequence of raising deposit funding

costs and pushing many institutions to insolvency.

The second law Congress passed was the Garn-St. Germain Depository In-

stitutions Act of 1982, which expanded the powers of saving associations to

invest in nonresidential loans. It allowed the implementation of capital forbear-

ance for thrifts facing the prospect of insolvency, while also relaxing portfolio
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restrictions, which spurred an aggressive expansion into commercial real estate

by thrifts. Banking problems attributed largely to real estate problems, and

public policy responses made them even worse. This included tax laws that

delayed taxable events and stimulated commercial real estate lending, bolstered

by the Garn-St. Germain Act of 1982, which expanded the powers of saving

associations to invest in nonresidential loans, combined with new entrants and

heightened competition from commercial paper markets.

After a long hiatus, Congress enacted a third law: the Competitive Equality

Banking Act of 1987 (CEBA). This initiative sought to address the depleting

FSLIC, replenishing the fund with approximately $10.8 billion while allowing

regulatory forbearance for certain thrifts and placing stricter standards of ac-

counting and capital for the thrift industry as a whole. This bill started out

as a part of an omnibus legislation that would expand the scope of commercial

banks. However, due to Congressional fragmentation, the omnibus bill that

was approved imposed a moratorium on banking regulatory agencies’ ability to

grant new powers, which aimed to provide Congress with the opportunity to

forge consensus, but to avail. When the moratorium expired, federal regulators

at the OCC and the Fed took steps to expand the industry’s new powers.

Two focuses in financial regulation and supervision that ensure the safety

and soundness of financial firms include the following: (1) microprudential—

capital adequacy and liquidity and (2) market conduct—consumer protection,

responsible lending, and governance. These were the prevailing focus of reg-

ulation and supervision during the S&L crisis. However, the government fell

severely short on both of these aspects. Furthermore, a number of researchers
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have noted that the government loosened financial rules amidst a wave of dereg-

ulated initiatives in order to enhance competitiveness without allocating suffi-

cient examiners and supervisory resources to enforce the safety and soundness

of institutions.

For policymakers, several key takeaways emerged from the S&L debacle.

The first is that a regulatory structure is crucially important in banking super-

vision. From a supervisory perspective, the S&L crisis is a prime example of a

supervisory structure with flaws that engendered a “race to the bottom” envi-

ronment. Federal and state agencies were searching aggressively for new charter

registrations, which created supervisory overlaps and incoherent enforcement of

rules while allowing entities to benefit from regulatory arbitrage. In addition,

regulated entities were insufficiently covered in that firms—specifically, S&L as-

sociations and commercial banks—were not uniformly subject to regulation and

supervision. Economists and FDIC researchers also argued that deregulatory

measures should have been offset by more bank examiners to cover shortages

in light of higher-risk banks and stronger capital standards (Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation, 1997).

Second, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board’s (FHLBB’s) examination, su-

pervision, and regulatory capabilities were not commensurate to the challenges

when problem firms and failures surged. After the Great Depression, Congress

established the Federal Home Loan System for the S&L industry, which was

modeled after the Fed. With 12 regional Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBs),

the FHLBB oversaw the thrift industry in much the same way the Federal Re-

serve Board oversees commercial banking. However, the FHLBB’s structure had

fundamental weaknesses and conflicts of interest. Regulatory reform sought to
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address this structure; however, it did not sufficiently address the long-term

problem of ill-equipped examination and supervisory capabilities. From this

perspective, regulators and supervisors failed to achieve its two principal foci of

microprudential concerns and market conduct.

Third, a major challenge for regulators during the S&L debacle was the

need to balance regulatory discretion and principles-based regulation and su-

pervision when dealing with distressed firms. During this period, regulators

were supportive of discretion, which lent itself to regulatory forbearance. Many

estimates point to costly results of such forbearance. Worse, forbearance had

a tendency to favor large banks, thereby reinforcing too-big-to-fail market per-

ceptions. Forbearance also included relaxing capital standards and accounting

rules as well as allowing weaker institutions to either gamble out of insolvency

or merge with others.

These considerations were the rationale for supervisory re-regulation. In

particular, Congress approved the fourth law, the Financial Institutions Re-

form, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). To address the then

insolvent FSLIC—the FDIC’s counterpart for the thrift industry—the FIRREA

established a new regulatory agency: the Resolution Trust Corporation. It was

designed to resolve hundreds of insolvent thrifts, liquidate S&L assets (largely

real estate), and use the proceeds to repay insurance to depositors. Moreover,

Congress transferred the functions of the S&L insurance fund to the FDIC, dis-

mantled the flawed thrift regulatory structure of the FHLBB, and shifted its

legacy functions to the newly established Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). As

a result, the FHLBB was abolished, while the OTS absorbed these functions.
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Meanwhile, the FSLIC was also abolished and the FLSIC Resolution Fund, ad-

ministered by the FDIC, assumed all of its assets and liabilities. The OTS, in

particular, received the authority to charter, regulate, examine, and supervise

savings institutions. The FIRREA also restricted the lending activities of thrifts

so that 70 percent of their assets had to be mortgage-related, such as residential,

home equity, and mortgage-backed securities. Furthermore, it required thrifts

to maintain capital standards comparable to those of national banks, with a

minimum total capital ratio of 8 percent relative to assets.

In response to severe problems in the thrift industry and the nearly 1,300

commercial banks that either failed or required FDIC assistance over the two-

decade span, Congress passed the fifth law—the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-

poration Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA). With the goal of ensuring safety

and soundness, the FDICIA placed restrictions on regulatory forbearance or in-

tervention rules in the form of prompt corrective action and least-cost resolution.

This required prudential regulators to take corrective supervisory actions in re-

sponse to capital losses at a depository firm, based on categories corresponding

to capital levels. It also required agencies to take corrective actions earlier and

adopt the resolution method that minimized the cost to taxpayers. Finally,

the law restricted institutions that were undercapitalized from borrowing at the

Fed, on top of extending the examination cycle for banks and instituting a risk-

based deposit insurance premium while increasing the FDIC’s credit line to the

U.S. Treasury.
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3.6 The 2007–09 Crisis and the Re-Reforms

3.6.1 The Rise of Shadow Banking

As the fast-changing macroeconomic conditions beginning in the 1970s chal-

lenged the stringent regulatory environment of the post-Great Depression era,

a wave of deregulation washed over the financial industry. A host of regula-

tory barriers, which were installed in response to the Great Depression, were

dismantled, making way for rapid financial innovations in all corners of the mar-

ket. An unfortunate outcome of such deregulation was the rise of a new form

of shadow banking, which contributed significantly to the fragility of the the

financial system.

As discussed in previous sections, shadow banking in the United States has

had a long history, evolving from one form to the next. Before the Civil War,

wildcat banks issued highly leveraged currency notes in remote rural areas and

circulated them in large cities to minimize redemption. This was one of the

earliest forms of shadow banking in America. At the turn of the 20th century,

trust companies rose significantly in number and in asset size, competing directly

with commercial banks while remaining unregulated (or lightly regulated). In

the 1920s, investment trusts and investment affiliates made up the new shadow

banking system, fueling rampant speculation in the stock market. Following

the deregulation trend in the 1970s, it was natural that a new form of shadow

banking would begin to take root.

Unlike previous forms, the modern shadow banking system is difficult to

pinpoint, which is primarily because of the complexity of the modern financial

system. According to the Financial Stability Board (2011), shadow banking
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involves “credit intermediation involving entities and activities (fully or par-

tially) outside the regular banking system.” Meanwhile, Claessens and Rat-

novski (2014) describe it as “all financial activities, except traditional banking,

which require a private or public backstop to operate.” By either definition,

the shadow banking system includes a large number of different types of finan-

cial entities that specialize in complex credit-creation and funding techniques.

Examples of these entities include: hedge funds, MMMFs, SIVs, SPEs, asset-

backed commercial paper (ABCP) conduits, investment banks, and mortgage

companies. Examples of credit-creation and funding techniques include securiti-

zation, repurchase agreements (repos), and risk-hedging through credit default

swaps (CDS).

Financial deregulation contributed to the rise and the invasive nature of the

modern shadow banking system in several aspects. First, financial barriers were

removed in Congress. The deregulation trend, which began in the 1970s and

culminated in the passage of the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Financial Services Mod-

ernization Act of 1999, dismantled the legal requirements separating investment

and commercial banking. This bolstered the broader trend of consolidation in

the financial services industry, thereby allowing a host of different types of fi-

nancial institutions to operate under the same corporate roof. Meanwhile, the

Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 prevented the Commodity Fu-

tures Trading Commission (CFTC) from regulating credit derivatives and other

over-the-counter derivatives, including CDS. Second, virtually all federal regu-

lators joined the effort of deregulating the financial system via the exercise of

their discretionary power. For instance, the Fed, which was responsible for the

supervision of financial conglomerates, allowed these institutions to use their
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bank affiliates to support non-bank loans, including shadow banking operations

(Omarova, 2011). Meanwhile, the OCC modified its rules and regulatory in-

terpretations so that banks under its supervision could engage in securitizing

their own assets (Omarova, 2009). The Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC), which supervised investment banks, such as Bear Sterns, Lehman Broth-

ers and Merrill Lynch, also decided to allow these banks to use their propriety

risk models and set their own regulatory capital. As a result, their capital fell

substantially, while their leverage increased (Office of Inspector General, 2008).

Furthermore, the SEC exempted securitization vehicles from having to register

as investment companies (Securities and Exchange Commission, 1992). This

allowed these vehicles to continue operating in the shadows.

Amidst the new regulatory environment, the shadow banking system grew

rapidly. According to Gorton and Metrick (2010), the assets of the shadow

banking system were comparable to those of commercial banks in 2007. For

instance, MMMFs, which provided short-term funding to the financial system

at large, increased from $4 billion in asset size in the late 1970s to $1.8 trillion

in 2000, peaking at $3.8 trillion in 2008. The repo market, which is a market

for short-term collateralized loans, grew from $2 trillion in 1997 to $7 trillion

in 2008. Furthermore, non-agency annual issuance of all securitized products,

which was less than $100 billion in 1990, surged to more than $2 trillion just

prior to the 2007–09 crisis.
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3.6.2 It’s a Liquidity Crisis, Again!

In the run-up to the financial crisis, institutions were over-reliant on short-

term unsecured funding markets to finance their operations. Specifically, fi-

nancial firms relied on short-term money markets as a funding mechanism to

support various asset-backed securitization businesses. The shadow banking

system, which was heavily involved in securitization markets, amplified further

the system’s vulnerability to liquidity shocks. For instance, the Lehman Broth-

ers bankruptcy resulted in massive losses on commercial papers, causing Reserve

Primary Fund (a MMMF) to “break the buck,” thereby causing investors to pull

out in tandem. This sparked a general run on MMMFs and cascaded markets

that relied on short-term funding. The rapid deterioration of financial market

conditions prompted the Fed to create an array of special credit facilities to deal

with liquidity pressures and credit shortages. The Fed’s actions can be summed

up as providing massive liquidity and broadening the class of acceptable collat-

eral, reflecting the complex web of intermediation activities performed by bank

and non-bank firms.

When pressures emerged in term funding markets in August 2007, the Fed

responded in several ways. First, it cut the discount window rate from 6.25

percent to 5.75 percent, which was 0.5 percentage points above the federal funds

rate of 5.25 percent. Second, the Fed used its authority, granted under Section

10(b) of the Federal Reserve Act, to introduce the Term Auction Facility (TAF)

in December 2007. Under this facility, the Fed provided term discount window

loans in exchange for acceptable discount window collateral. This innovation

allowed the TAF to avoid the stigma of the traditional discount window by
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allocating the funds via auction to borrowers under sound financial conditions.

In March 2008, primary dealers faced liquidity pressures with respect to term

funding access and collateral. Because broker-dealers had difficulties pledging

collateral to finance their securities inventory, the Fed created the Securities

Lending Facility (TSLF) on the basis of its Section 13(b) authority. Under this

program, the Fed provided short-term liquid treasuries to primary dealers in

exchange for a fee with collateral. In exchanging their low-quality collateral for

high-quality collateral, primary dealers could pledge those in the repo lending

market to raise funds. Similar to the TAF, the Fed auctioned off the TSLF

funds, which peaked at $270 billion in October 2008.

During this period, the tri-party repo segment was also under strain, prompt-

ing the Fed to establish the Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF). Due to their

important role as counterparties to monetary policy implementation (by way of

open market operations), the PDCF served as an overnight loan facility for pri-

mary dealers, in exchange for full collateral, which tracked the broader set of

collateral accepted in the tri-party repo market. This credit facility mirrored

that of the discount window extended to depository institutions. Meanwhile,

outstanding credit peaked at $155 billion in September 2008.

Furthermore, in response to the credit crunch, the Fed, in coordination with

the Treasury, took aggressive actions to restore the provision of credit lending

in short-term lending markets. Under Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act,

the Fed created the ABCP MMMF Liquidity Facility to provide liquidity to

depository institutions to fund the purchase of ABCP from MMMFs subject to

considerable investor redemptions. The U.S. Treasury then instituted a tem-

porary guarantee, with voluntary participation, of MMMFs by insuring their
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shareholder assets up to the total value of shareholders’ accounts, which was

important for MMMFs under redemption pressures. This guarantee expired in

September 2008.

The Federal Reserve also established the Commercial Paper Funding Facil-

ity (CPFF). Under this facility, the FRB of New York purchased highly rated

commercial paper at a three-month maturity directly from eligible issuers. In

exchange, the Federal Reserve required issuers to pay fees to tap the facility,

which proved to be a valuable alternative source of unsecured funds.

Disruptions in MMMFs erupted into a global liquidity crisis when firms

retracted their dollar lending to one another due to concerns regarding their

ability to fund operations, thereby resulting in shortages in the dollar-funding

market overseas. When interbank money markets tightened considerably, un-

secured funding sources eroded, and international firms were in need of dollars

to fund their dollar-denominated assets, including securities holdings and retail

and corporate loans. According to BIS economists, exposures were concentrated

in Europe, where European banks had substantially increased dollar assets over

time, with $8 trillion by mid-2007 (Baba, McCauley, and Ramaswamy, 2009).

To address this shortage, the Fed entered into temporary central bank liquidity

swap lines with a number of foreign central banks. While a number of foreign

central banks were either unable or reluctant to tap into their foreign reserves

supply, dollar availability from the Fed enabled these central banks to lend

dollars to institutions in their jurisdictions.

In addition, to stop the financial system from hemorrhaging, the Fed lever-

aged massive publicly funded programs from the U.S. Treasury to maximize the

impact of its credit facilities and financial assistance programs. Of note is the
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expansion of the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF), which the

Fed created in 2008 to support consumer lending. The TALF provides financing

to private investors to help thaw the credit markets and lower interest rates for

auto, small business, credit card, and other forms of consumer and business

credit. Meanwhile, the Treasury committed $20 billion in “first-loss protection”

from its Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) to leverage lending from the

Federal Reserve. The goal was to increase the size of the TALF by using a $100

billion TARP commitment to leverage up to $1 trillion in new lending.

Invoking its “exigent circumstances” clause, the Fed worked with the Trea-

sury to provide assistance to systemically important financial firms. This in-

cluded aid to Citigroup, which had suffered substantial losses from investments

in mortgage-backed securities as well as from credit rating downgrades. Under

the agreement, the government would insure a pool of $306 billion in assets

against unusually large losses, with Citigroup absorbing first losses. Any losses

in excess of that amount would be shared between the government (90 percent)

and Citigroup (10 percent). The government’s share of these losses would be

allocated first to the Treasury through TARP, second to the FDIC, and finally,

to the Fed through a non-recourse loan. The second notable rescue was AIG,

which was facing imminent failure due to its inability to obtain sufficient capital

or liquidity in private markets in order to function. The Treasury and the Fed

jointly announced a package of measures to address the vulnerabilities in AIG’s

balance sheet that threatened its viability as well as its credit rating. The FRB

of New York borrowed billions in investment-grade, fixed-income securities from

AIG in return for cash collateral. Meanwhile, the Treasury purchased preferred

stock in AIG through TARP, with majority ownership, to provide additional
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capital and help the company pay down its credit facility with the Fed.

From a bird’s-eye view, the 2007–09 crisis showed remarkably similar reg-

ulatory dynamics at play during the S&L crisis. This included the regulatory

changes to accommodate private sector innovations, competitions between reg-

ulated sectors and less regulated sectors, and a complex regulatory structure

with gaps. Just as in the S&L crisis, the recent financial crisis was attributed

to various vulnerabilities. However, the most important distinction is that the

2007–09 crisis was a systemic liquidity crisis with global dimensions, while the

S&L crisis was a fundamental asset-liability mismatch driving insolvencies. As

a result, the regulatory reforms following each event were vastly contrasting.

3.6.3 Regulatory Re-Reform: The Dodd–Frank Act of
2010

After a year of public policy debate and almost two years after the financial

system nearly collapsed, on July 21, 2010, Congress approved the Dodd–Frank

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the most ambitious financial

overhaul package since the Great Depression. By some measures, the aggregate

word count in the Dodd–Frank Act that refers to financial restrictions dwarfs

any legislation in modern history. Key provisions include (1) the creation of

the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) and the Consumer Financial

Protection Bureau (CFPB); (2) enhanced prudential oversight by the Fed and

the FDIC; and (3) the regulation of systemic risk, consumer protection, sound

underwriting standards, securitization risk-retention requirements, and over-

the-counter derivatives clearing. Given the massive scope of the Dodd–Frank

Act, the following section will focus more on the challenges related to liquidity
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and systemic risk regulation.

Money Market Mutual Funds

The Dodd–Frank Act charged the SEC with issuing reform rules to enhance

the stability and resiliency of short-term funding markets. Under the FSOC’s di-

rection, the SEC would recommend options to enhance the stability of MMMFs,

including (1) increasing capital; (2) switching MMMFs from using a stable net

asset value (NAV) to a floating NAV; and (3) implementing gates or liquidity

fees to limit runs in times of stress.

However, the SEC came to a standstill because of internal disagreements.

Due to overcapacity, complexity of rules, and disagreements over the risk trade-

offs of the proposals, the SEC missed several of the original expected completion

dates. Although the FSOC has asserted public pressure on the SEC to com-

plete this ruling as well as an impact study, it does not have the authority to

compel the SEC (or any other agency) to take specific regulatory or supervisory

actions. In other words, the FSOC only serves as a coordinating body. This

rules-issuance process highlights a weakness that officials have emphasized. For

instance, Donald Kohn, former vice-chairman of the Fed, has suggested that

the FSOC does not have sufficient independence and the power to impose re-

quirements on individual regulator members (Fischer, 2014).

Given the uncertainty surrounding money-market funds, it remains to be

seen whether the SEC’s reform rules will drastically reduce the risk of future

panics/runs. This causes potential risks to financial stability. In addition,

proposed changes, such as a floating NAV, could pose problems for treasury

departments at financial firms, which would have to put systems in place to track

fluctuations in NAVs as short-term capital gains and losses for tax purposes.
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More broadly, with the regulatory changes, it is possible that money funds may

become less attractive due to shifting demands from treasury departments and

their cash portfolios.

Systemic Risk: Tri-Party Repo

Another market that shows financial stability concerns under distressed mar-

ket conditions is the tri-party repurchase agreement system. This system re-

lies heavily on the largest clearing banks, the Bank of New York Mellon and

J.P. Morgan Chase, to facilitate the credit and collateral transfer between the

lender and the borrower in a repo transaction. Given the nature of overnight

repo transactions, until the clearing banks can match borrowers and lenders

between a contract expiring and another contract beginning, clearing banks

provide intraday (daylight) credit to borrowers to the tune of trillions of dol-

lars. Therefore, tri-party repo participants are exposed to counterparty risks,

including bank defaults and clearing bank defaults. Under a reform effort, the

FRB of New York has pushed tri-party participants to reduce substantially their

need for intraday (daylight) credit, down to as much as 20 percent. In a future

scenario, such as a crisis facing the tri-party system, this would call for an ac-

tive role by the Fed under its LOLR function to provide an alternative source

of credit.

Beyond addressing intraday credit exposures, the tri-party repo market has

not yet resolved the risk of collateral fire sales as a result of a liquidity crisis

(Begalle, Martin, McAndrews, and McLaughlin, 2013). This continues to be a

focal point for regulators and supervisors, given its important role in the broader

repo lending markets. As witnessed during the crisis, primary dealers who

borrowed as much as several trillion dollars a day in repo markets had difficulty
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pledging low-quality collateral. Lenders who cannot hold the collateral on their

books would be forced to sell in the event of a counterparty default. This could

precipitate a momentum of margin calls, deleveraging, and asset price declines

(Dudley, 2013). Systemic risk could also arise from either a defaulting dealer or

a repo investor engaging in fire sales. Researchers have expressed concerns due

to not only limitations of current tools to put controls on the risk of pre-default

fire sales, but also the lack of tools to address post-default sales (Dudley, 2013).

Regulatory Gaps and Oversight Failure

As described, a major vulnerability observed pre-crisis was uncoordinated

regulatory rulemaking. There was no single agency in charge of systemic risk.

Furthermore, because of data gaps in monitoring excessive build-up of risk in

the financial system, agencies need to leverage one another’s resources and ex-

pertise. From both microprudential and macroprudential perspectives, AIG is

an illustrative example. It is one of the largest financial firms with a global

footprint that opted for supervision under the OTS rather than the New York

state banking regulator. The holding company relied on the solid ratings of its

subsidiaries with traditional insurance products to issue CDS on senior tranches

of collateralized debt obligations and other complex financial derivatives. Mi-

croprudential concerns shot to alarming levels when it posted substantial losses,

a ratings downgrade, and significant collateral associated with CDS exposures.

Consequently, the Dodd–Frank Act addressed these shortfalls by establishing

the FSOC and by dissolving the OTS outright.

The FSOC is a unique solution to the regulatory architecture in the United

States, an alternative to a single, consolidated regulator. The FSOC, which

consists of voting members, including heads of federal banking and regulatory
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agencies, serves as a policy forum to coordinate supervisory initiatives, iden-

tify, monitor, and address systemic risk. Furthermore, it has the authority to

designate institutions as systemically important financial institutions that are

subject to enhanced prudential standards by the Fed.

Like the S&L debacle, the sub-prime crisis revealed weaknesses in the reg-

ulatory structure that undermined the government’s ability to achieve both

the traditional focus of microprudential regulation and market conduct. What

compounded the impact of regulatory weaknesses was the link between finan-

cial stability and systemically significant financial firms that dealt with opaque,

exotic products—all of which brought to the forefront another principal concern

from a regulatory and supervisory perspective: regulatory failure due to compe-

tition in laxity. For instance, the OTS was perceived as a lax regulator vis-à-vis

the FDIC. Even before the 2007–09 crisis, critics already voiced concern about

financial firms taking advantage of the flexibility to choose charters. A number

of them elected the OTS as their regulator based on the perception that the

OTS was a lax regulator relative to alternative agencies, such as the New York

State Banking Regulatory Agency. Examples include AIG, Washington Mu-

tual, Countrywide, and IndyMac, all of which specialized in complex financial

products before 2007 and then failed during the 2007–09 crisis under the OTS’s

supervision. In response, the Dodd–Frank Act abolished the OTS agency and

merged these functions into the OCC.
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3.7 Conclusion

Via an examination of major regulatory reforms, this paper has provided a

review of financial regulatory developments in the United States with special

attention given to the issue of regulatory leakages. As reforms alter and shape

the trajectory of the U.S. financial landscape over time, regulatory leakages,

with respect to unregulated short-term funding markets, ineffective regulatory

regimes, and shadow banking, evolve and manifest themselves in different forms.

Thus, the discussion in this paper highlights the deep-rooted nature of these

leakages.

The paper has also shown that misguided aspects of past reforms are among

the key factors that contributed to market failures and ensuing panics. Because

of this reciprocal and recurring relationship between regulatory overhauls and

crises, it can be expected that factors leading to the next crisis may already exist

in (or will emerge from) the current regulatory apparatus created by the Dodd–

Frank Act. While the proximate cause is unknown, certain aspects of existing

banking and financial regulation deserve a closer look from policymakers, law-

makers, and market participants alike. For instance, bank liquidity regulation

should be updated frequently to account for financial innovations. In the recent

crisis, the shadow banking system, which relied on repos and other short-term

funding, was vulnerable to runs, just as depository institutions were before the

Great Depression. Gorton (2010), Gorton and Metrick (2012), and others have

described the recent market fallout as a classic bank run, driven by shadow

banking firms’ inability to roll over short-term debt. Had the Dodd–Frank Act

been implemented sooner, the 2007–09 financial crisis may have had a much
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milder impact on the financial system and the economy as a whole.

Moreover, the unique regulatory regime and policy process in the United

States should be acknowledged. While the regime includes a host of federal and

state regulatory agencies as well as a web of complicated and sometimes overlap-

ping rules and regulations, the public policy process is slow and reactive. Based

on historical episodes and corresponding regulatory reform efforts highlighted

in this paper, the optics of Congress may not allow for a comprehensive reform

until a major crisis has come and passed. This is not an ideal situation. Per-

haps, further examination of history will reveal more fundamental weaknesses

that may ultimately convince Congress to take a more proactive position.

“Concisely stated, the problem before us at the present time is

develop a sound banking system in the United States... why has the

United States not found a satisfactory solution to its banking prob-

lems during the long period of agitation and reform that stretches

back to 1836? Perhaps the chief reason is our habit of application—

of being content with immediate remedies for pressing problems...

To find a permanent solution we must first analyze the fundamental

bases of the problem—not merely its superficial inconveniences.” —

James (1934)
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 1

A.1 Two Supervisors and A Yardstick Compe-

tition

Let us consider the case that Assumption 1.24 does not hold. That means

Congress can offer a supervisory contract that pays less when supervisors receive

more banks. Then, to prevent supervisors taking advantage of this feature, I

assume that supervisors cannot reject banks.

Consider a contract that pays:

s(bj, 0) = biψ(eC),

for i, j ∈ {1, 2}.

This contract is similar to the yardstick competition contract proposed by

Shleifer (1985). The main intuition is to pay a self-interested agent with non-

verifiable effort not according to her own performance, but according to her

peer’s. In this case, each supervisor receives transfer from Congress proportional

to the number of banks that the other supervisor receives. Because bankers have

the tendency to select a lower-effort supervisor (and because supervisors cannot

reject banks), each supervisor will make sure that the other one has more banks
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by exerting the highest incentive-compatible level of effort. It the follows that

Congress can induce the supervisors to exert any eC that it desires.

In any case, it is not realistic to punish a supervisor for having too many

banks. In particular, the form of supervisory contracts seen above is far from

what can be observed in the real world.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1.7.1

By imposing K∗ = 1 − ε, bankers can borrow only ε in deposits. Since all

projects yield at least ε in all states, bankers will always have enough assets to

cover their debts. Hence, no bailout is needed in this case.

In addition, the interest rate on deposits is 0.

Besides deposits, bankers need to raise BCoCos = K∗ − k in CoCos, at an

interest rate iCoCos ≥ 0, for any level of equity capital k ≤ K∗ they decide to

contribute. Given supervisor effort e, bankers’ Incentive Compatibility Condi-

tion that ensures investments in safe projects is:

r̄[ε−BCoCos(1 + iCoCos)− ε] ≥ (1− e)r[R−BCoCos(1 + iCoCos)− ε]

⇔ r̄[ε− (K∗ − k)(1 + iCoCos)− ε] ≥ (1− e)r[R− (K∗ − k)(1 + iCoCos)− ε]

⇔ k ≥ K∗ − IC(e)− ε
1 + iCoCos

⇔ k ≥ K∗ − r̄(IC(e)− ε), (A.1)

where IC(e) is given in (1.11). Note that the last inequality is obtained by

recognizing that if bankers pursue safe projects with certainty, the interest rate
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on CoCos satisfies:

r̄(1 + iCoCos) = 1.

It is straightforward to verify that bankers’ profit is decreasing in k. Hence,

Condition (A.1) is binding. Given the total capital requirement K∗ and super-

visor effort e, bankers will bring equity capital k(K∗, e) = K∗ − r̄(IC(e)− ε).

Furthermore, k(K∗, e) is decreasing in e, because IC(e) is increasing in e as

previously discussed. It follows that, similar to Section 1.6.1.4, Congress can

implement any supervisory effort eC by having two supervisors.

Congress’ welfare maximization problem becomes:

max
eC

WCoCos(eC) = w−bψ(eC)+b

[
1−k(K∗, eC)+

r̄

δ

(
ε− (K∗−k(K∗, eC))−ε

)]
The first-order condition is:

ψ′(eC) = r̄(1− 1

δ
)IC ′(eC),

which is the same as Condition (1.21) in Section 1.6.2.3. It follows that, given

K∗, the optimal supervisory effort in this case is eC = e∗.

The required equity capital for bankers is then:

k(K∗, e∗) = K∗ − r̄(IC(e∗)− ε)

= 1− ε− r̄(IC(e∗)− ε)

= 1− (1− r̄)ε− r̄IC(e∗)

< 1− IC(e∗) = k∗,

where the last inequality is obtained by recalling that IC(e∗) > ε.
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It is now straightforward to verify that

WCoCos(e∗) > W (e∗)

and WCoCos(e∗) > WBailout(k∗, e∗).

A.3 Proof of Proposition 1.7.3

Note that from country G’s perspective, there are only two relevant choices for a

capital requirement: 0 and k0. That is because k0 maximizes social welfare in a

safe banking environment (by Proposition 1.6.4); whereas 0 capital requirement

is optimal in a risky one.

Case 1: β 1−r
1− r

δ
≤ α ≤ 1

For β 1−r
1− r

δ
6= α, F (kL;α, β) is strictly decreasing in kL. It follows that country

L maximizes its welfare by setting kL = 0.

If country G sets kG > 0, its capital requirement is non-binding. All bankers

register in L and enjoy 0 capital requirement. However, if kG = 0, all bankers

stay registered in country G. The share of bankers’ utility, F (0;α, β) > 0, that

would otherwise go to country L would remain with country G.

Thus, kG = 0.

For β 1−r
1− r

δ
= α, F (kL;α, β) is a positive constant with respect to kL. Hence,

country L will always try to set kL < kG in order to attract all the banks, while

country G maximizes its welfare by setting kG = kL.

Thus, kG = kL = 0.

Case 2: βΩ < α < β 1−r
1− r

δ
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It is straightforward to verify that in this case, k̂ < k0.

Also, F (kL;α, β) is strictly increasing in kL. It follows that country L must

set kL ≥ max{0, k̂}.

Country L would not set kL ≥ k0, since it would not get any banks, regardless

of kG.

Hence, k0 > kL > max{0, k̂}.

It follows that regardless of kG, country G is facing a risky banking sector.

To maximize its welfare in this case, country G must have kG = 0.

Case 3: 0 ≤ α ≤ βΩ

F (kL;α, β) is increasing and k̂ ≥ k0. That means F (kL;α, β) ≥ 0 only when

kL ≥ k0. Hence, country L cannot lower its capital requirement to attract

bankers.

Country G maximizes its welfare the same way it does in the absence of

country L: it sets kG = k0.

A.4 Motivation by Punishment?

Section 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 comprise the central analysis of this paper. They sug-

gest that in a bailout-free environment, a supervisory structure should include

multiple supervisors because they can be motivated to compete. However, in a

bailout-guaranteed environment, it is difficult to motivate effective supervision,

regardless of the number of supervisors.

These results depend on, among others, the assumption of non-verifiability

of supervisory effort. Because of this assumption, supervisory contracts cannot
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be directly contingent on supervisors’ effort. Instead, they are assumed to be

contingent on the numbers of banks supervisors examine and close, b̂ and bc. In

the time line of the model, both of these variables are revealed before Date 2.

Maintaining the assumption that supervisory effort is not directly verifiable,

I relax assumptions on supervisory contracts, particularly allowing an additional

transfer payment T from Congress to supervisors, which can be contingent on

the number of failed banks, bf , at Date 2, for 0 ≤ bf ≤ b. The transfer payment,

T (bf ), which can be negative, serves as yet another source of motivation for the

supervisors. For instance, when T (bf ) > 0, it is a reward for a job well done;

when T (bf ) < 0, it is a penalty. To ensure that a penalty is possible, I assume

that supervisors receive a large endowment S > 0 at Date 2.

Before proceeding with the analysis, we first observe that the introduction

of T (bf ) has no effect on the results in Section 1.6.1. That is because without a

banking safety net, depositors and bankers always enter a deposit contract that

ensures safe banking, regardless of supervisory effort exerted by supervisors. It

follows that the number of failed banks, observable in Date 2, carries no new

information regarding supervisors’ effort.

Thus, we will analyze the impact of T (bf ) on social welfare with the assump-

tion that a bailout, as described in Section 1.6.2.1, is guaranteed to all failing

banks.

Second, let us denote the probability of a crisis as 0 < γ < 1. In the

initial description of the model in Section 1.4, I assumed that return shocks

are perfectly correlated across all banks. Thus, if a crisis does not happen, all

projects (safe and risky) succeed and yield high returns; if a crisis happens, a

fraction of projects fail according to their types.
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Specifically, when a crisis hits, safe projects fail with probability r̄′ such that:

r̄ = (1− γ) + γr̄′.

The ex-ante probability of failure of a safe project is, therefore, maintained at

r̄.

Similarly, when a crisis hits, risky projects fail with probability r′ such that:

r = (1− γ) + γr̄′.

Third, we observe that with a single supervisor, the number of failed banks,

bf , can take only three values: bf = 0 if there is no crisis; bf = (1 − r̄′)b if a

crisis occurs and all banks have taken on safe projects; and bf = (1 − r′)b if a

crisis occurs and all banks have taken on risky projects.

Respectively, let T0, T̄ and T denote the transfer payments a supervisor

may receive when bf = 0, bf = (1 − r̄′)b and bf = (1 − r′)b. I assume that

Th ≥ T0, T̄ , T ≥ Tl. The former inequality, which sets an upper limit for Date-2

rewards, reflects the fact that wages and bonuses in the public sector follow

specific schedules and are generally capped by law. Meanwhile, the latter in-

equality, which sets the maximum penalty Congress can impose on supervisors,

is a limited liability constraint that supervisors enjoy. In other words, supervi-

sors are liable for bank failures only up to a certain extend.

A.4.1 A Single Supervisor

Let us consider the case with only one supervisor.

First, recall that in Section 1.6.2.1, without supervision, a minimum capital

requirement k0 is necessary and sufficient to induce safe banking (Proposition

1.6.4). Social welfare is maximized at W = W k.
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Second, recall that in Section 1.6.2.3, ē(k) given by (1.23) denotes the min-

imum level of supervisory effort that can ensure safe banking, for a given level

of capital requirement k < k0. Then, at Date 1-B, the supervisor faces the

following scenarios when choosing effort e:

• If e ≥ ē(k), then maxe U
s(e) = S + s(b)− bψ(e) + (1− γ)T0 + γT̄ ,

• If e < ē(k), then maxe U
s(e) = S + s(b)− bψ(e) + (1− γ)T0 + γT .

In the first scenario, if the effort is high, the supervisor expects all banks

to pursue safe projects. Thus, her expected utility depends on the difference

between the transfer s(b) and the cost of supervision, and on the weighted

average of the transfers she may receive when the number of failed banks is

observed. The intuition for her expected utility in the second scenario is the

same.

It is straightforward to see that it is optimal for the supervisor to choose

either e = ē(k) or e = 0. The necessary condition for e = ē(k) is then:

T̄ − T ≥ 1

γ
bψ(ē(k)). (A.2)

Intuitively, Condition (A.2) means that the supervisor exerts high effort

when either her potential Date-2 reward is sufficiently large, or her potential

penalty is sufficiently severe.

Condition (A.2) and the following condition,

S + s(b)− bψ(e) + (1− γ)T0 + γT̄ ≥ S, (A.3)

are then necessary and sufficient to motivate the supervisor to exert ē(k), for a

given level of k < k0.

We have the following Lemma:
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Lemma A.4.1. For each k < k0, there exists {s(b), T0, T̄ , T} that satisfies

Conditions (A.2) and (A.3) if and only if:

Th − Tl ≥
1

γ
bψ(ē(k)). (A.4)

Proof. First, for k < k0, consider that:

Th − Tl ≥
1

γ
bψ(ē(k)).

then, let T0 = T̄ = Th, T = Tl, and

s(b) = bψ(ē(k)).

It is straightforward to verify that Conditions (A.2) and (A.3) are satisfied.

Second, consider that:

Th − Tl <
1

γ
bψ(ē(k))

⇔ T̄ − T <
1

γ
bψ(ē(k))

which directly contradicts Condition (A.2). Note that the last inequality is

obtained by observing that Th ≥ T̄ , T > Tl.

At Date 1-A, Congress chooses a capital requirement k and a payment sched-

ule {s(b), T0, T̄ , T}, to maximize:

max
k,s(b),T0,T̄ ,T

W bf = w −
[
s(b) + r̄T0 + (1− r̄T̄ ) + b(1− r̄)(1− k − ε)

]
+ b

[
1− k +

r̄

δ

(
ε− (1− k)

)]
+ S + s(b) + r̄T0 + (1− r̄)T̄ − bψ(ē(k)),
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subject to Conditions (A.2) and (A.3).

By Lemma A.4.1, the problem is simplified to:

max
k
W bf (k) = w − b(1− r̄)(1− k − ε) + b

[
1− k +

r̄

δ

(
ε− (1− k)

)]
+ S − bψ(ē(k)),

subject to Condition (A.4).

Let k̄ be such that:

Th − Tl =
1

γ
bψ(ē(k̄)). (A.5)

Solving the maximization problem, we have the optimal level of capital re-

quirement is:

kb
f

=


k0 if 0 ≥ Th − Tl,
k̄ if 1

γ
bψ(e∗) > Th − Tl > 0,

k∗ otherwise,

where k∗ and e∗ are given by (1.21) and (1.22) in Section 1.6.2.2. Note that

ē(k∗) = e∗.

Since ē(k) is increasing in k and ψ(e) is increasing in e, it follows that

k∗ ≤ k̄ ≤ k0. Correspondingly, e∗ ≥ ē(kb
f
) ≥ 0.

Hence, for a given level of Th − Tl, Congress maximizes social welfare by

implementing a capital requirement kb
f

and respective transfer payments that

satisfy Condition (A.4) and motivate supervisory effort ē(kb
f
).

It is then straightforward to verify that WBailout(k∗, e∗) ≥ W bf (kb
f
) ≥ W k.

In other words, Congress may be able to raise social welfare by motiving positive

supervisory effort and lowering the capital requirement, pending the constraint

on Th − Tl.
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Note that Congress is able to reach WBailout(k∗, e∗) only if Th − Tl is suffi-

ciently large. From a policy making perspective, the threshold 1
γ
bψ(e∗), how-

ever, may pose a challenge to Congress because the cost of supervising the entire

banking sector at e∗, bψ(e∗), may be large while the probability of a crisis, γ,

can be very small.

A.4.2 Two Supervisors And More

Given the analysis in the previous section, we now focus on whether Congress

can improve social welfare by having two (or more) supervisors. As it turns out,

having two (or more) supervisors can be socially desirable because the constraint

on Th − Tl is substantially relaxed by the number of available supervisors.

The following proposition demonstrates the above result with two supervi-

sors:

Proposition A.4.2. Let the minimum capital requirement kb
f

be such that:

kb
f

=


k0 if 0 ≥ Th − Tl,
k̄ if b

2γ
ψ(e∗) > Th − Tl > 0,

k∗ otherwise,

for k̄ given by (A.5), and the contract transfer payments be:

s(
b

2
, 0) =

b

2
ψ(ē(kb

f

)),

s(
b

2
, 0) ≥ s(b̂, 0),∀0 ≤ b̂ ≤ b,

T (bf ) =

{
Th ∀bf ≤ (1− r̄′) b

2
,

Tl otherwise.

Then,

i) Each supervisors receives b
2

banks and exerts ē(kb
f
),
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ii) k0 ≤ kb
f ≤ k∗,

iii) Social welfare is maximized at kb
f

and W k ≤ W bf (kb
f
) ≤ WBailout(k∗, e∗).

Proof. By design, we have:

γ(Th − Tl) ≥
b

2
ψ(ē(kb

f

)).

The supervisors’ incentive are as follow.

First, by exerting ē(kb
f
), each supervisor will receive b

2
banks, who will all

invest in safe projects. Supervisors’ utility is:

U s
1 (ē(kb

f

)) = U s
2 (ē(kb

f

)) = S + s(
b

2
, 0)− b

2
ψ(ē(kb

f

))

+(1− γ)T (0) + γT ((1− r̄′) b
2

)

= S + s(
b

2
, 0)− b

2
ψ(ē(kb

f

)) + Th.

Second, suppose that supervisor j unilaterally chooses e < ē(kb
f
). Due to the

guaranteed bailout, all banks would prefer her. Supervisor j’s utility becomes:

U s
j (e) = S + s(b̂, 0)− b̂ψ(e) + (1− γ)T (0) + γT ((1− r′)b̂),

= S + s(b̂, 0)− b̂ψ(e) + (1− γ)Th + γTl,

for any b̂ ≥ b
2

she decides to receive.

Since s( b
2
, 0) ≥ s(b̂, 0), ∀b̂, and

γ(Th − Tl) + b̂ψ(e) ≥ b

2
ψ(ē(kb

f

)),

for ē(kb
f
) > e ≥ 0, it follows that U s

j (ē(kb
f
)) ≥ U s

j (e), for all ē(kb
f
) > e ≥ 0.
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Hence, supervisor j has no incentive to deviate unilaterally from e1 = e2 =

ē(kb
f
).

Third, if both supervisors deviate, they would maximize their expected util-

ity at e1 = e2 = 0. Similar to the analysis above, it is straightforward to verify

that γ(Th − Tl) ≥ b
2
ψ(ē(kb

f
)) implies U s

j (ψ(ē(kb
f
))) ≥ U s

j (0).

Therefore, e1 = e2 = ψ(ē(kb
f
)) is a unique Nash equilibrium between the

two supervisors. Each will then receive b
2

banks.

Now, the welfare maximization problem becomes analogous to the one in

Section A.4.1.

Proposition A.4.2 shows that similar to Section A.4.1, Congress is able to

motivate the supervisors to exert positive effort, and hence, achieve a high level

of social welfare, pending the constraint on Th − Tl.

The advantage of having multiple supervisors in this case is that the con-

strain on Th − Tl is substantially relaxed in comparison to the previous case.

For instance, to achieve WBailout(k∗, e∗), it is necessary in the case of a single

supervisor that γ(Th−Tl) ≥ bψ(e∗). However, in the case with two supervisors,

Congress only needs the reward and penalty be such that γ(Th − Tl) ≥ b
2
ψ(e∗).

From a policy making perspective, as Congress may face legal constraints on

how much it can reward or penalize an individual supervisor, having multiple

supervisors will make it easier for Congress to achieve its goals.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 2

B.1 Proof of Proposition 2.6.1

Proof. First, it is straightforward that k∗ = 1
1−ρ is necessary for a no-bailout

commitment. That is because for k > k∗, the banker will issue risky deposits.

In the event of a failure, the banker’s assets will be liquidated at a high cost.

The government will, therefore, choose to bail out the bank.

Second, under the maximum leverage-ratio requirement k∗, for any invest-

ment size. I, the banker issues only risk-free deposits, ρI. Hence, the bank will

not be liquidated when it fails.

Now, given k∗ = 1
1−ρ , the banker solves:

max
B,rB ,I

U b(B, rB, I) = α
(
ρ(I)I − (I + f − e0 −B)−B(1 + rB)

)
(B.1)

s.t. ρ(I)I ≥ I + f − e0 −B +B(1 + rB) (B.2)

(e0 +B − f)k∗ ≥ I (B.3)

α(1 + rB) ≥ 1 (B.4)
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Solving the Kuhn–Tucker conditions, we therefore have:

I = I∗,

B = (1− ρ)I∗ + f − e0,

rB =
1− α
α

.

Since η > 0, [ρ(I∗)I∗]′ < [ρ(Ī)Ī]′. Hence, I∗ > Ī.

Social welfare, in this case, is:

WCoCos = w + α
(
ρ(I∗)I∗ − ρI∗

)
− f − (1− ρ)I∗ + e0.

Furthermore, we have:

W (e0, Ī) = w + α
(
ρ(Ī)Ī − Ī − f + e0

)
− (1− α)(1 + η)

(
(1− ρ)Ī + f − e0

)
= w + α

(
ρ(Ī)Ī − ρĪ

)
− (1− ρ)Ī + e0 − f − η(1− α)f

−η(1− α)
(

(1− ρ)Ī − e0

)
< w + α

(
ρ(Ī)Ī − ρĪ

)
− (1− ρ)Ī + e0 − f

< WCoCos,

where the first inequality is due the banker’s limited equity and the second is

due to the fact that I∗ maximizes WCoCos.
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